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1
Monoclonal antibody therapy has revolutionized the treatment of many diseases, 

including chronic inflammatory diseases and cancer. Antibody therapy can unfortunately 

also elicit an unwanted immune response, leading to anti-drug antibodies (ADA). It is 

well known that ADA can lower the level of free drug, which may lead to a reduced 

clinical response. Additionally, for some antibody therapeutics, more adverse events 

are reported in ADA positive patients. A rather neglected result of immunogenicity is the 

formation of immune complexes between drug and ADA that likely occurs in all ADA 

positive patients. Although the high dosages drug and ADA could possibly lead to a very 

high amount of immune complexes, the biological and clinical effects of these complexes 

are largely unknown. The aim of this thesis is to provide a detailed characterization of 

the ADA response and its associated immune complex formation, to better understand 

the causes and mechanisms behind the adverse clinical observations.

How antibodies are formed

The immune system is a highly complex and sophisticated network of cells and proteins, 

evolved to protect us against harmful pathogens. Antibodies, or immunoglobulins, 

form a crucial part of this system. They rapidly neutralize invading pathogens and 

subsequently mark them to be removed from the host. The formation of an antibody 

response involves many processes, of which the main steps are described below.

Upon infection, invading pathogens are rapidly captured via cell surface molecules on the 

membrane of macrophages and immature dendritic cells (DCs). Whereas macrophages 

mainly serve to engulf and destruct the pathogen and cause local inflammation, DCs 

mature upon activation of pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) expressed by the DC, 

which recognize pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), and migrate via 

the lymphatic system to lymph nodes.1 Here, the DCs present degraded parts of the 

pathogen, in the form of peptides in complex with major histocompatibility complex 

(MHC) class II molecules to naïve CD4+ T-cells, which leads to activation of the latter.2 

Additional costimulatory signals and cytokines delivered by the mature DCs induce 

proliferation of the activated T-cells and their subsequent differentiation into T-helper 

cells. In the process, the T-helper cells migrate to the border of the B/T-cell zones of the 

lymph node.1

Smaller antigenic particles such as toxins and immune complexes do not require DC-

mediated transportation, but can diffuse directly via the lymphatic system to the lymph 

nodes.2 Here, specific B-cells may recognize specific antigens of the intact pathogen 

via their B-cell receptor (BCR).3 This ensures activation of the B-cell, which also induces 

their migration to the border of the B/T-cell zones. In this process, B-cells will also 

internalize antigens, or even whole pathogens, and present these as peptides on 
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their membrane in the context of MHC class II to cognate T-helper cells. B-cells that 

recognize the same cognate antigen as the T-cells will receive T-cell cytokines and 

costimulatory signals via CD40 on the B-cell and CD40L on the cognate T-cell, leading 

to survival, proliferation and differentiation of the activated B-cells.3,4

In order to provide a first antibody-mediated defense against the pathogen, B-cells 

with the highest affinities will migrate to the medullary chords in the lymph node, where 

they rapidly proliferate and differentiate into antibody secreting cells.3,5 The majority of 

the secreted antibodies is of the pentameric IgM type, and whereas their affinity is still 

rather low, this is compensated by their high valency. These antibodies aid the adaptive 

immune system by facilitating phagocytosis and antigen presentation through complex 

formation with the pathogen.

To eventually obtain high-affinity antibodies, activated B-cells with lower affinities 

return to the B-cell follicle where their vigorous proliferation initiates formation of 

the dark zone of a new germinal center (GC).3,5 During proliferation, the process of 

somatic hypermutation (SHM) gives rise to daughter cells with mutated variable domain 

sequences, which can affect the affinity of the BCR (either positively or negatively). After 

a number of days, the B-cells exit the dark zone and migrate to the light zone of the GCs, 

where they compete for intact antigen by follicular dendritic cells and additionally have 

to compete for sufficient help of follicular T-helper cells. This way, only the B-cells with 

the highest affinities will survive.6,7 In addition, follicular T-helper cells secrete cytokines 

that induce class switch recombination in B-cells, leading to the production of other 

isotypes such as IgG, IgA and IgE.8 B-cells can undergo multiple rounds through the 

dark and the light zone to increase their affinity for the antigen.4 After several rounds, 

they can leave the germinal center to become a plasma cell or memory B-cell. Plasma 

cells travel to the bone marrow where they occupy a niche and continuously produce 

high-affinity antibodies for constant protection. Memory B-cells circulate through the 

lymphoid system in a dormant state, but upon contact with their antigen reactivate, and 

initiate a rapid secondary antibody response to protect the host from infection.5,9

Antibody structure and function

An antibody is a Y-shaped protein consisting of two linked heavy chains that each 

pair a light chain (Figure 1A). An antibody can furthermore be divided into two antigen 

binding fragments (Fab) and a crystallizable fragment (Fc, Figure 1B). Whereas the Fab 

specifically binds the antigen, the Fc exerts the effector functions of the antibody.
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Figure 1. Antibodies can be divided in several ways.
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The antibody repertoire needs to recognize an immense variety of pathogens. To enable 

this, several mechanisms have evolved to diversify the antibody repertoire. The variety 

of an antibody lies in the variable domains of the Fab (Figure 1C), in the antigen binding 

site. The set of determinants (i.e. idiotopes) that is unique for each antibody clone is 

called the idiotype (Figure 1D).

The highest diversity in the variable domains is found in the complementarity determining 

regions (CDRs), which make up the loops that are involved in antigen binding. This 

diversity partly arises from the many V-, D- and J-genes that can encode for the variable 

domain within each developing B-cell. A single V-gene and J-gene segment (and in 

case of the heavy chain also a D-gene segment) is randomly selected during B-cell 

development and combined together to form one unique variable domain in each B-cell. 

Introduction of random nucleotides at the V/D/J joining sites during this recombination 

process further diversifies the variable part, and the matching of a unique heavy chain 

with a unique light chain within each B-cell results in an even higher repertoire of BCRs, 

and hence antibodies. Finally, B-cells that undergo SHM during the germinal center 

reaction introduce point mutations specifically in the CDRs to further increase the affinity 

for their antigen.

Through an ingenious way of selection, auto-reactive B-cells are removed from the 

B-cell pool, while a highly diverse B-cell repertoire is maintained that can even further 

diversify and increase affinity upon recognition of their antigen.

Fc

B-cells that undergo class switch recombination in the germinal center alter the 

expression of the IgM constant heavy chain into another isotype, and thereby change 

the Fc part of the antibody. There are five immunoglobulin isotypes: IgA, IgD, IgE, IgG 

and IgM. Of IgA, two subclasses are expressed, IgA1 and IgA2, and IgG is expressed in 

four different subclasses, IgG1, IgG2, IgG3 and IgG4. Each isotype or subclass exerts 

distinct effector functions through their unique Fc part, shaping the antibody response 

to most efficiently attack and clear different types of pathogens. For instance, IgE is 
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produced to combat helminths, whereas IgA mainly protects the mucosa from invading 

pathogens.10

All classes of antibodies can neutralize pathogens by inhibiting their functions. 

Additionally, binding of antibodies to a single pathogen also brings antibodies close 

together. This opsonization further leads to clearance, in which phagocytic cells (e.g. 

liver and spleen macrophages) engulf and destruct the pathogens.11 This may occur via 

two mechanisms: Fc receptor binding or complement activation; both mechanisms are 

described below.

First, opsonization of pathogens facilitates their internalization by phagocytic cells 

such as macrophages and dendritic cells. Antibody-mediated phagocytosis occurs via 

Fcα and Fcγ receptors that bind IgA and IgG, respectively.12,13 In case of IgG, most 

efficient phagocytosis is observed for IgG1 and IgG3, due to their higher affinity for Fcγ 
receptors compared to IgG2 and IgG4.10 Phagocytosed pathogens are killed in the 

phagolysosome, and subsequently presented again via MHC class II to further stimulate 

the pathogen-specific immune response. Second, opsonization of pathogens leads to 

antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC), a mechanism in which primarily 

NK-cells are activated by Fc receptor crosslinking, thereby triggering the secretion of 

cytotoxic compounds to kill the target cell.

Second, multimerization of IgG1, IgG3 and to a certain extent also IgG2, induces 

activation of the classical pathway of the complement system.14 IgM is a potent 

complement activator as well, but does not require multimerization due to its pre-

existing pentameric form. Fluid phase complement activation via IgM is prevented by a 

conformational change that is required before IgM can bind C1q, the first component of 

the classical pathway. Only IgM that has bound its target undergoes this conformational 

change and exposes its C1q binding sites.15 After C1q binding to IgM or multimerized 

IgG, a cascade of complement proteins is cleaved. This eventually results in the 

assembly of the membrane attack complex, which forms pores in the membrane of 

pathogens to inflict lysis. Furthermore, several cleaved complement proteins have 

anaphylatoxin activity and attract immune cells, whereas other cleavage products mark 

the debris to be phagocytosed.

Therapeutic monoclonal antibodies

The high specificity and affinity of antibodies make them ideal to use as therapeutics. 

This was already appreciated more than a hundred years ago, when the first serum 

therapy was developed. Initially, serum of immunized horses, containing antibodies 

against a certain toxin, was used to treat patients.16 However, since this serum also 
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1
contained many other foreign molecules, strong side effects could occur, making serum 

therapy a dangerous treatment at that time.16

Nowadays, polyclonal antibodies are still used as therapy, but in a highly purified 

and generally safe form, for instance to provide passive immunity against infectious 

agents, or as intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) to treat many health conditions.17,18 

Furthermore, the last few decades considerable improvements have been made in the 

development of monoclonal antibody therapy. The high specificity of antibodies is used 

to very specifically target cytokines, receptors or cells. The effector functions of the 

different antibody classes are furthermore exploited to optimize the therapeutic effect. 

The three main working mechanisms of therapeutic antibodies currently used in the 

clinic are neutralization, blocking of receptors and cell depletion.19

Neutralization

Neutralization of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 or TNF blocks pro-inflammatory 

pathways and ameliorates chronic inflammation. Since these targets are small and 

soluble, the isotype of the therapeutic antibodies is less relevant. Most of these blocking 

antibodies, such as the anti-TNF therapeutics infliximab, adalimumab and golimumab, 

and the anti-IL-6 antibody tocilizumab are of the IgG1 class. An exception is eculizumab 

(anti-C5 of the complement system) which is a combination between IgG2 and IgG4 

to remove all effector functions; IgG2 and IgG4 intrinsically have a low Fc receptor 

binding capacity and IgG4 is a poor complement activator.20 Another way of eliminating 

effector functions is by using only the Fab, as is done with the anti-TNF therapeutic 

certolizumab.

Blocking of receptors

Inflammatory diseases can also be treated with antibodies that block cellular receptors. 

Blocking antibodies only inhibit the inflammatory functions of the cell; the cells are not 

depleted.

Different mechanisms are used to obtain anti-inflammatory effects. First, instead of 

targeting the cytokine itself, the cytokine receptor is antagonized, for example tocilizumab 

that targets the IL-6 receptor. Second, activation of immune cells can be prevented. 

For instance, the fusion protein abatacept (CTLA-4 fused with an IgG1-Fc) prevents 

activation of T-cells by antigen presenting cells and thereby reduces inflammation.21 

Third, receptors that facilitate migration of immune cells can be blocked. This is 

especially useful in case of local inflammation, as for instance with multiple sclerosis 

(MS). MS can be treated with natalizumab that blocks the interaction between α4β1 

integrin expressed on lymphocytes with VCAM-1 on epithelial cells, thereby preventing 
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the influx of lymphocytes into the brain.22 The IgG4 subclass of natalizumab, which has 

poor FcγR binding and complement activation, ensures that the lymphocytes are not 

depleted and are thus still able to combat infections in the periphery.

Cell depletion

In a similar way as pathogens are opsonized and removed from the host, therapeutic 

antibodies can be used to remove pro-inflammatory cells or tumor cells. The Fc of 

the therapeutic plays a crucial role in this process. Antibody-mediated phagocytosis, 

ADCC and complement dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) occurs best with IgG1 or IgG3 

antibodies. However, since IgG3 has a shorter half-life, a longer hinge region and a higher 

allotypic variation than IgG1, IgG3 is less suitable as therapeutic and has therefore not 

been used for therapeutic antibody development.23

Other mechanisms

The very specific target binding of monoclonal antibody therapeutics does not necessarily 

mean that their effects are equally restricted. Because of the high complexity of the 

immune system, the inhibition of one cytokine or depletion of a single cell type may 

have many downstream effects. On the other hand, these multiple effects (including 

unanticipated ones) may supplement each other for higher efficacy. For instance in 

cancer treatment, antibodies against tumor antigens may not only induce ADCC or 

CDC of tumor cells, but can also increase tumor antigen presentation, leading to a 

stronger adaptive anti-tumor immune response.24

Anti-TNF therapeutics for the treatment of Crohn’s disease possibly also work via 

multiple mechanisms. Whereas infliximab and adalimumab are found effective,25,26 

certolizumab shows varying clinical results27,28 and etanercept did not show effectivity.29 

This suggests that blocking TNF alone may not be sufficient. Several proposed additional 

mechanisms include reduction of the neutrophil count, apoptosis of immune cells via 

membrane bound TNF, and Fc-mediated immune regulation.30,31

Complete knowledge of all significant effects of a new therapeutic is thus a challenging 

goal. Animal studies may solve this in part, but the efficacy and working mechanisms of 

a new therapeutic likely only become apparent during a clinical trial, or even much later 

during patient studies.

Next generation therapeutic antibodies

Since antibodies are well-studied proteins, the effector mechanisms of the Fc domain 

can now be pinpointed to specific amino acids and glycans. This enables antibody 
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1
engineering, in which the existing antibody structure is altered in order to gain or remove 

certain antibody functions.

Antibody engineering is done on various levels and ranges from removing a single 

monosaccharide up to the addition of entire variable domains. Nonetheless, we have 

to keep in mind that even small modifications to the antibody framework can cause 

considerable changes in effector functions.

Glycosylation of the Fc domain for example, greatly influences the affinity of the antibody 

for Fc receptors. Depletion of cells via antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) 

depends on this affinity, and can be significantly enhanced when the Fc-glycan is 

de-fucosylated. It was found that equal or even improved efficacy was reached with 

much lower antibody concentrations.32 De-fucosylation is especially a valuable tool 

for the development of anti-cancer therapeutics, but clinical trials with de-fucosylated 

antibodies to treat other diseases are currently ongoing as well.

More drastic modifications are found in dual-variable-domain immunoglobulins (DVD-

Ig). The four variable domains of two antibodies are then fused into one antibody 

molecule, creating four antigen binding sites.33 In this way, each modified Fab can 

bind two different targets, for instance IL-1α and IL-1β for treatment of osteoarthritis.34 

Apart from the increased binding capacity, DVD-Ig therapeutics do not have additional 

benefits over ‘general’ therapeutic antibodies, and their use in the clinic is therefore 

limited.

A more ‘natural’ form of antibodies that bind two different targets are the bispecifics. This 

type of next generation therapeutics is copied from IgG4, which has the peculiar ability 

to exchange half-molecules (i.e. one heavy and one light chain). During this process, 

two IgG4 antibody clones with different specificities exchange half-molecules, thereby 

forming molecules that each can bind two distinct targets, thus being bispecific.35 

Because of this ability, bispecific IgG4 antibodies are naturally found in the (healthy) 

population. Therapeutic bispecifics can be made in all isotypes, and various techniques 

have been developed to make the exchange as efficient as possible.36 Bispecifics are 

generally used to bring two or even three cell types together. Catumaxomab is such 

a bispecific, and targets EpCAM on tumor cells and CD3 on T-cells, and with its Fc 

domain it furthermore recruits NK-cells for ADCC as well as phagocytes to increase 

antigen presentation of tumor antigens.37

Next to the modified intact antibodies, a plethora of antibody fragments and fusions 

of fragments are under development. One such a fusion construct already used in the 
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clinic is blinatumomab, in which the variable domains of an anti-CD3 are linked to the 

variable domains of an anti-CD19 antibody. This construct links T-cells to (leukemic) 

B-cells and thus has an immunomodulatory working mechanism.38 The absence of an 

Fc-domain and part of the variable domains reduces the distance between the two cells 

and prevents effector mechanisms, but also greatly reduces its half-life to 2-3 hours 

instead of 3 weeks for IgG1. Still, the very low levels required for therapeutic efficacy 

and the high response rates likely outweigh these disadvantages.38

Immunogenicity of therapeutic antibodies

The first monoclonal antibodies used in the clinic were of murine origin, but the 

abundance of non-human determinants in these antibodies resulted in a broad and 

strong immune response towards these therapeutics, making them unsuitable for 

long-term treatment. Replacement of the murine heavy chain for a human one, thus 

making the antibody chimeric, has greatly reduced their side effects.39 Nevertheless, 

chimeric antibodies were still (strongly) immunogenic in a subset of patients, which 

lead to further humanization of the therapeutics. Additional replacement of the murine 

variable framework regions for human ones has resulted in humanized antibodies, after 

which new techniques such as phage display made it possible to create fully human 

antibodies. Interestingly, this initial drive to humanize antibodies in order to reduce 

immunogenicity has now somewhat shifted with the introduction of the mutated next 

generation therapeutics. Currently, chimeric, humanized and fully human antibodies are 

frequently used in the clinic, but despite the efforts of humanization even fully human 

antibodies can be immunogenic.

This is not completely surprising, since many human protein therapeutics, either plasma 

derived or recombinantly produced, are found to be immunogenic and can elicit an 

immune response. Known causes for immunogenicity are non-human or altered 

glycosylation, and protein aggregation, the latter likely due to the increased amount 

of identical epitopes on the aggregate, which may facilitate B-cell activation and could 

enhance phagocytosis and antigen peptide presentation to T-cells.40

Furthermore, even autologous human antibodies contain foreign determinants. Due to 

the highly diversified antibody repertoire, antibodies inherently contain determinants in 

the idiotype that are unique to the host. This makes the idiotype potentially immunogenic, 

and may result in an anti-idiotype antibody response, as was already proposed in the 

70’s by Jerne in the network theory.41 This theory suggests that autologous antibodies 

and B-cells expressing surface bound immunoglobulins may be targeted by autologous 

anti-idiotype antibodies. Therefore, a very small part of the antibody response is thought 
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to target itself, but at the same time it immediately neutralizes itself, leading to regulation 

and suppression of the anti-idiotype response.41,42

Even fully human therapeutic antibodies thus still contain ‘non-human’ idiotopes. 

Therefore, all therapeutic antibodies are potentially immunogenic and may elicit an 

antibody response known as anti-drug antibodies (ADA). It seems likely that ADA 

towards fully human antibodies predominantly target the idiotype, since this is the only 

foreign part of the drug. Furthermore, T-cell epitopes are found in the CDRs of several 

therapeutics.43 Previous work by our group (van Schouwenburg et al.44,45) confirmed 

this anti-idiotype response for ADA towards the fully human therapeutic adalimumab. 

The polyclonal anti-adalimumab response was found to bind distinct but overlapping 

epitopes on the idiotype of adalimumab. However, it is unknown whether this restricted 

antibody response only occurs in case of adalimumab, or that fully human antibodies 

are invariably targeted on their idiotype.

In contrast to fully human antibodies, humanized and chimeric antibodies contain 

much more non-human determinants and could thus elicit a much broader response. 

Possibly, the polyclonal ADA of such a broad response may bind to more than two 

sites of one drug molecule, resulting in aggregation or complex formation. The study 

of Kosmac and colleagues however shows that the response against the chimeric 

anti-TNF antibody infliximab at least in part is neutralizing, meaning that ADA compete 

with TNF for infliximab and thus bind (close to) the antigen binding site.46 Furthermore, 

a study using linear oligopeptides of infliximab indicated that predominantly the TNF-

binding sites are targeted by the ADA response.47

These studies indicate that at least part of the antibody response against the chimeric 

infliximab binds (close to) the idiotype. Nevertheless, the question remains to what 

extent these antibodies are neutralizing and whether part of the antibody response 

might still bind other non-human sites of the drug. Furthermore, very little is known 

about the broadness of the antibody response towards other chimeric and humanized 

antibodies. This is therefore further investigated in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 of this 

thesis. Together, these chapters provide new insight into the anti-idiotype concept.

The effect of ADA in the clinic

The clinical consequence of ADA to therapeutic antibodies is associated with their 

amount. This can be explained by the binding of ADA to the drug, thus reducing the 

free drug level. However, the mechanisms behind this effect are not fully known, and 

might either occur through neutralization (i.e. ADA bind the antigen binding site and 

thus compete with the drug’s target), through increased clearance due to complex 
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formation of drug and ADA, or through a combination of both. It could furthermore 

be that the proportion of neutralization or increased clearance by ADA differ for each 

therapeutic antibody. Nevertheless, answering these basic immunological questions 

could be valuable for the development of new therapeutic antibodies. The neutralizing 

capacity of ADA and the formation and clearance of ADA-drug complexes is therefore 

further investigated in Chapter 4, 5 and 7.

Either through neutralization of via complex formation, the amount of ADA produced 

by the patient thus likely determines to what extent the drug free level is reduced, and 

consequently what level of free drug remains. Generally, a certain amount of free drug 

is required to obtain a clinical effect. For instance, adalimumab has an optimal clinical 

efficacy between 5-8 µg/ml in serum; higher concentrations do not give an additional 

effect.48 Nevertheless, the ‘one-fits-all’ dosing regimen of adalimumab results in a wide 

variation in drug concentrations between patients. Especially patients with an initial low 

drug level may be more prone to lose clinical efficacy due to ADA formation. However, 

even in patients with initial adequate drug levels, persistent high ADA production may 

reduce the free drug concentration to suboptimal levels, causing reduced clinical 

efficacy or complete non-response.

For certain therapeutic antibodies (e.g. infliximab, natalizumab49,50), ADA positivity 

increases the chance of adverse events. For most other therapeutics however, the 

chance of adverse events is similar in ADA positive and ADA negative patients,51,52 

suggesting that ADA can have differential clinical effects. The exact cause for ADA-

mediated adverse events is not clear, but immune complex formation seems to play a 

role.53 Moreover, some debate exists on the role of IgE anti-drug antibodies that induce 

hypersensitivity reactions.54–57 Both possible causes for adverse events are investigated 

in this thesis, and are described in Chapter 6 (IgE-ADA) and Chapter 7 (complex 

formation).

Reducing immunogenicity

Due to the negative consequences of ADA on the clinical efficacy of antibody 

therapeutics, several developments have been made to reduce immunogenicity to the 

minimum. Immunogenicity of existing therapeutics can only be suppressed on a patient 

level. It is now widely accepted that in RA and IBD patients, ADA formation towards 

anti-TNF therapeutics is reduced with concomitant immunosuppressant therapy such 

as methotrexate or azathioprine.58 For example, patients treated with a combination 

of adalimumab and methotrexate show significantly lower ADA levels and higher 

drug levels than patients treated with adalimumab as monotherapy.59–61 In contrast, 

immunosuppressant therapy has shown no beneficial effect in ankylosing spondylitis 
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patients treated with infliximab. The question therefore remains via which mechanism 

immunosuppressants reduce immunogenicity.62–64

Next to concomitant therapy, possibly the dosing regimen also influences ADA formation. 

Tolerance for the antibody therapeutic may be induced by initiating therapy with one or 

several high dosages. Studies on high dose tolerance induction indeed showed lower 

ADA responses in mice treated with an anti-IL-6 receptor antibody and in cynomolgus 

monkeys treated with adalimumab.65,66 It should be mentioned however, that both 

studies used drug-intolerant assays to measure ADA, and the high amounts of drug 

could have masked ADA formation. While higher dosing possibly induces tolerance for 

antibody therapeutics, the opposite is found for the therapeutic protein Factor VIII for 

hemophilia A treatment. Formation of inhibitory antibodies to Factor VIII is increased 

after more frequent exposure and peak treatments.67 Dosing induced tolerance may 

thus work via multiple mechanisms, and should be investigated for each individual 

therapeutic.

In the clinic, dosing of several antibody therapeutics (e.g. infliximab, adalimumab) starts 

with an induction phase in which the drug concentration rapidly increases, followed 

by a maintenance phase with a lower dosing or longer dosing interval. The rationale 

behind this dosing regimen may be to quickly obtain effective drug levels, to reduce 

immunogenicity or a combination of both.

Great effort is furthermore put in reducing the immunogenicity of newly developed 

antibody therapeutics. Where the humanization of therapeutics was the first successful 

accomplishment, the next challenge lies in de-immunizing the idiotype without disrupting 

antigen binding. Characterization of ADA towards existing therapeutics showed that 

ADA are mainly of the IgG isotype, indicating that the response is T-cell mediated.46,68,69 

Furthermore, for natalizumab and infliximab associations are made between ADA 

formation and certain HLA-types.70,71 De-immunization of new therapeutics is therefore 

largely focused on the deletion of T-cell epitopes. There are multiple approaches to 

achieve this, for instance by in silico predicting MHC class II binding to CDR peptide 

stretches, or by co-culturing T-cells with therapeutic-loaded APCs to determine T-cell 

activation.72 Newly approved therapeutics indeed seem less immunogenic, although 

this could also be the result of higher selection pressure during clinical trials and a better 

understanding of how to measure ADA responses.

Measuring the ADA response

The immunogenic properties of a therapeutic antibody are usually investigated by 

determining the level of ADA formation. Several assays have been developed to 
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quantify the ADA response, with drug-tolerance as their main difference. Drug-intolerant 

assays, such as the bridging ELISA and the ABT, only measure free ADA and cannot 

detect ADA in complex with drug. Therefore, low ADA responses are generally missed 

in these assays. To determine the total immunogenicity of a therapeutic antibody, drug 

tolerant assays were developed.73,74 Often an acid step is introduced to dissociate the 

ADA-drug complexes, after which the sample is neutralized in presence of an excess of 

labeled drug, enabling detection of all ADA in the sample.

For clinical use, however, a drug level test will provide more information on the clinical 

efficacy, whereas drug-tolerant or –intolerant assays may give the reason for lack of 

response.59,75 Furthermore, drug tolerant assays are of major importance for drug 

development and for fundamental insight into the immune response, since these give the 

most accurate representation of the total immunogenicity.74 During assay development 

however, one should be aware that many (unexpected) factors may interfere with the 

assay, sometimes causing false positive results. These signals are obviously undesirable, 

and may for instance hamper drug development by masking the expected feasibility of 

a new therapeutic.74 The pitfalls that can hinder the interpretation of the results, as well 

as several assays to measure ADA are described in detail in Chapter 2.

Therapeutic antibodies to treat inflammatory diseases

Therapeutic antibodies cannot cure chronic inflammatory diseases (yet), but they are 

very effective in ameliorating their symptoms. Since inflammatory diseases are often 

driven by similar pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF, IL-6, IL-17 and IL-23,76,77 

multiple therapeutic antibodies have been developed to inhibit these cytokines or their 

receptors. Interestingly, not all therapeutics are equally effective for all inflammatory 

diseases, which emphasizes that although these cytokines are overexpressed in 

multiple diseases, the underlying mechanisms of disease differ to a significant extent.31

In this thesis, the anti-TNF agents infliximab, adalimumab, golimumab and certolizumab 

and the anti-α4-integrin natalizumab are used to investigate different aspects of the 

ADA response. Although these therapeutics are used to treat many inflammatory 

conditions, the focus in this thesis lies on three main (groups of) diseases: rheumatoid 

arthritis, inflammatory bowel disease and multiple sclerosis; their characteristics are 

briefly described below.

Rheumatoid arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis is a chronic auto-immune disease involving multiple inflammatory 

pathways and immune cells that cause inflammation in the joints. Without adequate 

treatment, irreversible bone destruction of the joints will occur.76,78 A crucial pro-
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inflammatory cytokine is TNF,79 and inhibition of TNF with anti-TNF therapeutics 

reduces the symptoms of RA. Currently, five TNF-inhibitors (infliximab, adalimumab, 

certolizumab, golimumab and etanercept) are used in the clinic, and they are proven 

equally effective in reducing the symptoms.80 Nevertheless, some patients do not 

respond at all to anti-TNF therapy, suggesting that in these cases the disease is not 

TNF-mediated. However, other therapeutic antibodies, such as tocilizumab (anti-IL6) 

or rituximab (anti-CD20, B-cell depletion) may still prove effective for these patients.81

Inflammatory bowel disease

Due to the important role TNF plays in inflammation, several TNF inhibitors are also 

successfully used in the treatment of other inflammatory disorders, such as ulcerative 

colitis or Crohn’s disease, together called inflammatory bowel disease or IBD. In these 

diseases, different parts of the colon and small intestine are inflamed.77

Most patients respond well to TNF inhibitors,25,26,82 but as described above not all TNF 

inhibitors work equally well,27,29 suggesting that blocking of TNF alone is not sufficient 

to reduce inflammation. This makes immunogenicity of TNF inhibitors particularly 

troublesome in these patients, since the options to switch between biologicals due 

to ADA formation are very limited. However, recently vedolizumab (anti-α4β7 integrin, 

blocking leukocyte migration) has been approved to treat IBD, and the therapeutic 

etrolizumab (anti-β7 integrin) is currently under investigation.

Multiple sclerosis

In multiple sclerosis, the myelin sheets of the neurons in the brain are attacked by 

the immune system, leading to brain lesions. The symptoms are very diverse and 

include muscle weakness, cognitive impairment and fatigue.83 The inflammation in 

MS is restricted to the brain, and treatment is complicated by the blood-brain-barrier. 

Antibody therapy therefore focusses on the migration of lymphocytes from the 

periphery to the brain in order to reduce cell-mediated inflammation. The humanized 

antibody natalizumab targets the lymphocytes via the α4 subunit of the α4β1 integrin. 

For extravasation, interaction of α4β1 of the leukocytes with VCAM-1 on epithelial cells 

is required, and blocking this interaction thus blocks their influx into the brain. Many 

patients respond to natalizumab and have a significant reduction in the amount of brain 

lesions. Notably, a considerable part of the patients are transiently positive for ADA to 

natalizumab without significantly affecting treatment response.49,75

Scope of this thesis

Immunogenicity of antibody therapeutics is an accepted phenomenon, and the clinical 

effects regarding lower therapeutic efficacy are well-studied. The mechanisms that are 
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involved in inflicting these clinical adverse events however, are largely unknown. The 

focus of this thesis therefore lies on elucidating the immunological mechanisms behind 

the observed unwanted clinical effects. We therefore investigated the way in which ADA 

reduce the free drug level, how ADA induce adverse events through complex formation, 

and also why complex formation induces no adverse events at all in many ADA positive 

patients.

To assess immunogenicity, robust assays are required to measure ADA responses. Many 

test formats are available, but the right assay can only be chosen if the research question 

is clearly formulated. One should also be aware of interference by antibodies that are 

not elicited upon treatment, the so called pre-existing and cross-reactive antibodies. 

These antibodies, together with how to avoid their inference in immunogenicity assays, 

are reviewed in Chapter 2.

TNF is a key mediator in inflammatory diseases such as RA and IBD, and the inhibition 

of TNF thus reduces inflammation. Currently, five anti-TNF therapeutic antibodies are in 

clinical use. In Chapter 3, TNF itself is investigated. TNF is an unstable homotrimer that 

rapidly loses its activity under physiological conditions. In this chapter we investigated 

how TNF becomes inactive, and the role that TNF-inhibitors play in this process.

Anti-drug antibodies towards anti-TNF therapeutics are known to reduce the level of 

free drug. The mechanism behind this is unclear, and could be either neutralization or 

faster clearance due to complex formation. Previous work of our group44 has shown that 

the ADA response towards the fully human antibody adalimumab is largely neutralizing; 

the response towards the other anti-TNF therapeutics is unknown. However, the non-

human determinants in these therapeutics could potentially induce a broader immune 

response, facilitating formation of large immune complexes and faster clearance. In 

Chapter 4 we therefore determined to what extent ADA towards all four anti-TNF 

therapeutic antibodies are neutralizing.

The results of Chapter 4 have raised new questions regarding the immunogenicity of the 

idiotype. In Chapter 5 we have therefore investigated the neutralizing capacity of ADA 

towards natalizumab, which is in many aspects different than the anti-TNF therapeutics, 

most importantly because it targets a different molecule. The results of Chapter 4 and 

Chapter 5 combined give more insight into the general antibody response towards 

therapeutic antibodies.

Anti-TNF therapy is effective in most patients, but a small subset develops adverse 

events called infusion reactions. The symptoms of these reactions resemble that of an 
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IgE-mediated Type I hypersensitivity. However, the role of IgE anti-infliximab is under 

debate since the assays used to measure IgE anti-infliximab are not optimal, largely 

because of the lack of a positive control. In Chapter 6, a recombinant human monoclonal 

IgE anti-infliximab antibody was constructed and a robust IgE anti-infliximab assay 

was developed. With this assay, the incidence of IgE anti-infliximab was determined in 

infliximab-treated patients and furthermore the association between IgE anti-infliximab 

and infusion reactions was evaluated.

Binding of ADA to therapeutic antibodies results in the formation of a specific type 

of immune complexes, and this will likely occur in all ADA positive patients that are 

treated with a therapeutic. In Chapter 7, the factors that influence formation of these 

complexes are investigated, as well as their clearance by macrophages. Finally, it is 

investigated which effector functions these complexes can provoke, and to which 

degree these could also play a role in a clinical setting.
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ABSTRACT

The potential for immunogenicity is an ever-present concern during the development of 

biopharmaceuticals. Therapeutic antibodies occasionally elicit an antibody response in 

patients, which can result in loss of response or adverse effects. However, antibodies 

that bind a drug are sometimes found in pre-treatment serum samples, with the amount 

depending on drug, assay, and patient population. This review summarizes published 

data on pre-existing antibodies to therapeutic antibodies, including rheumatoid factors, 

anti-allotype antibodies, anti-hinge antibodies, and anti-glycan antibodies. Unlike anti-

idiotype antibodies elicited by the drug, pre-formed antibodies in general appear to 

have little consequences during treatment. In the few cases where (potential) clinical 

consequences were encountered, antibodies were characterized and found to bind a 

distinct, unusual epitope of the therapeutic. Immunogenicity testing strategies should 

therefore always include a proper level of antibody characterization, especially when 

pre-formed antibodies are present. This minimizes false-positives, particularly due to 

rheumatoid factors, and helps to judge the potential threat in case a genuine pre-dose 

antibody reactivity is identified.
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INTRODUCTION

The accurate prediction and assessment of (clinically relevant) immunogenicity remains 

a challenging endeavor. One issue that has gained considerable attention in recent 

years is the occasionally reported presence of pre-existing antibodies, which can bind 

to a drug already in treatment-naive individuals. These antibodies have been suggested 

to potentially induce adverse effects or diminish treatment efficacy, and are even 

believed by some to contribute to or be predictive of future loss of response due to 

immunogenicity. Therapeutic monoclonal antibodies in particular may be the target of 

such pre-existing antibodies, as will be elaborated in this review.

The first monoclonal antibody to be approved for therapeutic use, OKT3, was a murine 

antibody that was found to be highly immunogenic.1 This led to the development of 

methods to include human sequence in antibody therapeutics, and thus potentially 

reduce immunogenicity. Chimeric antibodies were developed by replacing the murine 

constant domains by human constant domains. Further humanization was accomplished 

by combining the murine complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) with a human 

variable domain framework region (Fig. 1), whereas more recent improvements led to 

the creation of so-called fully human antibodies. Although humanization greatly reduced 

the immunogenicity of therapeutic antibodies,2 even fully human antibodies are reported 

to elicit an immune response in some of the treated patients.3,4 Reported incidences of 

immunogenicity rates vary widely for a given drug (see e.g. ref. 5 for an overview of antibody 

formation to tumor necrosis factor (TNF) blockers). These large variations strongly reflect, 

among others, differences in the assays used to measure these anti-drug antibodies.4 

However, factors such as dosage and the use of immunosuppressive co-medication such 

as methotrexate can also influence the immunogenic potential of a drug.6,7

Whether the antibody is human, humanized, or chimeric, determinants that are foreign to 

some or all individuals will still exist. In particular, the CDRs of any antibody clone (Fig. 1) 

contain unique stretches of amino acids, meaning that a certain degree of ‘foreign-

ness’ will always be present in therapeutic antibodies.3,8,9 However, clone-specific 

determinants (idiotopes) are not necessarily the only parts of a therapeutic antibody that 

can be foreign to an individual. For instance, the variable regions of chimeric antibodies 

(as well as some of the early examples of humanized therapeutic antibodies) may also 

contain xenotopes, which are non-human determinants of murine origin that are germ-

line encoded (Fig. 1). Xenotopes will be shared by multiple murine antibodies depending 

on their variable heavy (VH) and variable light (VL) gene usage. Other determinants that 

may be foreign to an individual include: i) polymorphic variation in the human constant 

domains, known as allotypes; ii) glycans attached to N-glycosylation sites in the variable 
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domains; and iii) determinants that become exposed upon fragmentation of an IgG 

antibody (Fig. 1). These determinants will not be unique characteristics of a particular 

therapeutic antibody, but are potential targets of an antibody response.

Furthermore, these potential epitopes can also be present on (exogenous) IgG molecules 

other than the therapeutic antibody, or even on entirely different proteins in the case of 

glycans. Antibodies that bind to these epitopes may therefore also have formed on 

previous exposure to other materials. In addition, in a number of autoimmune diseases, 

patients are prone to produce rheumatoid factors, which are auto-antibodies specific 

for IgG and may therefore also cross-react with therapeutic antibodies.

Antibodies to unique, clone-specific determinants as well as to the various shared 

determinants described above have been demonstrated on numerous occasions. In 

Figure 1. Potentially immunogenic determinants of antibodies. A) An IgG antibody consists of vari-
able domains (orange/red) and constant domains (grey). Chimeric, humanized and human therapeutic 
antibodies all contain human constant domains that may carry allotypic determinants. The variable 
domains can be subdivided in complementarity determining regions (CDRs) that are primarily involved 
in antigen binding and are highly variable, and framework regions (FRs) that are much less variable. The 
variation is partially germ-line encoded, partially the result of junctional variation and partially the result 
of somatic hypermutation. In chimeric antibodies the framework regions are of murine origin, whereas 
in humanized and human antibodies the framework regions will be largely human. Both CDRs and FRs 
can contain clone-specific determinants (idiotopes). Furthermore, in case of chimeric antibodies the FRs 
may also contain murine-specific determinants (xenotopes). The variable domains may also express N-
glycosylation sites that can contain non-human glycans depending on the expression system used to 
produce the therapeutic antibody. B) Antibody fragments such as Fab (left) or single VH domains (right) 
will have regions exposed that are not exposed in an intact IgG antibody that can serve as neo-epitopes. 
In particular, anti-hinge antibodies can bind to a truncated hinge but will not bind intact IgG. C) The 
antigenic trigger for rheumatoid factors is not known, but they might form in response to IgG-containing 
immune complexes.
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the following sections, antibody reactivities to therapeutic antibodies will be discussed, 

focusing particularly on the existence, induction, and relevance of the different types 

of cross-reactive or pre-existing antibodies, and contrasting them with anti-idiotype 

antibodies. Furthermore, we will discuss their significance with respect to immunogenicity 

testing. Additionally, we will discuss how various types of non-specific associations 

between immunoglobulin molecules may render false-positive results in immunoassays 

that can be mistaken for pre-existing, as well as drug-induced, antibodies. Other 

important factors concerning immunogenicity assays, including drug interference, 

and the relationship between antibodies, drug levels, and clinical response, have been 

discussed elsewhere4,10-13 and will not be considered here.

Anti-idiotype antibodies

Antibodies that recognize a specific monoclonal antibody without cross-reacting to 

others are termed anti-idiotype antibodies. Anti-idiotype antibodies were originally 

described following immunizations of animals with myeloma antibody that led to the 

formation of specific antibodies that only recognized one particular myeloma antibody, 

but not others.14 This specific antigenic profile is named the idiotype, and may consist of 

one or more idiotopes, i.e., unique, immunogenic determinants on an antibody. It should 

be noted that the idiotype can be defined in various ways.15-18 Here, we adopt a practical 

rather than rigorous interpretation; see also the section ‘Anti-allotype antibodies’. A 

substantial part of the idiotype is made up by CDRs, which are the hypervariable loops 

of antibodies that determine its specificity and affinity. The actual antigen binding site 

of an antibody (the paratope) may involve the entire idiotype, but there may also exist 

idiotopes that are not part of the antigen binding site.

Antibodies that recognize idiotopes are expected to interfere with target binding (i.e., 

neutralize) to the extent that the idiotopes are part of the actual antigen binding site, or are 

in close proximity to the antigen binding site. Such antibodies can lead to loss of efficacy 

and ultimately treatment failure. Many studies on the immunogenicity of therapeutic 

antibodies indeed show an inverse correlation between anti-drug antibody levels that are 

developed in response to treatment, and the functional drug levels and clinical response, 

e.g., for natalizumab19 (anti-α4-integrin), infliximab20-22 and adalimumab,23,24 (both anti-

TNF). This suggests that at least part of these anti-drug antibodies are neutralizing 

antibodies, and thus are likely anti-idiotype antibodies (see Textbox 1).

The specificities of the anti-drug antibodies have been characterized for different anti-TNF 

therapeutics.25-27 Notably, for both monoclonal and polyclonal anti-adalimumab antibodies, 

no cross-reactivity was observed to infliximab.26,27 A study on the actual binding sites of anti-

adalimumab antibodies revealed that the antibody response against adalimumab is highly 
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restricted. It was shown that more than 94% of the binding of anti-adalimumab antibodies 

could be blocked by the Fab fragment of a single monoclonal anti-adalimumab antibody.27 

Furthermore, more than 97% of the anti-idiotype antibody response to adalimumab, 

golimumab, and certolizumab, all 3 of which are either human or humanized anti-TNF 

antibodies, could be inhibited by TNF.25 All-in-all, the vast majority of antibodies formed to 

these TNF blockers appear to be neutralizing, anti-idiotype antibodies. Strikingly, >90% of 

the antibody response to the chimeric infliximab could be inhibited by TNF.25 Several cases 

were identified with a small but definite fraction of non-neutralizing antibodies (i.e., <10%) 

that were not cross-reactive to polyclonal mouse IgG, suggesting that infliximab-specific 

idiotopes outside of the antigen binding site were recognized.

Anti-idiotype antibodies will, as a rule, not be detected in an individual that was 

never exposed to the therapeutic antibody. Thus, if any pre-existing antibodies are 

detected, these will often be anything but anti-idiotype antibodies. Therefore, in line 

with expectation, if pre-existing antibodies are detected, they are mostly classified as 

non-neutralizing, if further characterization was made.28-31

Cross-reactive and pre-existing antibodies

Determinants that are not unique to the therapeutic antibody but potentially foreign to 

the patient, e.g., in case of allotypic mismatch, may elicit an antibody response. The 

available literature does not suggest that such responses to a therapeutic antibody 

are frequent, but this could be due to lack of assays set up to specifically address 

these types of antibodies, which may be of low affinity and of the IgM class (see 

below). However, since these reactivities are not specific to the therapeutic antibody, 

it is expected that they are occasionally encountered in individuals that have not been 

exposed to the therapeutic antibody. Different types of these pre-existing antibodies 

have been observed, and will be described below.

Textbox 1: A note on neutralizing antibodies

Anti-drug antibodies can neutralize in different ways. Antibodies that interfere with target binding will in 

principle always be neutralizing, regardless of the mode of action of the therapeutic. For a therapeutic 

antibody that should merely block its target, this will be the only type of neutralizing antibody. Whether 

or not the drug will actually be (fully) neutralized ultimately depends on the amounts of both drug and 

anti-drug antibody, as well as the amounts of target molecules, and the relative affinities of these 

components. Nevertheless, non-neutralizing antibodies in this case may still contribute to enhanced 

clearance and thereby reduced efficacy. In case a therapeutic antibody needs to induce cell receptor 

cross-linking, or engage in Fc-mediated effector functions such as complement-dependent cytotoxicity 

(CDC) or antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC), antibodies that bind to the drug but 

do not interfere with target binding may still interfere with the functionality and neutralize the effects the 

drug is supposed to exert. In particular, antibodies that would block C1q or Fc receptor binding could 

result in diminished CDC, or ADCC, respectively.
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Rheumatoid factors

Rheumatoid factors (RF) are antibodies that bind the Fc part of human immunoglobulin G, 

and may also bind to IgG of several other species, including rabbit. Different epitopes 

on the IgG Fc may be recognized,32 and RFs are generally of low affinity.33-35 In healthy 

individuals RF has a prevalence of less than 5%, but in RA patients this increases 

to 70–90%.33 RF is usually of the IgM class, but can also be IgG or IgA. Due to its 

low affinity, IgM RF prefers binding to polymeric IgG (immune complexes) rather than 

IgG monomers because of the higher avidity upon multimeric interactions. By binding 

the Fc part of IgG, RF may form large antibody complexes that are able to activate 

the complement system and induce inflammation. The presence of RF therefore 

indicates a more destructive disease course.33 The exact mechanism by which these 

autoantibodies are formed remains elusive; immune complexes containing IgG have 

been implicated to serve as the antigen.

RFs will already be present before start of therapy in a large portion of RA patients and 

to various degrees in other autoimmune disorders, and therefore RF classifies as a pre-

existing antibody. However, although clearance of IgG-containing immune complexes 

may be hampered or enhanced by the presence of RF,36,37 there are no indications that 

clearance of therapeutic antibodies is in general significantly affected by the presence 

of RF. This may be explained by the poor binding of RF to monomeric IgG. There are 

also no indications that individuals positive for RF have a higher chance of developing 

specific anti-drug antibodies.23,38 Furthermore, a number of studies report that RF levels 

actually declined in RA patients successfully treated with adalimumab or infliximab,39-41 

although there are also a few case reports about raised RF titers after treatment with 

infliximab or tocilizumab (anti-interleukin-6 receptor).42,43

On the other hand, in an in vitro study the complement dependent cytotoxicity of 

rituximab, an anti-CD20 antibody that depletes B cells, was found to be decreased in 

the presence of RF.44 This demonstrates that RF might in principle affect the cytolytic 

activity of a therapeutic antibody that binds a cellular target, which would lead to 

diminished efficacy in case of rituximab. However, the presence of RF actually predicts 

a better clinical response in RA patients treated with rituximab. The same holds true 

for tocilizumab and TNF blockers; evaluation of efficacy in RF+ and RF- patient groups 

might therefore be a useful part of a clinical trial, if applicable.45,46 Furthermore, although 

we are not aware of studies that explicitly evaluate or report RF-related safety issues of 

biologicals, therapeutic antibodies to both soluble and cell-bound targets are generally 

well-tolerated by RA patients.47,48 Therefore, RFs probably also do not significantly 

contribute to the occurrence of adverse effects. Taken together, with respect to the 
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assessment of immunogenicity, it will normally not be of interest to detect RF activity to 

a therapeutic antibody.

In fact, RF can be a major confounding factor when assessing immunogenicity, severely 

limiting the sensitivity or specificity of anti-drug antibody assays.49-51 Direct ELISAs, in 

which serum is incubated on plates coated with the therapeutic antibody and bound 

antibodies revealed with, for example, an anti-lambda antibody, are especially prone to 

RF interference. Other assay formats, including the often-used bridging ELISA, which 

uses the therapeutic antibody both for capture and reveal, can also render positive 

signals from RF+ serum samples. A testimony to this is a recent overview of pre-dose 

positivity rates for a number of therapeutic antibodies and antibody-based constructs 

in healthy subjects as well as several disease populations, including RA.38 Whereas 

pre-dose positivity was 0.6% in healthy subjects, this was almost 15% in RA patients. 

Although detailed methodologies were not disclosed, it is likely that this elevated pre-

dose positivity rate in RA patients is largely if not exclusively due to detection of RF, and 

may also explain the apparent bias of detecting pre-existing antibodies in autoimmune 

diseases.

Several approaches have been described to circumvent the detection of RF in 

immunogenicity assays.50-54 For instance, the use of F(ab’)2 fragments of the therapeutic 

antibody instead of the intact IgG molecules for detection of ADA can effectively 

eliminate the detection of RF.50,53,54 However, one should take care not to detect anti-

hinge antibodies when using this approach (see below).50 Similarly, pre-dose samples 

that tested positive for antibodies to tocilizumab were re-tested for antibodies to both 

Fab and Fc fragments to distinguish specific antibodies from RF.52,55 Furthermore, traces 

of aggregates in the drug conjugates used for detection were found to be a major 

contributor to signals from RF, and removal by size-exclusion chromatography was 

found to substantially reduce these signals.51 RF is sometimes removed from serum 

samples using IgG-coated latex beads.49 Alternatively, addition of polyclonal human IgG 

or rabbit anti-human IgM56 in the sample buffer may be used to block RF, although high 

concentrations of blocking reagent will be required.

Anti-allotype antibodies

Polymorphisms in the constant domains of the different IgG subclasses (as well as IgA) 

have resulted in slight differences in amino acid composition, known as allotypes.57,58 

Taking IgG1 as an example, genetic variation includes the amino acid at position 214 

in the CH1 domain, which can be a lysine or arginine, designated G1m17 and G1m3, 

respectively. Due to allotypic mismatch, antibodies with a certain allotype can in principle 

be immunogenic in certain individuals. A prevalence of anti-allotype antibodies of 1% is 
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reported in the general adult population.59 These anti-allotype antibodies are described 

to be of the IgM class and have low affinity, similar to RF. Anti-allotype antibodies are 

probably formed in response to blood transfusion or parturition.58,60

Theoretically, anti-allotype antibodies may be elicited in response to treatment with 

therapeutic antibodies in case of allotypic mismatch. For both adalimumab and 

infliximab, immunogenicity due to allotypic mismatch has been examined. Adalimumab 

and infliximab are of the allotype G1m17,1 and thus patients homozygous for G1m3 are 

expected to develop anti-G1m17 or anti-G1m1 antibodies.58 Interestingly, one study 

reported increased in vitro CD4 T cell responsiveness to peptides derived from G1m1 

antibodies in donors homozygous for the non-G1m1 allele versus those homozygous 

for the G1m1 allele.61 However, a cohort study comprising 250 adalimumab treated RA 

patients examined the formation of anti-adalimumab antibodies and determined their 

binding to the G1m17,1 allotype, and anti-allotype antibodies were detected in none of 

the patients.62 Another cohort study examined anti-allotype antibody formation in 118 

Crohn’s disease patients treated with infliximab. As with adalimumab, no correlation was 

found between the patient’s allotype and the formation of anti-infliximab antibodies.63 

Apparently, in practice, allotopes of infliximab and adalimumab are only minor epitopes, 

especially when compared to the idiotype. Allotypic mismatch and anti-allotype antibody 

formation may therefore have no major impact on the efficacy of therapeutic antibodies.

In contrast to drug-induced anti-allotype antibodies, preformed anti-allotype antibodies 

reactive to a therapeutic antibody have been reported in a few cases.28 In order to detect 

these antibodies, assays were optimized for detection of low-affinity (IgM) antibodies, 

which contrasts with efforts that are usually taken to minimize RF interference in 

immunogenicity assays. Given the similar characteristics of RF and these (pre-formed) 

anti-allotype antibodies, it is unlikely that they will affect treatment efficacy, and it is 

advisable to avoid detection of these low-affinity IgM antibodies by using methods that 

are also used to minimize RF interference (see above).

Variable domain gene segments are also highly polymorphic, with some individuals 

lacking certain variable domain gene segments.64,65 In these individuals, a therapeutic 

antibody based on such a particular germ-line sequence might therefore elicit antibodies 

that recognize a germ-line encoded determinant. These antibodies would in principle 

qualify as anti-allotype. However, from a practical point of view, such determinants are 

likely to reside in the germ-line encoded parts of the CDRs rather than FRs. Therefore, 

antibodies binding such a determinant would be functionally indistinguishable from 

‘true’ anti-idiotype antibodies. The distinction resembles that of ‘private’ vs ‘cross-

reactive’ idiotopes, as discussed by Jefferis et al.17 It is unknown if immunogenicity 
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rates are higher in individuals lacking a variable domain allele corresponding to a certain 

therapeutic antibody.

Heterophile and anti-isotype antibodies

This review focuses on antibodies that react with chimeric, humanized, or human 

therapeutic antibodies. Pre-existing antibodies that react with gammaglobulins of non-

human species, so called heterophile antibodies (reviewed elsewhere66), will therefore 

in principle not be relevant. Nevertheless, rheumatoid factors may be cross-reactive 

to gammaglobulins of other species (see above), and heterophile antibodies are 

notorious for rendering false-positive results in immunoassays that use non-human 

antibodies for detection.67,68 Furthermore, antibodies that recognize xenotopes (non-

human determinants of murine origin that are germ-line encoded) in the mouse variable 

domains of a chimeric antibody are at least a theoretical possibility, and may have 

formed on previous exposure to mice. However, there is no data available to support 

this notion, although the reverse, mouse antibodies binding to determinants specific to 

certain human VH domains is well-documented.69-71

Antibodies formed in response to treatment with murine therapeutic antibodies appear 

to be a combination of anti-idiotype antibodies and anti-isotype antibodies, the 

latter partly isotype-specific.1,72 This suggests that in addition to the idiotype, several 

immunodominant sites exist on the constant domains of the heavy chains of murine 

antibodies. Absence of these determinants in humanized antibodies explains in part 

their reduced immunogenicity. Interestingly, there are several reports suggesting that 

antibodies to murine therapeutic antibodies that target tumor cells may contribute 

to enhanced tumor cell removal.73–75 These reports did not further characterize the 

antibodies; therefore, the relative contributions of anti-idiotype and anti-isotype 

antibodies, or neutralizing and non-neutralizing antibodies, is unknown.

Anti-hinge antibodies and other antibodies to IgG fragments

The proteolytic cleavage of antibodies resulting in Fc and F(ab’)2 or Fab fragments, 

can generate new epitopes that are potentially immunogenic.76 Antibodies to the hinge 

region of the F(ab’)2 of IgG, as well as to the upper hinge region of Fab fragments, 

have indeed been demonstrated in numerous studies.50,77–80 However, the exact events 

that lead to the production of anti-hinge antibodies have not yet been elucidated. The 

incidence of anti-hinge antibodies is higher in RA patients than in healthy individuals, 

suggesting that chronic inflammation might result in their induction, possibly due 

to cleavage of IgG by endogenous proteases such as elastase or cathepsin G.50,81 

Anti-hinge antibodies can be of high affinity,50,78 and are often specific for a particular 

C terminus, i.e., they will recognize Fab or F(ab’)2 fragments generated by a certain 
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protease, but not fragments obtained by a protease that cleaves at another site, even if 

just 1 or 2 amino acids apart.82 Furthermore, anti-hinge antibodies may have subclass-

restricted specificity83 and do not bind to intact IgG molecules.50,78 The sometimes high 

specificity and affinity of these antibodies makes it likely that they are specifically elicited 

by Fab/F(ab’)2 fragments. This in turn implies that therapeutic antibody fragments may 

also have the potential to elicit such antibody responses.

Anti-hinge antibodies are of no importance for most anti-TNF therapeutics because they 

are full-length, intact molecules. Certolizumab pegol, however, embodies an anti-TNF 

Fab’ fragment that might elicit anti-hinge antibody formation. To our knowledge, the 

role of anti-hinge antibodies on the efficacy and clearance of certolizumab has not been 

investigated yet, and thus remains unclarified. In cases where the specificities of anti-

certolizumab were investigated, the vast majority of antibodies was found to compete 

with TNF binding, thereby excluding a substantial anti-hinge response.25 Certolizumab 

has a polyethylene glycol (PEG) tail attached to its C terminus, effectively shielding the 

exposed hinge epitope, which may lower the propensity to induce this particular type 

of antibody response. This also suggests that potentially immunogenic structures in 

the – branched – PEG tail do not elicit a strong antibody response. In general, lack of 

assay standardization has thus far hampered assessment of the immunogenic potential 

of PEG and the prevalence of anti-PEG antibodies.84,85

The high prevalence of different kinds of anti-hinge antibodies implies that pre-existing 

antibodies may be found that cross-react with a particular therapeutic antibody Fab 

fragment in which the hinge region is exposed. An early study on one such therapeutic, 

the chimeric Fab fragment abciximab (anti-glycoprotein IIb/IIIa), indeed showed the 

presence of pre-existing antibodies directed to the C terminus of Fab fragments, but 

no adverse clinical events could be attributed to the presence of these antibodies.2 

Further investigation of the immunogenicity of abciximab showed that the presence 

of antibodies to abciximab correlated with thrombocytopenia, an adverse effect of 

abciximab.86 A study of Lajus et al.87 demonstrated that these antibodies could not only 

be directed to abciximab, but also to a neo-epitope generated by the association of 

abciximab with its ligand, the platelet glycoprotein IIb/IIIa receptor. Despite this further 

characterization of the anti-abciximab antibody response, it remains unknown whether 

anti-hinge antibodies contribute to this response.

Another example of pre-existing antibodies to an antibody fragment comes from a 

study by Holland et al.29 About 50% of healthy individuals were found to have antibodies 

against a single VH domain antibody fragment that targets TNFR-1. In a dose escalation 

study, physiological signs of cytokine release were observed in 2 individuals with anti-
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VH antibodies, and, in an in vitro experiment, complexes of anti-VH antibodies and the 

anti-TNFR-1 VH domain antibody were able to release cytokines from several human 

cell lines. The antibodies were found to bind to framework regions, but were not cross-

reactive to the same VH domain as part of an intact antibody. The specific determinant 

was unfortunately not disclosed in the study, but may comprise an epitope that would 

be shielded if the VH domain is associated with a VL or CH1 domain.

Anti-hinge antibodies can also be a confounding factor in immunogenicity assays in 

case Fab or F(ab’)2 fragments of the therapeutic antibody are used to capture the 

potential anti-drug antibodies, for instance, to circumvent the detection of RF.50 In 

particular, several studies aimed to characterize if anti-drug antibodies target the Fab 

or Fc part of the therapeutic antibody infliximab, but found substantial reactivities to 

Fab/F(ab’)2 in pre-treatment samples or control samples, which were probably anti-

hinge antibodies.88,89 In order to avoid the detection of anti-hinge antibodies, addition of 

Fab or F(ab’)2 fragments of polyclonal human IgG can be used.50

Anti-glycan antibodies

All IgG antibodies possess a conserved N-glycosylation site in the Fc part. The attached 

bi-antennary glycan structure is usually heterogeneous in structure, both in case of in 

vivo produced antibodies as well as those produced in cell lines.90 Proper glycosylation 

depends on the cell line used to manufacture monoclonal antibodies. Some cell lines 

may introduce non-human glycan structures. One of these cell lines, SP2/0, used for 

the production of infliximab, is able to attach the non-human glycan structure galactose-

α-1,3-galactose (α-gal) to antibodies.91 Alpha-gal is also a common antigen present on 

many animal proteins as well as bacteria, and it is not surprising that most individuals 

develop IgG antibodies against α-gal throughout life.92–94 However, no reports exist 

about anti-glycan antibodies cross-reacting with, for example, infliximab (see below).

In addition to Fc-linked glycans, the Fab portion of an antibody may also contain 

N-linked glycans in case a glycosylation site was introduced by somatic hypermutation. 

Most therapeutic antibodies do not contain Fab glycans, which is likely in part the result 

of lead selection against clones containing a Fab glycan, as well as by eliminating any 

such site if it does exist in an antibody with the potential of becoming a therapeutic. 

However, cetuximab, a therapeutic antibody targeting epidermal growth factor receptor, 

is produced in SP2/0 and contains an additional N-glycosylation site in the Fab portion.95 

As a result, cetuximab has an exposed α-gal moiety on its Fab fragment.

No information exists on a potentially accelerated clearance of cetuximab due to 

(IgG) anti-α-gal antibodies. However, a high incidence of sometimes life-threatening 
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hypersensitivity reactions at the first administration of cetuximab was observed in 

some areas of the United States.96 It was found that most patients who developed 

hypersensitivity reactions were positive for pre-existing IgE anti-α-gal antibodies. 

Subsequent studies indicate that the IgE antibodies were specifically developed after 

exposure to tick bites in these rural areas.97 (On the other hand, there are no indications 

that cetuximab-treated individuals without pre-existing IgE anti-α-gal develop these 

antibodies upon treatment.) Testing patients before start of treatment for the presence 

of IgE anti-α-gal may identify patients at risk for developing a severe hypersensitivity 

reaction.

Although infliximab and palivizumab also include α-gal, the α-gal epitopes of infliximab 

and palivizumab are exclusively located on Fc-linked glycans in relatively low abundance 

and were found not to be recognized by IgE anti-α-gal unless the Fc part was digested 

into fragments.91 Therefore, IgE anti-α-gal thus far appears to only be of significant 

importance to patients treated with cetuximab.

Non-specific associations between immunoglobulins

Antibody molecules will typically bind to a target via a specific interaction that is largely 

mediated by the CDRs. However, immunoglobulins can also associate in a variety of 

other ways.98 Depending on the type of immunoassay that is carried out, such non-

specific associations may result in a positive signal, which will often reflect limitations of 

the assay format rather than a genuine interaction that may also take place in vivo. It is 

important to keep in mind that for some of the aforementioned examples of pre-existing 

antibodies, assays used to measure them can also suffer from these limitations, direct 

ELISAs in particular, as will be elaborated below.

Antibodies that are directly adsorbed onto a polystyrene microtiter plate will unfold 

to various degrees.99,100 As a result, parts of several immunoglobulin domains that 

are normally involved in interactions between light and heavy chains, and therefore 

shielded, may become exposed. These interaction surfaces exist between heavy and 

light chains (VH-VL; CH1-CL) and between heavy chains (CH3-CH3). Antibodies from 

a serum sample may subsequently associate to these partially unfolded antibodies in a 

non-specific fashion depending on, for example, their isotype as well as their structural 

integrity. A well-studied example is human IgG4, which can associate to immobilized/

partially unfolded IgG exclusively via Fc-Fc interactions.101 The interaction involves 

(partial) dissociation and re-association of CH3 domains,102 which is most efficient for 

IgG3 and IgG4.103 Association of IgG4 is also observed to various degrees to immobilized 

IgG from other species,104 and is easily confused for e.g., rheumatoid factor activity.105 

A similar association could be envisaged involving dissociation and re-association of 
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light and heavy chains from certain antibody molecules, especially since interactions 

between VH and VL domains may greatly differ in association strength for different 

antibodies.106 This could explain the observation that in sera from healthy individuals, 

antibody reactivity to infliximab F(ab’)2 fragments adsorbed to microtiter plates could 

be only partially depleted by repeated absorption using the same F(ab’)2 fragments 

chemically attached to agarose.50

Another artificial interaction that may be relevant to immunogenicity testing is so-called 

‘acquired polyreactivity’, a general increase in reactivity to many proteins, including 

immunoglobulins, upon treatment of antibodies with acid.107 Anti-drug antibody 

assays nowadays often include an acid-dissociation step to dissociate potential drug-

antibody complexes. This sample treatment might result in an association of drug to 

serum antibodies that would not normally bind to the drug. It is therefore useful to 

test pre-treatment samples, which will not contain drug, both with and without an 

acid-dissociation step to ensure that no artificial reactivities are introduced following 

acidification. In general, one should be aware that assay steps that introduce structural 

modifications to a therapeutic antibody may lead to artificial antibody interactions.

Besides these non-physiological immunoglobulin interactions, another type of Fc 

interaction was recently found to contribute to IgG hexamer formation upon C1q 

binding.108,109 These low-affinity interactions will not result in association between 

monomeric IgG molecules, but may be responsible for the fact that IgG Fc fragments 

readily crystallize, and possibly facilitate PEG-induced immune complex precipitation 

reactions.98 Interference from these non-specific, low-affinity interactions in 

immunoassays may be minimized by ensuring that reagents, including drug molecules 

that are tagged (e.g., with biotin), are aggregate-free.

Immunogenicity assays

There are several reasons to measure antibody responses to therapeutic antibodies, 

including purely scientific interest, clinical management, and evaluation of the 

immunogenic potential of a drug in development. In all cases, it is important to 

distinguish between an antibody response induced by the therapeutic antibody, which 

can be expected to be specific, targeting predominantly the idiotype and are clinically 

relevant, and pre-dose antibodies that can bind the therapeutic antibody, but are often 

irrelevant or the result of non-specific interactions. Nevertheless, several cases of pre-

formed antibodies have been reported thus far that proved to be (potentially) clinically 

relevant (Table 1). The IgE anti-α-gal antibodies that cross-react with cetuximab and 

may induce hypersensitivity reactions is the most dramatic example. Perhaps the most 

important lesson from these examples is that understanding the potential risks of these 
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preformed antibodies was possible in large part because of proper characterization 

of these antibody responses. Moreover, unusual features were demonstrable in the 

therapeutic antibody/antibody fragments, which were found to relate to the antibody 

reactivities that were observed.

Table 1. Reports on consequences of pre-existing antibodies

Drug Effect Reference

abciximab Presence of anti-hinge antibodies might be correlated with 

thrombocytopenia

2, 86, 87

cetuximab IgE antibodies recognizing alpha-gal sugar moieties caused 

anaphylactic reactions in patients from certain regions in the United 

states

96

GSK1995057 In vitro and in vivo cytokine release was associated with antibodies 

recognizing framework regions of the drug (a VH domain) but not the 

intact antibody

29

rituximab Decreased in vitro complement-dependent cytotoxicity of rituximab 

was observed in the presence of rheumatoid factor

44

Currently, most therapeutic antibodies use ‘natural’ constant domains, but antibody 

formats are being developed with enhanced features compared to wild-type isotypes, 

such as improved or diminished binding to Fc receptors or enhanced capacity for 

complement activation.108,109 Another example is the use of single-chain VH domains, 

of which one example was discussed above.29 Whether or not these modifications will 

lead to substantial antibody formation remains to be seen. Furthermore, a variety of 

antibody conjugates are in development, such as molecules comprising toxins coupled 

to an antibody. Data on the potential immunogenicity as a result of specific determinants 

other than the idiotype are still limited, but the existing body of data suggests that, 

for example, allotypic mismatch may not result in a substantial anti-allotype response. 

However, predictions regarding the immunogenic potential of antibody modifications 

are troublesome. Addition of protein-based moieties to an antibody structure, such 

as an antibody-toxin conjugate, may have unexpected consequences with respect to 

immunogenicity. In any case, specific assessment of antibody reactivity to the modified 

parts is easily accomplished by cross-screening/inhibition experiments using the wild-

type counterpart of such a therapeutic (see below).

More commonly observed pre-dose reactivities to ‘typical’ antibodies will in most 

cases largely consist of low-affinity antibodies such as RF. The current body of 

evidence suggests that there is no value in taking into account these antibodies for 

immunogenicity testing, but rather one should take measures to eliminate the detection 
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of these antibodies. Importantly, pre-dose positivity does not appear to predict post-

dose immunogenicity.38

Since many autoimmune diseases are characterized by elevated levels of such 

antibodies, it is necessary to base cut-points of immunogenicity assays not solely on 

samples from healthy individuals. Especially if one follows the advice of using a screening 

assay that by design identifies 1 out of 20 samples as positive,12 by itself a high false-

positivity rate, the amount of positives in a patient group may easily reach double digits 

if the cut-point was based only on healthy individuals, while in fact none of the positive 

samples would represent a true positive. On the other hand, if no efforts are undertaken 

to eliminate the interference of irrelevant pre-existing reactivities, the resulting assay may 

be insensitive because of an artificially high cut-point. Furthermore, besides RF, other 

IgG-binding serum components such as C1q may render similar false-positive signals, 

especially in bridging formats. Specificity can be assessed, for instance, by checking 

for cross-reactivity with other antibodies with a different specificity;31 as well as inhibition 

experiments using, for example, (heat-aggregated) polyclonal human immunoglobulin 

to check for RF background, or using the same clone expressed as a different allotype 

to evaluate possible allo-reactivity.

In addition, as explained in the previous section, one should be aware of the fact that 

assay steps resulting in structural modifications of antibodies (e.g., by direct adsorption 

to a solid phase) may lead to non-specific associations of immunoglobulins and thereby 

false-positive signals. If in doubt, it is useful to (re-)design the assay in such a way 

that antibody-drug interactions take place in fluid phase. Assays should be set up in a 

manner that avoids structural modifications that can affect the interactions between the 

drug and serum antibodies.

Table 2. Key points

•	 	Even	fully	human	monoclonal	antibodies	are	potentially	immunogenic

•	 	Antibodies	formed	in	response	to	treatment	are	mostly	neutralizing

•	 	Pre-existing	antibodies	such	as	rheumatoid	factors	are	generally	low-affinity,	bind	to	constant	

domains, and have little clinical consequences

•	 	Pre-existing	antibodies	should	be	carefully	distinguished	from	false-positive	results

•	 	Pre-existing	antibodies	should	be	evaluated	on	a	case-by-case	basis	using	assays	that	yield	

information on the specificity of the antibodies

To conclude, pre-formed antibodies in general appear to have little or no consequences 

during treatment, but a few exceptions exist where pre-formed antibodies could or 

did have clinical consequences. In these cases, specificities of the antibodies were 

analyzed and could be linked to distinct, unusual epitopes of the therapeutic. Therefore, 
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immunogenicity testing strategies should always include a sufficient level of antibody 

characterization, especially in case of pre-formed antibodies (Table 2). On the one hand, 

this should ensure that false-positives, particularly due to rheumatoid factors, are largely 

eliminated. On the other hand, knowing which types of antibodies produce a genuine 

pre-dose signal to a certain drug will help to judge their potential threat.
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ABSTRACT

Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) is a homotrimeric cytokine that is a key mediator of 

inflammation. It is unstable at physiological concentrations and slowly converts into an 

inactive form. Here, we investigated the mechanism of this process by using a Förster 

resonance energy transfer (FRET) assay that allowed monitoring of monomeric subunit 

exchange in time. We observed continuous exchange of monomeric subunits even at 

concentrations of TNF high enough to maintain its bioactivity. The kinetics of this process 

closely corresponds with the appearance of monomeric subunits and disappearance 

of trimeric TNF in time at ng/ml concentrations as monitored by high-performance 

size-exclusion chromatography (HP-SEC). Furthermore, of the five therapeutic TNF 

inhibitors that are currently used in the clinic, three (adalimumab, infliximab, etanercept) 

were found to completely inhibit the monomer exchange reaction and stabilize TNF 

trimers, whereas golimumab and certolizumab could not prevent monomer exchange, 

but did slow down the exchange process. These differences were not correlated with 

the affinities of the TNF inhibitors, measured with both surface plasmon resonance 

(SPR) and in fluid phase using fluorescence-assisted HP-SEC. The stabilizing effect of 

these TNF inhibitors might result in prolonged residual TNF bioactivity under conditions 

of incomplete blocking, as observed in vitro for adalimumab.
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INTRODUCTION

Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) is a homo-trimeric cytokine that plays a key role in mediating 

inflammation.1 It is produced as a transmembrane molecule from which the soluble 

TNF is released via proteolytic cleavage. Noncovalent interactions hold the monomeric 

units together in a compact, bell-shaped trimer.2,3 Both soluble and membrane-bound 

TNF can signal via two different receptors, TNF receptors I and II. For both receptors, 

signaling proceeds via a complex of three receptor molecules binding to the trimeric 

TNF.4,5

Interestingly, it has been reported that (soluble) TNF is non-stable at physiological 

concentrations (pg/mL-ng/mL) and slowly converts into inactive, presumably 

monomeric TNF, both in buffer and serum.6,7 This process is apparently (partially) 

reversible,7,8 in line with studies that demonstrate that denatured TNF can re-fold into an 

active, trimeric protein.8 The spontaneous conversion into an inactive form might play a 

role in constraining the signaling of this very potent cytokine after being released in the 

active, trimeric form. The details of this process have not been fully elucidated, amongst 

others, due to the paucity of assays that can monitor homo-multimerization reactions.

TNF is also an important mediator of a number of inflammatory auto-immune disorders 

including rheumatoid arthritis, Crohn’s disease, and psoriasis.1 In many patients, the 

inhibition of TNF activity via a blocking antibody or antibody-receptor fusion protein 

has proven to successfully suppress disease activity, and may even lead to clinical 

remission.9–11 There are currently five TNF inhibitors approved for use in the clinic: 

three full-length antibodies (infliximab, adalimumab, and golimumab), a PEGylated Fab 

fragment (certolizumab pegol), and a receptor-Fc construct (etanercept), see Fig. 1.12,13 

All TNF inhibitors block the binding of TNF to its receptors, which explains the mechanism 

of action. However, little is known about the fate of TNF-anti-TNF complexes, their 

stability, size, rate of clearance, and uptake by antigen-presenting cells, which might 

contribute to the immunogenic potential of the TNF inhibitors.

Here, we studied the mechanism of dissociation of TNF into monomeric subunits. We 

adapted a Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) assay that was previously used to 

monitor antibody subunit exchange in human IgG4 molecules (Fab arm exchange).14 

Using this assay, we demonstrate that continuous monomer exchange takes place 

even at high concentrations of TNF. Furthermore, we used this assay to study the 

effects of the different TNF inhibitors on the stability of TNF trimers.
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Adalimumab

(ADL)

Certolizumab

(CZP)

Golimumab

(GOL)

Infliximab

(IFX)

Etanercept

(ETN)

Figure 1. Structure of the different TNF inhibitors. Adalimumab (ADL) is a fully human IgG1 kappa 
antibody, as is golimumab (GOL). Certolizumab pegol (CZP) is a PEGylated humanized Fab’ fragment, 
infliximab (IFX) a chimeric antibody, and etanercept (ETN) a receptor-Fc construct. Human origin is 
shown in grey, murine origin in black.

RESULTS

TNF monomer exchange

In order to investigate the putative dissociation and re-association of TNF subunits, we 

made use of a FRET assay. TNF was fluorescently labeled with either DyLight-488 or 

DyLight-594 such that on average ca. 2 dye molecules were attached to TNF (Fig. 2A). 

Both species were mixed and incubated at 37°C at ca. 1 µg/mL, a concentration at 

which TNF is reported to be ‘stable’. A FRET signal developed in time, demonstrating 

the formation of TNF species that incorporate both types of dye, indicative of the 

exchange of monomers (Fig. 2C). Monitoring the reaction for extended times revealed 

bi-phasic kinetics (t1/2 = ca. 3–5 and 20–50 hours; Fig. 2E). The reaction kinetics was 

not significantly affected by choosing a two-fold lower or higher concentration (not 

shown). In order to exclude the alternative possibility that aggregation (as well as artificial 

associations due to the fluorescent labeling) were causing the appearance of a FRET 

signal, an excess of unlabeled TNF was introduced after 4 days of incubation of TNF-

488 and TNF-594 (Fig. 2B). As expected, the FRET signal slowly disappeared again, 

with similar kinetics, indicative of fluorescently labeled TNF monomers exchanging with 

unlabeled TNF thereby ‘diluting’ the labeled fraction over the unlabeled molecules (Fig. 

2D,F). Thus, trimeric TNF appears to continuously dissociate into monomeric (and 

possibly dimeric) units that can re-associate.

Stability of TNF trimers

Next, we investigated the dissociation of TNF trimers. TNF-488 was incubated at 3 

ng/mL for various times at 37°C and analyzed using high-performance size-exclusion 

chromatography (HP-SEC), monitoring the elution of TNF by in-line fluorescence 
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detection. Disappearance of trimeric TNF in time was observed, accompanied by 

the appearance of monomeric TNF (Fig. 3A). However, recovery of total TNF was 

not complete, indicating that monomeric TNF may have precipitated, or otherwise, 

remained on the column. The time-course of dissociation roughly corresponded to that 

observed for the monomer exchange (Fig. 3B). In the presence of increasing amounts 

of (unlabeled) TNF, the dissociation was diminished (Fig. 3C). This is consistent with 

a dynamic process of monomer exchange, with faster re-association at higher TNF 

concentrations preventing progressive loss of trimeric and monomeric TNF by further 

unfolding. The disappearance of trimeric TNF furthermore corresponded to the 

disappearance of activity measured in a TNF ELISA (Fig. 3D).

TNF inhibitors can stabilize TNF

Next, we investigated the influence of therapeutic TNF inhibitors on the stability of TNF. 

Monomer exchange was evaluated by monitoring the ‘dilution’ of mixed and equilibrated 

TNF488/TNF594 after addition of unlabeled TNF in the presence or absence of an excess 

of TNF inhibitor. This approach was chosen because binding of several TNF inhibitors to 

TNF was influenced by the fluorescent labeling (Figure S1). Under the conditions of these 

experiments, i.e., an excess of TNF inhibitor over TNF, the dominant type of complex 

will be a 3:1 complex of inhibitor:TNF (except for ETN). Adalimumab, infliximab, and 

etanercept were found to completely abrogate the monomer exchange (Fig. 4A,B). On 

the other hand, certolizumab and golimumab resulted in a somewhat slower monomer 

exchange but did not prevent it. In other words, whereas the former TNF inhibitors 

stabilize the TNF trimer, the latter do not or only slightly so. To confirm these results, 

stability of complexes formed between TNF-488 and adalimumab, certolizumab, or 

etanercept was monitored using HP-SEC (Fig. 4C). Whereas complexes of TNF with 

adalimumab or etanercept were completely stable for up to 5 days at 37°C, those 

formed with certolizumab were not. Similar results were obtained with adalimumab Fab 

(Figure S2).

Affinities

The differential stabilizing activity of the different TNF inhibitors may be caused by 

differences in affinity. To investigate this possibility, affinities were measured by two 

methods. First, binding of TNF to TNF blockers captured onto a biosensor chip was 

monitored by surface plasmon resonance (SPR). This method has previously been used 

by others to measure the affinities of several of the TNF blockers, but not all five of 

them together, and with sometimes widely different results between studies.15–21 One 

possible complication with this set-up is the fact that both the antibodies and the TNF 

are multivalent, and depending on the exact experimental design, the measurements 

might not be fully representative of intrinsic affinities. Therefore, we also determined 
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affinities in fluid phase by monitoring binding between TNF and fluorescently labeled 

Fab fragments of the TNF blockers using fluorescence-assisted HP-SEC as described 

previously (refs 22 and 23; Fig. 5). For etanercept, binding is assumed to be 1:1 and 

a reverse titration experiment was carried out. The results are summarized in Table 1. 

Overall, both methods are in good agreement, with the exception of certolizumab, for 

which the fluid phase affinity is substantially higher than results from SPR (Table 1). The 

stabilizing effects of the TNF blockers do not correlate with the differences in affinity; 

for instance, adalimumab has the lowest affinity but can stabilize TNF trimers, whereas 

certolizumab has one of the highest affinities but does not stabilize the trimer.
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Figure 2. Kinetics of monomer exchange of TNF. (A,C,E) TNF (0.5 µg/mL), fluorescently labeled with 
DyLight-488 (TNF-488) or DyLight-594 (TNF-594), both with a degree of labeling of ca. 2, will exchange 
monomeric units resulting in trimeric TNF molecules that contain both 488- and 594-labeled monomers 
(A). These molecules will generate a FRET signal at 620 nm following excitation at 488 nm, which can 
be monitored in real-time (C). The process was also monitored for extended times by consecutive mea-
surements (E). (B,D,F) TNF trimers that acquired monomeric subunits with both types of fluorescent 
label as described in A will generate a FRET signal (B). If an excess of unlabeled TNF is added, the 
fluorescently labeled monomers will ‘dilute’ over many TNF trimers resulting in a loss of FRET signal in 
time (D,F). This also represents the process of monomer exchange. Blue line represents control (ctrl) 
where no unlabeled TNF is added. (C,D) representative examples of triplicate experiments, (E,F) aver-
age of duplicate experiments; error bars indicate SEM. Frel = F620/F588. Ex = excitation, Em = emission.
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Figure 3. Stability of trimeric TNF. (A) TNF-488 (DOL 0.6; 3 ng/mL) was incubated at 37°C and samples 
were analyzed by HP-SEC. Column was calibrated using a sample of IgG and Fab fragments (resp. 150 
and 50 kDa; grey line, detected at 215 nm). Monomeric TNF was only partially recovered. (B) Disap-
pearance of trimeric TNF-488 (3 ng/mL) in time. (C) TNF-488 (3 ng/mL) was incubated alone or in the 
presence of 27 or 297 ng/mL of unlabeled TNF for 72 hrs and recovery of trimeric TNF-488 was evalu-
ated as in (A). (D) TNF or TNF-488 (3 ng/mL) was incubated at 37°C for various times and analyzed 
using an ELISA that only measures trimeric TNF. (A–C) representative of n = 2; (D) average of triplicate 
experiment, error bars indicate SEM. F = fluorescence.

Adalimumab Fab’ can preserve TNF bioactivity.

By suppressing TNF monomer exchange, TNF inhibitors stabilize TNF in its trimeric 

form, possibly leading to prolonged TNF bioactivity, analogously to soluble TNF 

receptor.24 To investigate this, we measured TNF bioactivity using WEHI cells. First, we 

measured TNF bioactivity after three days of incubation at 4°C or 37°C in absence of 

TNF inhibitors. As expected, a considerable amount of TNF bioactivity was lost after 

three days of incubation at 37°C and to a smaller degree when TNF was incubated at 

4°C (Fig. 6A). Next, the stabilizing effect of adalimumab Fab’ on TNF was examined. 

TNF was incubated in the presence of adalimumab Fab’ at a concentration that was 

anticipated to result in partial saturation of TNF based on the Kd. Bioactivity was 

analyzed immediately or after three days incubation at 37°C. As expected, adalimumab 

Fab’ reduced TNF bioactivity due to its competition with cell bound TNF receptors. 

However, after incubation for three days at 37°C, additional loss of TNF bioactivity was 

almost completely prevented (Fig. 6B). These results suggest that through stabilization 

of the trimeric form of TNF, adalimumab Fab’ can partially preserve TNF bioactivity. 
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Adalimumab was found to similarly stabilize TNF bioactivity at 4°C (Fig. 6C), but after 

incubation at 37°C, activity dropped to very low values (Fig. 6D).
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Figure 4. Influence of TNF inhibitors on TNF stability. (A,B) Mixed TNF-488/594 (0.5 µg/mL, incubated 
at 37°C for 7 days) was incubated at 37°C with 3 µg/mL unlabeled TNF as described in Fig. 2B, and 
monomer exchange was monitored as the disappearance of FRET signal either in real-time to cover the 
initial kinetics (A) or by consecutive measurements for the slower kinetics (B). Different TNF inhibitors 
were added at 100 µg/mL. Adalimumab (ADL), etanercept (ETN), and infliximab (IFX) blocked monomer 
exchange to undetectable levels, whereas golimumab (GOL), and certolizumab pegol (CZP) reduced 
the rate of monomer exchange. In the control experiment (ctrl), no TNF was added. Shown in (A) are 
representative examples, in (B) the average of duplicate experiments. (C) TNF-488 (0.3 ng/mL) was 
incubated for up to 5 days at 37°C and analyzed as described in Fig. 3A (n = 2). Addition of 300 ng/mL 
unlabeled TNF largely prevented loss of trimer. The addition of 1 µg/mL of adalimumab or etanercept 
to 0.3 ng/ml TNF-488 resulted in the formation of TNF-containing complexes that remained stable 
during the 5-day incubation. However, complexes formed with 1 µg/mL of certolizumab pegol slowly 
degraded. Frel = F620/F588. F = fluorescence.

DISCUSSION

The present study elucidates the dynamic nature of native, trimeric TNF molecules, 

which continuously dissociate into monomers, which may or may not reassociate 

depending on the overall concentration. This links the previously observed loss of activity 

upon incubation at low concentrations to a mechanistic framework that describes this 
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process in terms of monomer dissociation and reassociation. In line with studies of 

homo-dimerization reactions of IgG4,14,22 the rate of the TNF dissociation process is 

essentially independent of the concentration of TNF. The rate of reassociation on the 

other hand depends strongly on the overall concentration and is the decisive factor in 

maintaining bioactivity at high concentrations but not at low concentrations.

Interestingly, we revealed pronounced differences in the mode of binding of the five 

therapeutic TNF inhibitors currently in use in the clinic, with several markedly stabilizing 

the TNF trimer. Although these therapeutic TNF inhibitors block the binding of TNF to 

the receptors upon binding, we also observed a contradicting prolonged residual TNF 

bioactivity upon incubation with adalimumab Fab’, most likely due to this stabilizing 

effect. These results resemble a study that demonstrates an augmented TNF activity in 

the presence of soluble TNF receptor, which also stabilizes TNF at low concentrations.24 

Clinically, this could mean that in case the concentrations of TNF inhibitor drop to the 

point that TNF is incompletely blocked, for instance in case a patient develops anti-

adalimumab antibodies,25 TNF activity could emerge that might persist longer than if no 

TNF inhibitor would have been present. In contrast to adalimumab Fab’, adalimumab 

appeared to greatly diminish TNF bioactivity after a three day incubation at 37°C. Similar 

incubation of TNF with adalimumab at 4°C demonstrated a stabilizing activity as seen 

with adalimumab Fab’. These results are puzzling and may point to an artefact in the 

assay used to assess bioactivity of TNF. Alternatively, immune complex precipitation 

might be induced by cross-linking of TNF by adalimumab. Adalimumab and TNF are 

described to have the tendency to form complexes containing three adalimumab and 

three TNF trimers when incubated at 37°C at near-equimolar ratio’s, suggesting that 

these complexes are thermally most stable.15 Formation of such complexes would 

significantly alter the competition between adalimumab and TNF receptors, and thus 

influence the bioactivity of TNF.

The inhibition of monomer exchange of the TNF inhibitors adalimumab, infliximab, and 

etanercept is most likely due to their respective modes of binding. For adalimumab, a 

crystal structure of the Fab in complex with TNF demonstrates that the epitope that 

is recognized comprises two subunits of TNF.26 Because of the three-fold symmetry 

of TNF, this epitope is present three times. In other words, all TNF subunits are held 

together upon binding of adalimumab (Fig. 7A). A previous study demonstrated a 

stabilizing effect of adalimumab on TNF towards denaturation with urea,3 which is in 

line with our present findings. For infliximab, a crystal structure of its complex with TNF 

reveals only direct contacts between the Fab and one TNF monomer (Fig. 7B). However, 

infliximab stabilizes a loop that is flexible in unbound TNF, thereby possibly stabilizing 

interactions between the TNF monomers.17 For golimumab and certolizumab, binding 
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Figure 5. Affinities of TNF inhibitors in fluid phase. (A) Example of fluid-phase affinity measurement of 
TNF-anti-TNF. DyLight-488 labeled adalimumab Fab’ is incubated with different concentrations of TNF 
and analyzed by HP-SEC, monitoring the elution of bound and free adalimumab Fab’-488 by in-line 
fluorescence detection. (B) Free Fab-488 is plotted vs the concentration of TNF (molar concentration 
of binding sites) and a 1:1 Langmuir binding model is fitted, thus assuming independent association of 
anti-TNF Fab’s to each binding site on TNF. (C) TNF-488 was incubated with different concentrations of 
etanercept and analyzed analogously to B, using the molar concentration of etanercept in the calcula-
tions. Representative of n = 3. F = fluorescence.
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Table 1. Binding of TNF inhibitors to TNF at 25°C.

TNF inhibitor ka (106 M-1 s-1) a,b kd (10-4 s-1) a Kd (pM) a,b Kd (pM) b,c

adalimumab 0.72 (0.02) 1.3 (0.3) 183 (40) 244 (53)

certolizumab 3.2 (0.5) 1.5 (0.6) 71 (35) 9 (4)

golimumab 1.9 (0.2) 1.2 (0.3) 59 (20) 26 (6)

infliximab 1.7 (0.2) 2.4 (0.5) 138 (30) 123 (11)

etanercept 11 (2) 1.7 (0.7) 16 (8) 11 (3) d

aMeasured using Biacore (n = 2–5). bAssociation rates and dissociation constants are expressed relative 
to the molar concentrations of actual binding sites on TNF, which equals 3 for adalimumab, certolizum-
ab, golimumab, and infliximab; for etanercept, 1:1 binding was assumed. To compare results to papers 
where molar trimeric TNF concentrations were used, multiply ka and divide Kd by a factor of three for 
the mAbs. cMeasured in fluid phase by fluorescence-assisted HP-SEC (n = 3). dDetermined in reverse 
experiment in which etanercept was titrated to TNF-488.
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Figure 6. Influence of time, temperature and the TNF inhibitor adalimumab on TNF bioactivity. (A) Bio-
activity of a titration of TNF was measured immediately or after three days of incubation at 4°C or 37°C 
using a TNF sensitive WEHI bioassay. (B) Effect of adalimumab Fab’ on TNF activity, determined imme-
diately or after three days of incubation at 37°C. (C,D) Effect of adalimumab on TNF activity, measured 
immediately or after three days of incubation at 4°C (C) or 37°C (D). All graphs show representative data 
of two (A–C) or four (D) experiments.
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to TNF resulted in a slower exchange of TNF monomers, but the process was not 

abrogated. Both TNF inhibitors bind with high affinity, excluding weaker binding as an 

explanation for the lack of stabilization. Instead, both molecules probably bind to an 

epitope that comprises only a single TNF monomer. Indeed, disappearance of (trimeric) 

certolizumab-TNF complexes was accompanied by the appearance of a smaller type 

of complexes (Fig. 4C), tentatively a TNF monomer subunit in complex with 1 molecule 

of certolizumab. In contrast to infliximab, certolizumab and golimumab might bind 

to a TNF monomer without significantly influencing its conformation and thereby the 

interactions between the TNF monomers.

Interestingly, in competition experiments, replacement of radiolabeled TNF bound to 

etanercept by an excess of unlabeled TNF was previously found to be a relatively fast 

process.27 This might be due to the fact that whereas the overall binding strength of 

etanercept to TNF is determined by its two receptor arms, each individual arm may 

bind weakly, characterized by fast dissociation, facilitating replacement of bound TNF 

in conditions of excess of free TNF. In the present study, we observe that despite 

this apparent possibility of fast (partial) release of TNF by etanercept, trimeric TNF is 

stabilized by etanercept up to the point that no monomer exchange was observed over 

the course of four days.

The bi-phasic kinetics of the monomer exchange reaction suggests heterogeneity in the 

TNF structure. We obtained similar results using recombinant TNF from two different 

suppliers, but cannot exclude the possibility that this heterogeneity is a non-physiological 

feature of these particular TNF products. This biphasic kinetics is not apparent from the 

HP-SEC analysis nor from previous studies,7 which can be attributed to the superior 

Figure 7. Models of TNF in complex with (A) adalimumab Fab and (B) infliximab Fab (top view). Adalim-
umab binds an epitope comprising two TNF monomers. Infliximab binds an epitope comprising a single 
TNF monomer. Based on PDB structures 3WD5 and 4G3Y17,26.
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precision of the FRET assay. The fluorescent labeling itself might introduce artefactual 

changes to the TNF molecule. However, the fact that similar kinetics was observed for 

monitoring exchange between two types of labeled TNF, as well as exchange of labeled 

TNF with unlabeled TNF (Fig. 2A,B) suggests that the labeling does not significantly 

affect the exchange process. The labelling is carried out at high concentrations of TNF, 

such that the trimeric conformation predominates and the association surfaces between 

the monomeric units are actually shielded. Therefore, it is unlikely that labels will attach 

to sites that substantially affect the multimerization. In fact, labeling of a protein complex 

can be a general trick to avoid incorporation of labels that can affect the interactions 

between the constituents of such a complex (including antibody-antigen complexes).

The stabilizing activity of TNF inhibitors such as adalimumab or infliximab might have 

practical implications. Accurate measurements of cytokines in biological samples is 

challenging,28 and TNF has been a notoriously difficult cytokine to accurately quantify 

in fluids such as serum. In fact, in multiple studies, correlation between different 

assays - including commercially available ones - was often poor and sometimes 

lacking altogether.29–31 As a result, while many studies have reported TNF levels across 

diseases and populations, it is impossible to compare results from one study with 

another, or decide which of the reported TNF concentrations are truly representative of 

a given condition. One of the factors that may contribute to the variable results is TNF 

dissociation during sampling, storage, and freeze-thawing of samples, in combination 

with a variable sensitivity of immunoassays for trimeric and monomeric TNF. By adding 

a stabilizing TNF antibody to freshly isolated serum samples, much of these issues 

might in theory be circumvented. Of course, this would require an assay that is not 

influenced by the presence of the TNF inhibitor.

In summary, using a FRET assay we demonstrated continuous exchange of TNF 

monomers between native TNF homotrimers. The process can be blocked by 

the therapeutic TNF inhibitors adalimumab, infliximab, and etanercept, but not by 

certolizumab and golimumab.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Recombinant human TNF was obtained from Life Technologies and Active Bioscience. 

Both were supplied as lyophilized powder and reconstituted as recommended by the 

supplier. TNF concentrations were determined by TNF ELISA (Sanquin, The Netherlands). 

Recombinant therapeutic TNF blockers used in this study are adalimumab (Humira, 
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Abbott), infliximab (Remicade, MSD), golimumab (Simponi, MSD), certolizumab pegol 

(Cimzia, UCB Pharma), and etanercept (Enbrel, Pfizer). The first three TNF blockers are 

full-length IgG1 kappa antibodies, certolizumab pegol is a Fab’ fragment conjugated to 

a polyethylene glycol (PEG) group, and etanercept is a receptor-Fc construct.

Full-length IgG1 certolizumab was made by cloning constructs coding for VH and VL 

of certolizumab21 and the constant domains of human kappa and human IgG1 genes 

(obtained from GeneArt, Invitrogen) into a pcDNA3.1 (Invitrogen) essentially as described 

before.22 Expression vectors were used for transient transfection of HEK293F cells with 

293fectin and OptiMEM (Invitrogen), using the Freestyle HEK293F expression system 

(Invitrogen) according to the instructions supplied by the manufacturer. Cell culture 

supernatants were centrifuged for 15 minutes at 1700 G, followed by loading on a 

Protein G column (Protein G 4 fast flow, GE Healthcare) and elution of the certolizumab 

IgG1 with 0.1 M glycine, pH 2.5. The eluate was neutralized immediately with 2 M 

Tris-HCl, pH 9 and dialyzed overnight to PBS (10 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.4; 140 

mM sodium chloride). After dialysis, samples were sterile-filtered and stored at −20°C. 

Specificity of the full-length certolizumab was confirmed with a certolizumab-specific 

ELISA (Sanquin Biologicals).

Generation of F(ab’)2, Fab’, and Fab fragments

F(ab’)2 and Fab’ fragments were generated using pepsin, and subsequent reduction and 

alkylation with dithioerythritol and N-ethylmaleimide respectively, as described before.32 

Fab fragments were generated using papain digestion as described previously.33 In 

case of certolizumab pegol, papain digestion removes the C-terminal part of the Fab’ 

fragment including the site of PEG attachment. Certolizumab Fab was purified by gel 

filtration.

Fluorescent labeling

TNF, Fab and Fab’ fragments were fluorescently labeled with DyLight 488 or DyLight 

594 amine reactive dye (Pierce/Thermo Scientific). Unreacted dye was removed by 

repeated dilution/concentration using Amicon Centriprep centrifugal filter devices 

(Millipore, Billerica, MA, US) until no dye could be detected anymore in the filtrate. The 

average degree of labelling (DOL) ranged from 0.3 - 3.

Kinetic measurements (FRET)

Kinetics of the exchange reaction of TNF monomers were monitored in real-time using 

a previously developed FRET assay for the monitoring of non-covalent protein subunit 

exchange.14 Briefly, the reactions were carried out using one of the following protocols: 

A) 0.5 µg/mL of TNF-488 and 0.5 µg/ml TNF-594 (final TNF concentration 1 µg/ml) 
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in PBS-I (PBS containing 1 mg/mL IVIG (Nanogam, Sanquin, The Netherlands)) were 

incubated at 37°C, and the reaction was initiated by mixing equal volumes of both 

solutions into a thermostatted quartz cuvette (37°C). B) A solution of 0.25 µg/ml of 

TNF-488 and 0.25 µg/ml TNF-594 (final TNF concentration 0.5 µg/ml) in PBS-I was 

incubated in the dark for 7 days at 37°C. Then the reaction was initiated by adding 

several microliters of a concentrated stock solution of (unlabeled) TNF to a final 

concentration of 2 µg/mL. TNF blockers were similarly added from concentrated stocks 

as appropriate to a final concentration of 100 µg/mL. Kinetics was monitored at 37°C 

by measuring the appearance of a FRET signal using a Varian Cary Eclipse fluorescence 

spectrophotometer equipped with a thermostatted multi-cell holder (excitation 488 nm, 

emission 620 nm; emission at 588 nm was used to account for baseline drifts, 588 

nm being the isosbestic point in the overlay spectrum; relative fluorescence (Frel) is 

determined by dividing emission at 620 nm by emission at 588 nm).

Fluorescence-assisted high-performance size-exclusion chromatography 
(HP-SEC)

Stability of TNF was assessed by incubating TNF-488 at 0.3–3 ng/mL in PBS-I for 

various times between 0 and 5 days, alone or in the presence of unlabeled TNF (30 

or 300 ng/mL), adalimumab, certolizumab pegol, or etanercept (1 µg/mL) in the dark 

at 37°C. Samples were subsequently analyzed applying 500 µl to a Superdex 200 HR 

10/300 column (GE Healthcare, Uppsala Sweden) at 0.5 ml/min using a thermostatted 

autosampler (4°C), which was connected to an ÄKTAexplorer HPLC system (GE 

Healthcare, Uppsala Sweden). Elution profiles of TNF-488 were monitored by measuring 

the fluorescence (excitation/emission 488/525 nm) with a Prominence RF-20Axs on-

line fluorescence detector (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan).

Affinity measurements using fluorescence-assisted HP-SEC

Affinities were determined as described previously.23 Briefly, serial four-fold dilutions of 

TNF (0.01–500 ng/ml) were incubated with a fixed concentration of 50–200 pg/ml of Fab-

488 (certolizumab, golimumab) or Fab’-488 (adalimumab, infliximab) in PBS-I. Samples 

(1000 µl) were applied using a thermostatted autosampler (25°C) to a Superdex 200 HR 

10/300 column at 0.5 ml/min (GE Healthcare, Uppsala Sweden), which was connected 

to an ÄKTAexplorer HPLC system (GE Healthcare, Uppsala Sweden). Elution profiles of 

Fab-488 were monitored by measuring the fluorescence (excitation/emission 488/525 

nm) with a Prominence RF-20Axs on-line fluorescence detector (Shimadzu, Kyoto, 

Japan). To calculate dissociation constants, fluorescence at 17 ml, corresponding to 

the peak maxima of free Fab-488, respectively, were plotted against the concentration 

of TNF (molar concentration of the number of binding sites) and a 1:1 binding model 
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was fitted to the data using Microcal Origin software. Alternatively, TNF-488 (DOL of 

0.6) was incubated with serial fourfold dilutions of etanercept and analyzed likewise.

Surface plasmon resonance measurements

Surface Plasmon Resonance measurements were performed using a Biacore T-200 

instrument (Biacore AB, Breda, The Netherlands) at 25°C. Mouse anti-human IgG 

(MH16-1, Sanquin, The Netherlands) was immobilized at a concentration of 10 µg/ml 

in 10 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.0, on a CM5 sensor chip using N-hydrosuccinimide/1-

ethyl-3-(3dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydro-chloride (NHS/EDC) at a flow rate 

of 15 µL/min. Anti-TNF monoclonal antibodies were dissolved at 5 µg/ml in PBS 

containing 0.05% polysorbate-20 (PBS-T), and passed through the cells at 30 µL/min 

yielding ca. 100 response units (RU) of bound antibody. Subsequently, binding of TNF 

(50–300 ng/mL) dissolved in PBS-T was measured at a flow rate of 30 µL/min for 

600 s followed by monitoring dissociation for another 600 s. After each run, immobilized 

ligand was regenerated by removing bound analyte with 5 µL of 0.1 M phosphoric acid. 

Adsorptions obtained in the reference channel without bound anti-TNF antibody was 

subtracted from the adsorptions in the other cells. Association and dissociation kinetics 

were fitted using the models provided with the Biacore analysis software.

WEHI bioassay

TNF bioactivity was determined using a WEHI bioassay. Per well 40.000 WEHI-164 

cells were plated in IMDM (BioWhittaker) containing 5% FCS (Bodinco), 100 U/ml 

penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin (both from Gibco), 1 µg/ml Actinomycin D and 50 

µM β-Mercapto-ethanol (both from Sigma). TNF (range 0–20 000 pg/ml TNF, Active 

Bioscience) was incubated in presence or absence of adalimumab Fab’ (13.3 or 26.6 ng/

ml) or adalimumab (20 ng/ml) and either used immediately or incubated for three days at 

4°C or 37°C. Subsequently, TNF, TNF-adalimumab Fab’ or TNF-adalimumab samples 

were 1:1 added to the WEHI-164 cells, resulting in 0–10 000 pg/ml TNF, 6.6 ng/ml or 

13 ng/ml adalimumab Fab’ and 10 ng/ml adalimumab as a final concentration. WEHI-

164 cells were incubated for 24 h at 37°C and 5% CO2 after which cell viability was 

measured using the MTT-reduction method. MTT (Sigma, diluted in 0.14 M NaCl and 

0.01 M HEPES) was added to the cell cultures in a final concentration of 0.83 mg/ml 

and incubated for four hours, after which SDS (Gibco, diluted in 0.01 M HCl) was added 

to a final concentration of 5% for overnight incubation. Adsorption was measured at 

595 nm and as reference 670 nm using a plate reader (Synergy 2, BioTek).
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Supplemental Figure S1.
Labeling of TNF with DyLight-488 influences the binding of the different TNF inhibitors to various de-
grees. A comparison is made of complexes formed upon mixing TNF-488 (average degree of labeling 
0.6 or 1.5) with an excess of TNF inhibitor. Whereas etanercept and certolizumab appear to be not 
affected, binding of adalimumab is slightly affected and binding of golimumab and infliximab is more 
drastically affected.
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Supplemental Figure S2.
TNF-488 (0.3 ng/mL) was incubated for 4 days at 37°C in the presence of of 1 μg/mL of adalimumab 
Fab and analyzed as described in Figure 3A.
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ABSTRACT

Background: In a subset of patients, anti-TNF therapeutic antibodies are immunogenic, 

resulting in the formation of anti-drug antibodies (ADA). Neutralizing ADA compete with 

TNF for its binding site and reduces the effective serum concentration, causing clinical 

non-response. It is however unknown to which extent ADA are neutralizing.

Objectives: To study which proportion of antibodies to human(ized) anti-TNF 

(adalimumab, golimumab, certolizumab) as well as chimeric anti-TNF (infliximab) is 

neutralizing.

Methods: Neutralizing capacity of ADA was assessed using a TNF competition assay 

in ADA-positive sera of patients treated with adalimumab (n=21), golimumab (n=4), 

certolizumab (n=9), or infliximab (n=34) send in to our diagnostic department.

Results: In 34 sera with ADA to adalimumab, golimumab, or certolizumab, >97% 

of the antibodies were neutralizing. In 34 sera with ADA to infliximab >90% of the 

antibodies were neutralizing. Further characterization of the broader antibody response 

to infliximab revealed that non-neutralizing antibodies to infliximab do not target murine 

domains, but may bind infliximab-unique domains not involved in TNF binding (located 

outside the paratope).

Conclusions: Our study shows that ADA to human(ized) as well as chimeric anti-TNF 

therapeutic antibodies are largely neutralizing. This highly restricted ADA response 

suggests an immunodominant role for the paratope of anti-TNF therapeutics.
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INTRODUCTION

Anti-TNF therapeutic antibodies are increasingly used to treat inflammatory disorders 

like rheumatoid arthritis and inflammatory bowel disease. Unfortunately, in some 

patients the therapeutics are immunogenic, resulting in the formation of anti-drug 

antibodies (ADA) that can lead to loss of clinical response. The percentage of patients 

that develop ADA to TNF blockers varies strongly between immunogenicity studies. For 

adalimumab, using a highly drug-tolerant antigen binding test it was found that around 

53% of adalimumab-treated patients made ADA to some extent.1 In this context, two 

kinds of ADA can be discriminated, namely non-neutralizing antibodies that bind to the 

drug simultaneously with TNF, and neutralizing antibodies that compete with TNF for 

the antigen-binding site (paratope). Neutralizing antibodies can therefore immediately 

inhibit the working mechanism of the drug.2,3

In patients treated with anti-TNF therapeutics, measuring the ADA titer as well as the 

drug level provides an objective view on the patient’s clinical response. However, one 

could argue that not only the ADA titer should be monitored, but also its neutralizing 

capacity. For example, for multiple sclerosis patients treated with interferon-β, neutralizing 

antibodies rather than binding antibodies are routinely assessed, since the former better 

correlate with clinical impact.4 However, the neutralization capacity is usually monitored 

using a bioassay, which is difficult to standardize and cumbersome to carry out.

Previous work on the antibody response to adalimumab indicates that this response is 

restricted to the TNF binding site (the paratope), meaning that all ADA are neutralizing.5 

The antibody construct of the fully human adalimumab might explain this restricted 

response, since typically the majority of foreign determinants is localized in the 

complementarity determining regions (Figure 3B). Chimeric antibodies like infliximab 

differ from human(ized) antibodies as the entire variable domain is of murine origin which 

potentially induces a broader immune response. Moreover, the variable domains of 

infliximab contain additional determinants that are not involved in TNF binding and are 

neither mouse nor human germline which might be immunogenic (Figure 3A). For the 

anti-TNF therapeutic antibodies infliximab, certolizumab (humanized) and golimumab 

(human) the neutralizing capacity has never been investigated.

In this study, we systematically investigated the proportion of neutralizing and non-

neutralizing antibodies to infliximab, adalimumab, certolizumab, and golimumab.
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METHODS

Details about the methodology can be found in the online supplementary Materials and 

Methods. Briefly, patient sera from our diagnostic department were selected for ADA 

positivity for either adalimumab, golimumab, certolizumab, or infliximab. To determine 

the neutralizing capacity of these ADA, a TNF competition assay was set up in which TNF 

is used to block the antigen binding site of the labeled drug. In this assay, neutralizing 

antibodies compete with TNF for their binding to the drug, resulting in a decreasing 

signal with increasing amounts of TNF. In contrast, non-neutralizing antibodies can bind 

the labeled drug simultaneously with TNF and its binding is not affected when TNF is 

added. In some experiments, polyclonal mouse IgG was added as additional blocker 

to examine reactivity to mouse determinants. The biological activity of anti-infliximab 

was analyzed using the WEHI bioassay. TNF-sensitive WEHI-164 cells were incubated 

in the presence of TNF, infliximab, and samples containing anti-infliximab, and viability 

was measured.

RESULTS

ADA to all anti-TNF drugs are >90% neutralizing 

Twenty-one patients producing ADA to the fully human therapeutic antibody 

adalimumab were tested in a TNF competition assay (described in Figure 1). Upon an 

increasing concentration of TNF, all patients showed an almost identical reduction in 

binding in a dose-dependent manner, with the highest concentrations of TNF reducing 

the binding to background levels (Figure 2A). These results indicate that >97.7% of 

ADA to adalimumab are directed to the paratope of the drug and are thus neutralizing 

(Figure 2B). This is congruent with our previous findings which suggested that anti-

adalimumab antibodies are highly restricted to the paratope of adalimumab.5 Similarly, 

for sera containing anti-golimumab or anti-certolizumab antibodies, resp. >98.3% and 

>97.2% inhibition of binding to golimumab and certolizumab Fab’ was observed when 

the highest concentration of TNF was added. Thus, in 34 cases of ADA to a human(ized) 

anti-TNF, >97% of the antibody response is neutralizing.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the TNF competition assay. To determine the neutralizing 
capacity of ADA, a TNF competition assay was set up in which TNF is used to block the paratope (or 
antigen binding site) of the labeled drug. Serum IgG including ADA is bound by protein A sepharose, 
and radiolabeled drug Fab’ will subsequently bind to ADA. However, upon addition of TNF, the paratope 
of the radiolabeled drug Fab’ is blocked by TNF. Consequently, ADA that bind (close to) the paratope of 
the drug cannot bind anymore and are classified as neutralizing ADA. ADA that can bind simultaneously 
with TNF are classified as non-neutralizing.

For the chimeric infliximab, of which the entire variable domains are of murine origin, 

the results from the TNF competition assay were more varied. The ADA of one group 

of patients showed a decrease in signal with an increase in TNF leading to essentially 

complete suppression of ADA binding to the drug on the endpoint of the TNF titration. 

In contrast, a second group of patients showed incomplete inhibition of ADA binding 

to the drug when the highest concentration of TNF was added. The sera of this latter 

group thus contain ADA that are able to bind the drug simultaneously with TNF and 

are therefore non-neutralizing. Nevertheless, all patient sera tested contained >90% 

neutralizing ADA to infliximab. In line with these observations, ADA titers to infliximab 

determined in the WEHI bioassay, which only measures the effect of neutralizing ADA, 

are in good correlation with those determined in the ABT, which measures all ADA (Figure 

2C). No relationship was found between ADA levels and the percentage of neutralizing 

antibodies (online supplementary Figure S2). In conclusion, for all TNF blockers, the 

vast majority of ADA neutralize the drug, not only in case of human(ized) antibodies but 

also for the chimeric infliximab.
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Incomplete inhibition of ADA to infl iximab is not caused by ADA-drug 
complexes

Although no free infl iximab was detected in any of the sera, the possibility exists 

that complexes of infl iximab and anti-infl iximab are present. Hypothetically, if these 

complexes dissociate, a false-positive signal may result, since infl iximab can bind protein 

A sepharose and TNF can subsequently form a bridge between bound infl iximab and 

radiolabeled infl iximab Fab. To exclude the possibility that the non-inhibitable signals 

were the result of drug-ADA complexes, monomeric IgG was separated from antibody 

complexes using FPLC (online supplementary Figure S1A). However, no differences in 

neutralization were found between the monomeric fraction compared to patient serum 

(Figure S1B). This indicates that the incomplete inhibition of ADA to infl iximab by TNF 

observed in some patients is not caused by ADA-drug complexes, but in fact are non-

neutralizing anti-infl iximab antibodies.

Figure 3: Non-neutralizing ADA to infl iximab do not target mouse determinants. Crystal structure of 
infl iximab (A) or adalimumab.(B) Fab (orange) in complex with tumor necrosis factor (TNF) ( purple). 
Residues that differ from human germ line are highlighted in blue. Residues that are unique to infl iximab 
(i.e., differ from mouse germ line) are highlighted in green. Figures rendered from PDB coordinate fi les 
4G3y (infl iximab)10 and 3WD5 (adalimumab),11 aligned using DomainGapAlign (available from the ImMu-
noGeneTics website). (C and D) Sera of four patients that showed incomplete inhibition by TNF were 
tested for antibodies to mouse determinants of infl iximab. Polyclonal mouse IgG was added to the TNF 
competition assay to block anti-mouse antibodies. No inhibition could be observed. ns=not signifi cant 
using paired t-test.

Non-neutralizing ADA to infl iximab do not target mouse determinants

To investigate whether the non-neutralizing anti-infl iximab antibodies target 

predominantly infl iximab unique determinants outside the paratope or mouse germline 

determinants foreign to humans (Figure 3A), we modifi ed the TNF competition assay 

by the addition of polyclonal BALB/c mouse IgG. In theory, non-neutralizing ADA that 

target mouse germline epitopes are blocked by mouse IgG, thereby inhibiting binding 

of radiolabeled infl iximab Fab seen as a decrease in signal. However, in serum samples 

containing non-neutralizing antibodies, we observed no additional inhibition when 

mouse IgG was added (Figure 3C,D); this suggests that non-neutralizing anti-infl iximab 
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antibodies are not directed to mouse germline determinants of infliximab, but target 

determinants outside the paratope that are unique to infliximab.

DISCUSSION

We demonstrated that ADA to the human(ized) antibodies adalimumab, golimumab 

and certolizumab were highly confined to the paratope (>97%). Infliximab elicited a 

slightly broader immune response, although in all patients at least 90% of all ADA were 

neutralizing. In addition, a strong correlation was found between the anti-infliximab titer 

determined by ABT, in which all ADA are detected, and the WEHI bioassay, which only 

measures neutralizing ADA. These results indicate that conventionally measured titers of 

binding antibodies closely resemble titers of neutralizing ADA. Therefore, measurement 

of neutralizing antibodies to these TNF blockers, e.g. by means of a bioassay, is not 

useful.

Sera containing low ADA levels (below 100 AU/ml) were not investigated, because the 

low levels preclude accurate quantification of the fraction of neutralizing antibodies. The 

sera that were tested comprise a broad range of ADA levels that do not correlate with 

the percentages of neutralizing antibodies (Figure S2), However, a possibly broader 

response in patients with low ADA levels cannot be excluded, although absolute titers 

of non-neutralizing ADA will necessarily be low in such cases.

This study focused on IgG antibodies, since these were previously found to represent 

the predominant class of antibodies formed to infliximab or adalimumab.6,7 Moreover, 

IgM antibodies typically have low affinity and are poor in neutralizing the drug, while IgG 

antibodies have high affinity and are therefore more potent drug inhibitors.

It was already known that anti-infliximab antibodies may neutralize the drug.6 We 

however observed that the majority (>90%) of antibodies to infliximab are neutralizing, 

clearly demonstrating that the paratope of infliximab is immunodominant. Given the 

high number of non-human determinants in the variable domains of infliximab (Figure 

3A) this is a remarkable observation. Interestingly, paratope immunodominance was 

already suggested in an earlier study of the antibody response to the therapeutic mouse 

monoclonal antibody OKT3, where it was estimated that 50-60% of all ADA were 

targeting the paratope.8 Moreover, in a more recent study, binding of minipig antibodies 

to adalimumab could not be inhibited by human polyclonal IgG F(ab)2, suggesting anti-

idiotypic antibodies.9 These results highlight that reducing immunogenicity in anti-TNF 

therapeutic antibodies will remain a challenging endeavor.
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Surprisingly, the non-neutralizing fraction of anti-infliximab antibodies that was found 

in approximately one-third of the patients did not target mouse germline determinants, 

since addition of polyclonal BALB/c mouse IgG did not reduce binding of ADA to the 

drug. Aligning the amino acid sequence of the infliximab variable domains.10 with the 

mouse germline sequence revealed several accessible non-mouse germline (infliximab 

unique) amino acids that were not part of the paratope but could be targeted by the 

immune response (Figure 3A). It is therefore likely that non-neutralizing anti-infliximab 

antibodies target determinants that are unique to infliximab, but not involved in TNF 

binding.

In summary, only for the chimeric therapeutic infliximab, but not for the human(ized) 

adalimumab, golimumab and certolizumab, a small amount of non-neutralizing 

antibodies could be observed, which implies that the closer the drug is to the human 

germline, the more restricted the antibody response to it is. Nevertheless, in all cases 

>90% of all ADA were neutralizing, which shows that the TNF binding region of anti-

TNF therapeutic antibodies is immunodominant even in case of the chimeric antibody 

infliximab.
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Figure S1. Incomplete inhibition of ADA to infliximab is not caused by ADA-drug complexes. A) 
FPLC fractionation of patient serum. To eliminate drug-ADA complexes, fractions corresponding to 
monomeric IgG were pooled and used to repeat the TNF competition assay. B) Percentage of AU 
that is inhibited in binding radiolabeled infliximab Fab’ after adding 5000 ng of TNF. No significant 
difference is detected between patient serum and the monomeric IgG fraction. Open dots: patient 
showing complete inhibition, closed dots: patients showing incomplete inhibition in TNF competition 
assay, ns = not significant using paired t-test.















Figure S2. There is no relationship between the percentage of neutralizing antibodies and the level of 
ADA. The percentage of units that is inhibited in binding radiolabeled drug Fab’ after adding 5000 ng of 
TNF, and the ADA level determined by our diagnostics department. Each symbol represents one patient.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient material

Patient sera from our diagnostic department were selected for ADA positivity for either 

adalimumab, golimumab, certolizumab, or infliximab measured using the standard 

antigen binding tests (ABT). In total, serum of 68 patients (adalimumab (n=21), 

golimumab (n=4), certolizumab (n=9) and infliximab (n=34)) send in to our diagnostic 

department were analyzed. In all cases, the amounts of antibodies exceeded 100 AU/ml. 

Of these patients, no further clinical data is available. In case of infliximab, adalimumab 

and golimumab, no free drug was detected in the serum samples. On the other hand, 

most certolizumab samples contained free drug. However, since certolizumab is a Fab 

fragment and does not bind to protein A, free drug will be washed out during the ABT 

and therefore will not interfere with antibody measurements.1

Antigen binding test (ABT) and TNF competition assay

To determine the neutralizing capacity of ADA, the TNF competition assay was used. 

First, the optimal serum dilution was determined for every patient using the ABT, an 

assay routinely used by our diagnostics department, validated for each TNF-blocker. 

Patient serum was serially diluted in PBS/0.3% bovine serum albumine (BSA, Millipore). 

Fifty µl of diluted serum (or 50 µl of the optimal concentration in case of the TNF 

competition assay) was added to 1 mg of Sepharose-immobilized protein A (GE 

Healthcare) in PBS-AT (PBS containing 0.3% BSA, 0.2% tween-20 (Merck) and 0.01M 

EDTA) in a final volume of 800 µl and incubated overnight on a rotator. The samples 

were subsequently washed five times with washing buffer (PBS/0.005% Tween-20) and 

incubated with 125I labeled Fab’ fragments of adalimumab, certolizumab or infliximab, or 

biotinylated golimumab Fab’ (no significant difference was observed between directly 

radiolabeled drug or indirect radiolabeling via biotinylation), all diluted in PBS-FAT (PBS-

AT containing 40 µg/ml IVIG F(ab’)2, Sanquin) in order to avoid false-positive results 

due to anti-hinge antibodies.2 In case of the TNF competition assay, the labeled drugs 

were preincubated with a titration of TNF (Human TNF-alpha cct premium, Active 

Bioscience), ranging from 0-5000 ng per tube. Labels were added in a final volume 

of 800 ul, and incubated for 5 h. Unbound labeled Fab’ was washed away and in 

case of golimumab 125I labeled streptavidine was added, incubated overnight and 

subsequently washed. Sepharose-bound radioactive label was measured using Wallac 

1260 Multigamma II (LKB). Sample measurements were normalized to the percentage 

of total radioactively labeled input (% binding). For the TNF competition assay, the 

% binding was converted into arbitrary units (AU) using a standard curve (pooled serum 

of ADA-positive patients for adalimumab and infliximab, polyclonal rabbit-anti-drug for 
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certolizumab and golimumab). Percentage of inhibition was calculated by dividing the 

AU of inhibited samples by the AU of non-inhibited samples.

WEHI bioassay

The biological activity of ADA was analyzed using the TNF-sensitive WEHI bioassay. 

Per well 40.000 WEHI-164 cells were plated in IMDM (BioWhittaker) containing 5% 

FCS (Bodinco), 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin (both from Gibco), 1 µg/

ml Actinomycin D and 50 µM β-Mercapto-ethanol (both from Sigma). Subsequently, 

a mixture of 100 pg/ml TNF (Strathmann), 30 ng/ml infliximab or adalimumab and a 

titration (twofold dilution, 1:100 – 1:6400) of sera containing ADA against infliximab or 

adalimumab were added. As a positive control, a titration of rabbit-anti-infliximab or 

rabbit-anti-adalimumab was added to the WEHI cultures containing TNF and infliximab 

or adalimumab, respectively. WEHI-164 cells were incubated for 24 h at 37°C and 

5% CO2 after which cell viability was measured using the MTT-reduction method. MTT 

(Sigma, diluted in 0.14M NaCl and 0.01M HEPES) was added to the cell cultures in a 

final concentration of 0.83 mg/ml and incubated for four hours, after which SDS (Gibco, 

diluted in 0.01M HCl) was added to a final concentration of 4% for overnight incubation. 

Adsorption was measured at 595 nm and as reference 670 nm using the Multiskan EX 

(Thermo Scientific).

Monomer isolation by FPLC

Serum of five patients was fractionated by Fast protein liquid chromatography (FPLC) 

to isolate fractions that contain monomeric IgG but no complexes of two or more IgG 

molecules. Serum was three times diluted in PBS and filtered (0.22 µm filter, Merck 

Millipore) prior to application. A Superdex 200 10/300 GL column in combination with 

the FPLC system GE ÄKTA Explorer (Amersham Pharmacia) was used to fractionate 

the sera. Molecular weight estimations were made using intravenous immunoglobulin 

(IVIG, 20 mg/ml) that contains both monomeric and dimeric IgG. Fractions of patient 

serum containing only monomeric IgG were pooled for each patient.

TNF/mouse IgG competition assay

Further characterization of the target of non-neutralizing ADA to infliximab was done 

using the TNF competition assay with addition of polyclonal BALB/c mouse IgG 

(Molecular Innovations). Per patient, twelve tubes containing 1 mg of CaptureSelect 

anti-human IgG-Fc Affinity Matrix (Life Technologies) were incubated overnight with 50 

µl of the optimal serum dilution. After washing, 20 ug mouse IgG in PBS-FAT was 

added in six of the tubes, whereas in the other six tubes only PBS-FAT was added. In 

both sets of tubes, 50 ul of 125I labeled infliximab Fab’ preincubated with a titration of 

TNF, ranging from 0-5000 ng per tube, was added. The tubes were incubated for 5h on 
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a rotator and subsequently washed. Bound radioactivity was measured as described 

above.
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To the Editor:

Many therapeutic monoclonal antibodies have been found to elicit an immune response 

to various degrees. Anti-drug antibodies (ADA) can diminish efficacy by neutralization 

or enhanced clearance of the therapeutics, and occasionally cause hypersensitivity 

reactions or other adverse events.1 Therapeutic antibodies are classified as chimeric, 

humanized or ‘fully human’, in order of increasing homology of the variable domains with 

human germ-line sequences, and thereby their expected decrease in immunogenicity.

Recently, our group investigated the antibody repertoire in patients with an immune 

response against any of four different anti-TNF therapeutic antibodies.2,3 For the 

human(ized) adalimumab, certolizumab and golimumab, >94% were found to bind the 

TNF binding site, demonstrating that these ADA are essentially all neutralizing. Strikingly, 

the antibody response to the chimeric infliximab, of which the entire variable domains 

are of mouse origin, was also >90% directed to the TNF binding site. These results 

prompted the question whether this restricted response is due to specific immunogenic 

properties of the anti-TNF binding site, or that the antigen binding site (or paratope) is 

an inherently immunodominant part of the antibody, irrespective of its target. If so, anti-

drug antibodies to any therapeutic antibody might be expected to be predominantly 

neutralizing.

To shed light on this question, we investigated the antibody response to natalizumab, 

a humanized antibody that differs in target (α4-integrin), subclass (IgG4) and patient 

group (relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis, RRMS) from anti-TNF therapeutics. 

Natalizumab contains several non-human germline determinants outside of its paratope 

(Figure 1A) and can thus theoretically elicit a broad non-neutralizing antibody response. 

In this study, we examined the neutralizing capacity of the anti-natalizumab response 

of RRMS patients.

We therefore first developed human monoclonal anti-natalizumab antibodies. Variable 

domain sequences of in total three natalizumab specific peripheral blood B cells were 

obtained from two patients (Table E1). These sequences were recombinantly expressed 

in HEK293F cells, resulting in three human monoclonal anti-natalizumab antibodies. 

Analysis of the clones using ImMunoGeneTics/V-QUEry and STandardization (IMGT/V-

Quest)4 revealed a distinct V(D)J gene usage for each clone. Using surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR), the affinity of anti-natalizumab 1.1 and 2.1 was found to be moderate, 

whereas anti-natalizumab 2.2 had a high affinity (1x10-11 mol/L; Figure E1, Table E2).

To investigate the natalizumab binding site for each clone relative to the others, the 

antibodies were tested in a competitive ELISA. In this assay, the binding of a labeled 
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clone was assessed in the presence of a competing non-labeled clone (Figure 1B). The 

results showed that the monoclonal antibodies all competed with each other for binding 

to natalizumab (Figure 1C), indicating that all three monoclonal antibodies bind to a 

restricted site on natalizumab.

We further examined whether the monoclonal antibodies could block the binding 

of natalizumab to its target α4-integrin. This was tested using fluorescently labeled 

natalizumab that binds α4-integrin expressed on Jurkat cells. Preincubation of 

natalizumab with any of the three monoclonal antibodies abrogated the binding of 

natalizumab to α4-integrin (Figure 1D,E). Similar results were found for the binding of 

exchanged (i.e. monovalent, see ‘IgG4 half-molecule exchange’ in Repository Text) 

natalizumab to α4-integrin (Figure E2). This indicates that all three monoclonal anti-

natalizumab antibodies compete with α4-integrin for binding to natalizumab, and are 

thus all neutralizing.

Next, we investigated the neutralizing capacity of polyclonal anti-natalizumab antibodies 

from 15 ADA-positive patients. A competitive ELISA was set up in which α4-integrin 

blocks the paratope of natalizumab (Figure 2A). For all patients, the binding of ADA 

to natalizumab was reduced with increasing concentrations of α4-integrin (Figure 2B). 

With the highest amount of α4-integrin tested, the signal was reduced by at least 91% 

compared to the uninhibited signal (Figure 2C). This indicates that for all patients tested, 

at least 91% of all ADA to natalizumab are neutralizing.

We further analyzed which parts of natalizumab are targeted by the anti-natalizumab 

response using a similar competitive assay, but now using neutralizing, but less 

bulky, Fab fragments of monoclonal anti-natalizumab 2.2 to block the binding site of 

natalizumab (Figure 2D). Again, the binding of patient ADA to natalizumab could be 

reduced in a concentration-dependent manner, ultimately preventing at least 92% of 

ADA from binding natalizumab using this single monoclonal antibody (Figure 2E,F). This 

implies that the majority of ADA from RRMS patients binds determinants of natalizumab 

located in or in close proximity to the paratope.

The results from this present study on the anti-natalizumab response, in combination 

with our previous findings on the neutralizing capacity of ADA to anti-TNF therapeutics,2,3 

indicates that the immune response preferentially targets the paratope of at least several 

classes of therapeutic antibodies. The antigen specificity of the drug seems irrelevant 

for this response. In addition, the non-human germline determinants outside of the 

paratope found in natalizumab, as well as those in the chimeric infliximab (and even in 

the other humanized and fully human anti-TNFs) apparently are less immunogenic. This 
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observation is also consistent with the lack of immune response towards mismatched 

allotypes of therapeutic antibodies.6 The paratope of therapeutic antibodies, but perhaps 

of any antibody, might be intrinsically more immunogenic than other determinants 

outside of the paratope. It is however unknown whether the paratope displays specific 

structural features that facilitates its potential role as epitope.

Figure 2. The majority of serum anti-natalizumab antibodies neutralize natalizumab. A,D) Schematic 
representation of the competitive ELISA. BT = biotinylated, NTZ = natalizumab. B,E) Increasing amounts 
of α4β1 (B) or anti-natalizumab 2.2 Fab (E) decrease ADA binding to natalizumab. Each line represents 
one patient. A selection of representative patients is shown. C,F) Percentage of AU (arbitrary units) 
inhibited by 15 µg of α4β1 (C) or anti-natalizumab 2.2 Fab (F). Each dot represents a single patient. 
Median and range for inhibition with α4β1 93% (91%-96%) and anti-natalizumab 2.2 Fab 97% (92%-
99%), n=15.

For infliximab, attempts were made to more precisely locate immunogenic amino acid 

sequences using synthetic peptides. Homann et al. found reactivity of ADA-positive 

patients to four peptide sequences located in or in close proximity to the complementarity 

determining regions (CDRs), although two of these peptides were also recognized by 

healthy controls.7 By contrast, a study by Kosmac et al. showed no reactivity to synthetic 

peptides nor to denatured infliximab Fab, suggesting that anti-infliximab antibodies 

target conformational rather that linear epitopes.8 It therefore remains unclear which 

precise determinants on infliximab are targeted. For adalimumab, we demonstrated 
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that anti-adalimumab antibodies bind to multiple overlapping, but distinct epitopes in 

the paratope.3

Human(ized) and chimeric therapeutic antibodies all have fully human constant domains. 

Although there is little evidence for drug-induced antibody responses towards these 

regions, pre-existing antibodies such as rheumatoid factors (low-affinity IgM antibodies 

binding human IgG Fc) can be present. The available literature suggests that the 

presence of such antibodies generally has little consequences.6

Our findings on the neutralizing capacity of ADA to natalizumab are in line with a study 

of Calabresi et al.9 in which ADA to natalizumab were analyzed using an ELISA that 

measures all ADA and a cell-blocking assay that only measures neutralizing ADA. 

The strong correlation between the two assays suggested that most or all ADA to 

natalizumab were neutralizing.

In conclusion, this study shows that the majority of the polyclonal anti-natalizumab 

response in RRMS patients specifically targets the antigen binding site of natalizumab, 

and thereby extends the results previously obtained for anti-TNF antibodies.2,3 Although 

exceptions cannot be ruled out, these results suggest that the immune response 

towards antibody therapeutics may preferentially be directed towards the paratope of 

the drug, and will thus inherently neutralize the therapeutics.
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Table E1. Characteristics of human monoclonal anti-natalizumab antibodies. For each clone the iso-
type, V(D)J usage, number of mutations leading to amino acid replacements (R) or silent mutations (S) 
and κ/λ is described. Sequences were aligned using IMGT/V-QUEST database.1

Clone

Heavy chain Light chain

Isotype V gene D gene J gene R S κ/λ V gene J gene R S

1.1 IgG1 38-2 5-05 3 10 5 λ 1-47 2 4 1

2.1 IgG1 3-11 3-10 4 6 3 κ 3-11 2 0 0

2.2 IgG1 1-03 6-13 5 9 4 κ 1-33 4 13 7

Table E2. Estimated affinities of anti-natalizumab clones for natalizumab Fab’. Association and disso-
ciation rates and Kd of anti-natalizumab to natalizumab Fab’ are calculated from SPR measurements.

Clone ka (M-1 s-1) kd (s-1) Kd (M)

1.1 1.01×106 4.7×10-3 4.7×10-9

2.1 6.1×105 1.5×10-3 2.4×10-9

2.2 2.1×106 2×10-5 1×10-11



Figure E1. Sensorgram of natalizumab Fab’ binding to monoclonal anti-natalizumab antibodies. Mono-
clonal anti-natalizumab is bound to immobilized anti-human IgG. Association and dissociation of natali-
zumab Fab’ to the clones is shown. Three different concentrations (µg/ml, shown right) were used to 
estimate the Kd. Sensorgrams are made using SPR (surface plasmon resonance) analysis at 25°C, RU 
= Response Unit.
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Figure E2. Monoclonal anti-natalizumab antibodies compete with α4-integrin for binding natalizumab. 
A) Schematic representation of the competition FACS experiment. Exchanged natalizumab binds α4-
integrin expressed on Jurkat cells. Neutralizing antibodies inhibit this binding. B) Inhibition of exchanged 
natalizumab binding to cell surface α4-integrin by all three monoclonal antibodies determined by FACS. 
FACS, fl uorescence-activated cell sorting; MFI, mean fl uorescence intensity; NTZ, natalizumab.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients

For the development of human monoclonal anti-natalizumab antibodies, EDTA blood 

was collected from two ADA-positive RRMS patients. For the competitive assays, serum 

samples of 7 patients with anti-natalizumab antibodies were selected from a prospective 

observational cohort previously described by Vennegoor et al.2 After obtaining informed 

consent, blood was taken from these patients. The study was approved by the ethics 

committee of the VU Medical Center, Amsterdam. In addition, anti-natalizumab antibody 

positive sera were obtained from our diagnostic department (n=8). Materials were used 

anonymously without any connection to clinical data. Anti-natalizumab positivity was 

measured using a previously described antigen binding test.3

Development of human monoclonal anti-natalizumab antibodies

Natalizumab specific B-cells were isolated essentially as described before,4 with the 

modification that DAPI negative, anti-CD20-PerCP-Cy5.5 positive, anti-IgD-FITC 

negative (all from BD Biosciences) memory B-cells were selected, after which cells double 

positive for natalizumab F(ab)2-AF647 (Invitrogen, labeled according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions) and biotinylated natalizumab F(ab)2 combined with streptavidin-PE (BD 

Bioscience) were placed one cell per well in 96-well flat bottom plates. Determining 

the type of subclass and light chain of monoclonal anti-natalizumab antibodies, and 

production of the recombinant antibodies was done as described before.5

Natalizumab bridging ELISA

B cell supernatants and recombinant monoclonal anti-natalizumab antibodies were 

tested for anti-natalizumab specificity using a bridging ELISA as described before, with 

slight adjustments.4 In short, samples (diluted appropriately in PTG (PBS containing 

0.2% gelatin (Merck, Germany) and 0.1% Tween-20) were added to a natalizumab 

coated plate (0.25 µg/ml in PBS), followed by detection with biotinylated natalizumab 

F(ab)2 (50 ng/ml).

Generation of F(ab)2 and Fab’ and Fab fragments

F(ab’)2 and Fab’ fragments were generated using pepsin, and subsequent reduction and 

alkylation with dithiothreitol and iodoacetamide respectively, essentially as described.6 

Fab fragments were generated by papain digestion as described,7 with the exception 

that the enzyme : antibody ratio was 1:10.
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Surface plasmon resonance measurements

Surface plasmon resonance measurements were performed using a Biacore T200 

instrument (GE Healthcare) at 25°C. Mouse anti-human IgG (MH16-1, Sanquin) was 

immobilized at a concentration of 5 µg/ml in 10 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.0, at a 

flow rate of 10 µl/min on a CM5 sensor chip using N-hydrosuccinimide/1-ethyl-3-

(3dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (NHS/EDC). Anti-natalizumab 

monoclonal antibodies were dissolved at 5 µg/ml in PBS pH 7.4, containing 0.05% 

Tween-20 (PBS-T), and passed through the cells at 15 µl/min yielding ca. 100-300 

response units (RU) of bound antibody. Subsequently, binding of natalizumab Fab’ 

(0.125 – 1.25 µg/ml) dissolved in PBS-T was measured at a flow rate of 15 µl/min. 

After each run, immobilized ligand was regenerated by removing bound analyte with 

5 µl of 0.1 M phosphoric acid. Adsorptions obtained in the reference channel without 

bound anti-natalizumab antibody was subtracted from the adsorptions in the other 

cells. Association and dissociation kinetics were fitted using the models provided with 

the Biacore analysis software.

Competitive ELISA with mAbs as inhibitor

A 96-well flatbottom MaxiSorp plate was coated with 0.25 µg/ml natalizumab in PBS 

and incubated overnight. Plates were washed with PBS-T. Biotinylated anti-natalizumab 

was preincubated at 0.15 µg/ml in PTG together with unlabeled anti-natalizumab at a 

final concentration of 1 or 5 µg/ml and subsequently added to the plate. After 1 hour 

incubation, plates were washed and incubated for 25 minutes with streptavidin-poly 

HRP (horseradish peroxidase, Sanquin, The Netherlands) diluted in PTG, after which 

plates were washed again and developed using substrate solution. Samples were 

measured at 450nm and 540nm.

IgG4 half-molecule exchange

IgG4 antibodies have the property to exchange half-molecules (i.e. one heavy chain and 

its attached light chain) with other IgG4 molecules. This half-molecule exchange occurs 

under physiological conditions in patients and healthy people. Natalizumab is an IgG4 

antibody and is able to exchange with autologous IgG4, thus becoming monovalent.8

To create monovalent fluorescently-labeled natalizumab, natalizumab labeled with 

DyLight488 (natalizumab-AF488, Invitrogen, labeled according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions) was incubated with a 100-fold excess of anti-adalimumab IgG4 in the 

presence of 1mM GSH (reduced glutathione) at 37°C as described previously.3 After 

24h the reaction was stopped by adding iodoacetamide to a concentration of 1mM. A 

bridging ELISA was used to check exchange of natalizumab: exchanged natalizumab 

is unable to form a bridge between coat and detection antibody.
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Competitive FACS experiments

Jurkat cells (a kind gift of M. Schreier (Sandoz, Basel, Switzerland)) were washed with 

PBA (PBS+0.1% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich)). Natalizumab-AF488 was preincubated for 15 

minutes with anti-natalizumab in a ratio of 1:1, 1:5 or 1:25 (natalizumab-AF488 (1 µg/

ml) : anti-natalizumab) and subsequently added to the cells in a 20x dilution. In addition, 

natalizumab-AF488 without inhibiting anti-natalizumab was added to the cells in a 20x 

dilution. A similar setup was performed with exchanged (i.e. monovalent) natalizumab-

AF488. Binding of natalizumab-AF488 to Jurkat cells was determined using the Beckton 

Dickinson LSR Fortessa (BD Biosciences) and analyzed with FACS DIVA software (BD 

Biosciences) and FlowJo software (v7.6.2; Treestar, Ashland, Ore).

Competitive ELISA with α4β1 or anti-natalizumab 2.2 Fab as inhibitor

First, patient sera were titrated to determine the optimal serum dilution (out of plateau) 

for every patient. Next, 96-well flatbottom MaxiSorp plates were coated with 31 ng/ml 

natalizumab in PBS and incubated overnight. For each sample, 12 wells were incubated 

with the optimal serum dilution (diluted in PTG). The standard curve consisted of a titration 

of monoclonal anti-natalizumab 2.2. Samples were incubated for 1 hour. Biotinylated 

natalizumab (5 ng/ml) was pre-incubated with a titration of the inhibitor (anti-natalizumab 

2.2 Fab (generated using papain) or α4β1 (R&D Systems), both ranging from 0 – 15 µg/

ml) and subsequently added to each patient serum. For the standard curve biotinylated 

natalizumab without inhibitor was used. After 1 hour incubation, plates were washed 

and incubated with streptavidin-poly HRP diluted in PTG for 25 minutes. Plates were 

washed again and developed using substrate solution as described above. Samples 

were measured at 450nm and 540nm. OD was converted into arbitrary units (AU) 

using the standard curve. Percentage of inhibition was calculated by dividing the AU of 

inhibited samples by the AU of non-inhibited samples.
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Controversy exists on the role of IgE anti-drug antibodies (IgE-ADA) in 

infusion reactions (IR) upon infliximab treatment, partly due to the lack of a positive 

control used for assay validation. We sought to I) develop a robust assay to measure 

IgE-ADA, including a positive control, II) determine the association between IgE-ADA 

and IR, and III) determine the incidence of IgE-ADA in infliximab treated patients.

Methods: A recombinant human IgE anti-infliximab monoclonal antibody was 

developed as standard and positive control. With this antibody we set up a novel robust 

assay to measure IgE-ADA. IgE-ADA was determined in three retrospective cohorts 

(n=159) containing IR+ (n=37) and IR- (n=39) patients, and longitudinal sera of 83 

spondyloarthritis patients.

Results: IgE-ADA was found in 0/39 IR- patients, whereas 4/37 (11%) IR+ patients 

showed low levels (0.1-0.3 IU/ml, below the 0.35 IU/mL threshold associated with 

elevated risk of allergic symptoms). All IgE-ADA positive patients also had (very) high 

IgG-ADA levels. The incidence of IgE-ADA in infliximab treated spondyloarthritis patients 

was estimated at less than approximately 1%.

Conclusions: IgE-ADA is rarely detected in infliximab treated patients. Moreover, 

the absence of IgE-ADA in the majority of IR+ patients suggests that IgE-ADA is not 

associated with infusion reactions.
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INTRODUCTION

During treatment of inflammatory conditions with infliximab, some patients experience 

adverse events called infusion reactions (IR). The reported incidence of IR varies between 

studies, ranging from 4 to 15% across both early and more recent trials.1–7 With the 

infliximab biosimilar CT-P13 a comparable incidence of IR to reference infliximab has 

been reported, averaging around 12%.3,5

IR are mostly mild to moderate, with the most common symptoms being pruritus, 

flushing and dyspnea.6 In rare cases, severe IR are described with symptoms such as 

hypotension, respiratory distress, chest tightness and other anaphylactoid reactions.8,9 

Since these symptoms resemble those of a Type I allergic reaction and occur upon 

administration of infliximab, IR have been suggested to be mediated by IgE-ADA. 

Indeed, several studies show detection of IgE-ADA in part of the IR+ patients, although 

in the study by Benucci et al. IgE-ADA was also detected in several IR- patients.10–12

Measurement of IgE-ADA has thus far been performed with assays that were not designed 

to overcome specific therapeutic antibody-related issues, including underestimation of 

IgE-ADA by high drug levels, or rheumatoid factor (RF) causing false-positivity due to 

crosslinking of for example coating and detecting antibodies. Importantly, specific positive 

controls were lacking in these assays, hampering assay development and interpretation.

We here describe a novel assay to measure IgE-ADA that circumvents these issues, and 

includes a recombinant human monoclonal IgE anti-infliximab antibody as calibrator. 

We investigated the association of IgE-ADA with infusion reactions, and determined its 

general incidence in spondyloarthritis patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Methods are described in Supplementary Methods.

RESULTS

Construction of human IgE anti-infliximab

For construction of a positive control and calibration curve, a human IgE anti-infliximab 

clone was developed. From two patients with high IgG-ADA titers, eight human 

monoclonal IgG anti-infliximab antibodies were obtained by sequencing the VH and VL 
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Figure 1. ELISA for measurement of IgE-ADA. A) Western blots of IgE anti-infliximab. Anti-IgE (left) and 
infliximab (IFX, right) are used as detection antibodies. The molecular weight of IgE is approximately 190 
kDa. B) Anti-IgE F(ab’)2 is used to capture IgE, followed by detection using biotinylated infliximab F(ab’)2. 
To enhance drug-tolerance, the second step involves overnight incubation at 37°C. C) Calibration curve 
of the recombinant IgE anti-infliximab 1.1 mAb. Dotted line indicates the detection limit, open circle in-
dicates blank, and black diamonds are randomly selected serum samples containing rheumatoid factor 
and/or anti-hinge antibodies. Samples are diluted 1:10 and units on x-axis represent those in undiluted 
sample throughout. D) Calibration curve with and without additional irrelevant polyclonal IgE (600 or 
2000 IU/ml). 
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of individual infliximab specific B cells (see online Supplementary Table 1). One clone, 

mAb 1.1, was recombinantly expressed as IgE. Infliximab specificity and IgE isotype 

were confirmed on blot (Figure 1A).

Development of an IgE-ADA assay

We developed an IgE-ADA assay as an antigen-binding test: capture of total IgE from 

a sample followed by detection of specific IgE using biotinylated infliximab (Figure 

1B). Since infliximab is an IgG antibody, and antibodies are used as a reagent for IgE 

capture, we envisaged potential background issues due to RF and anti-hinge activity.13 

Furthermore, binding of IgG4-ADA via Fc interactions might also cause false-positive 

signals.14 This was remedied by I) using F(ab’)2 fragments of both capture antibody 

and infliximab to remove RF backgrounds, II) addition of IVIG F(ab’)2 to remove anti-

hinge background, and III) addition of irrelevant IgG4 to block binding of IgG4-ADA. 

A representative calibration curve is shown in Figure 1C together with blank and RF+/

anti-hinge+ control sera.

Potential loss of sensitivity due to non-specific IgE in serum samples was investigated 

by adding high amounts of polyclonal serum-derived IgE to the calibrator. Only the 

highest concentration resulted in a modest (<1.5-fold) reduction in signal (Figure 1D). 

Less than approximately 5% of RA patients will have total IgE levels approaching this 

value, effectively ruling out interference from total IgE.15

Drug tolerance of our initial protocol (2hr incubation with biotinylated infliximab F(ab’)2 

at room temperature) was poor: a large excess of infliximab reduced the signal from the 

calibrator 100-fold (Figure 1E). Overnight incubation at 37°C resulted in an improved, 

modestly drug-tolerant assay, with a nearly 10-fold reduction in signal in the presence 

of 100 µg/ml of infliximab (Figure 1E), which was unaffected by the additional presence 

of IgG-ADA (not shown). The technical cut-off was 0.08 IU/ml and values >0.1 IU/

ml were considered positive. The cut-off of 0.35 IU/ml was used to determine clinical 

relevance, since values above this threshold are associated with elevated risk of allergic 

symptoms.16

Figure 1. ELISA for measurement of IgE-ADA. (continued) E) Calibration curve in the absence or pres-
ence of infliximab (100 µg/ml), upon incubation with biotinylated infliximab F(ab’)2 for either 2 hours at 
room temperature (RT, closed symbols) or overnight at 37°C (open symbols). Drug tolerance is en-
hanced by prolonged incubation at elevated temperature; the second protocol was used for all other 
experiments. F) A serum containing a high titer of IgE-ADA was depleted for total IgE using an anti-IgE 
Sepharose column, and flow-through and eluate were analysed for total IgE (left panel) and IgE-ADA 
(right panel). G) This serum, which contained no detectable infliximab, was also used to assess drug 
tolerance of the ELISA by adding 100 µg/ml infliximab.
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With the IgE-ADA assay, we determined the frequency of IgE-ADA in IgG-ADA positive 

samples. Sera of 54 infliximab treated patients sent to our diagnostics department were 

selected based on their IgG-ADA levels (median 1800 AU/ml; range: 510 - 140 000). 

Fifty-three sera were negative for IgE-ADA, whereas one serum was positive (28 IU/ml). 

This latter sample contained no detectable infliximab and a very high titer of IgG-ADA 

(140 000 AU/ml).

To assess the specificity of the assay, the serum was depleted for IgE, resulting in 

removal of specific signal alongside reduction of total IgE (Figure 1F), confirming the 

specificity. Drug tolerance was also investigated using this sample: adding 100 µg/ml 

infliximab to the sample prior to analysis reduced the signals approximately 3-4-fold 

(Figure 1G).

Association of IgE-ADA with IR

We investigated the association of IgE-ADA in relation to IR. To this end, patients 

in Cohort 1A (n=19) and Cohort 2 (n=18) were selected on presence of an IR (see 

Supplementary Table 3 for symptoms), irrespective of IgG-ADA status. As a comparison 

Cohort 1B (n=39) was used, containing IR negative patients from the same centre as 

Cohort 1A, but selected based on ADA positivity, measured by bridging ELISA.

Of Cohort 1A, samples taken at median 1 (IQR 1-3), 59 (IQR 51-75) and 114 (IQR 

92-119) days prior to IR were analysed. Detectable IgE-ADA levels were found in 2/19 

patients (0.10 and 0.23 IU/ml) at time-point 59 days prior to IR; 17/19 patients were 

negative for IgE-ADA on all time points (Figure 2A). Of Cohort 2, samples taken several 

time points before and after IR, and just prior to IR were analysed (Figure 2B). Low 

IgE-ADA levels were detected in 2/18 patients just before IR (0.30 and 0.11 IU/ml) 

and either eight weeks before (0.12 IU/ml) or after IR (0.18 IU/ml). Sixteen patients 

did not have detectable IgE-ADA. Of Cohort 1B, no IgE-ADA was detected in any of 

the samples taken median 55 (IQR 25-100) and 61 (IQR 33-102) months after start of 

treatment (Figure 2A).

Incidence of IgE-ADA

We investigated the general IgE-ADA incidence in infliximab treated patients, as well 

as the possibility of an early IgE-ADA response shortly after infliximab treatment, 

using a retrospective longitudinal cohort of 83 spondyloarthritis patients that were 

followed for 52 weeks (Cohort 3). However, no IgE-ADA was detected in any of the 

samples, suggesting an incidence of less than approximately 1% in infliximab treated 

spondyloarthritis patients (Figure 2C).
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Figure 2. IgE-ADA levels determined in patient sera. A) Cohort 1A consisted of IR+ patients that were 
either IgG-ADA+ or IgG-ADA- (n=19, left). All samples measured at median 114 days before IR have a 
paired sample at median 59 days before IR. Cohort 1B consisted of IR- patients that were IgG-ADA+ 
in the bridging ELISA (n=39, right). B) Cohort 2, IR+ patients that were either IgG-ADA+ or IgG-ADA- 
(n=18). C) Cohort 3, longitudinal samples of IgG-ADA+ or IgG-ADA- patients (n=83). Patients that were 
IgE-ADA positive in at least one time point are depicted by open symbols. Numbers stated above each 
time point indicate: number of IgE-ADA positive samples/all measured samples. Indicated time in A 
and B is the median, m=months, d=days. Dashed line = detection limit, dotted line = cut-off for clinical 
relevance.16
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DISCUSSION

The role of IgE-ADA in infusion reactions is under debate. In this study, we developed a 

robust assay to measure IgE-ADA and created a recombinant human IgE anti-infliximab 

antibody to use as standard. IgE-ADA was detected in 5/213 infliximab treated patients, 

which in only one case exceeded the cut-off of 0.35 IU/ml. In IR+ patients, 4/37 (11%) 

had detectable IgE-ADA levels, indicating that the majority of infusion reactions are not 

related to IgE-ADA.

Previous studies reported frequencies of 1/5 and 6/30 in IR+ patients.10,12 However, 

comparison with these studies is troublesome. For instance, the assays used are 

generally not optimized to measure IgE specific to therapeutic antibodies. Furthermore, 

comparing frequencies between studies is hampered by the ill-defined definition of an 

infusion reaction and its associated classification system of mild, moderate and severe 

reactions.

Four out of five IgE-ADA positive patients had documented infusion reactions; clinical 

data of the fifth patient was not known. All patients also had high levels of IgG-ADA (an 

estimated >1000-fold excess) which may have competed with IgE-ADA for infliximab, 

thereby ameliorating IgE driven effects. The study by Cheifetz et al., showing normal 

tryptase levels in IR+ patients, supports the notion that these reactions are not IgE 

mediated.17

Nevertheless, in case of infliximab as the ‘allergen’, IgG-ADA may alternatively induce 

Type III hypersensitivity. Thus far the only factor correlating with IR is the (IgG or total 

Ig) ADA titer: IR+ patients have a significantly higher ADA titer than patients without 

adverse events.7 The mechanism behind the clinical effects is thought to be immune 

complex formation between infliximab and (IgG) ADA.18

Importantly, not all patients with a high ADA titer experience an IR, and IR are also 

observed in patients without detectable ADA, indicating that factors other than ADA 

can be involved.

In the longitudinal retrospective cohort, none of the samples were positive for IgE-ADA 

during the first year, whereas 13/83 patients were IgG-ADA positive. The absence of 

IgE-ADA in these patients suggests that the general incidence of IgE antibody formation 

is low.
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The IgE-ADA assay described in this study is, besides its RF tolerance, also moderately 

drug tolerant. It is however possible that, through complex formation with infliximab or 

due to low affinity, very small amounts of IgE-ADA will not be detected. Moreover, in 

Cohort 1A, part of the samples of IR+ patients taken shortly before IR are missing, and 

the possibility exists that IgE-ADA was developed after median 59 days.

In short, this study shows a frequency of 11% in IR+ rheumatic patients, and an 

incidence of less than approximately 1% in infliximab treated spondyloarthritis patients. 

IgE-ADA was generally found in very low levels, and all IgE-ADA positive patients were 

also IgG-ADA positive. To the extent that ADA play a role in eliciting an IR, we expect 

IgG to be a more dominant risk factor than IgE.
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Supplementary Table 1. Patient-derived anti-infliximab monoclonal antibodies. For each clone, iso-
type, V(D)J usage, number of mutations leading to amino acid replacements (R) or silent mutations (S) 
and κ/λ is described. Sequences were aligned using IMGT/V-QUEST database.1 Variable domain se-
quences of monoclonal anti-infliximab 1.1 were used to develop the IgE anti-infliximab calibration curve.

Clone Heavy chain Light chain

Isotype V gene D gene J gene R S κ/λ V gene J gene R S

1.1 N.D. 1-46 3-09 4 25 7 κ 4-1 2 8 4

1.2 IgG1 4-34 5-05 4 10 3 κ 1-5 1 0 0

1.3 IgG1 1-18 2-15 3 11 3 λ 2-23 3 9 8

1.4 IgG4 1-18 2-15 4 11 5 λ 2-23 3 10 7

2.1 IgG1 1-69 2-02 4 8 4 λ 4-69 2 11 7

2.2 IgG4 3-74 3-10 3 17 6 κ 3-11 4 16 6

2.3 IgG4 3-30 5-05 4 21 4 κ 1-9 4 12 7

2.4 IgG4 3-74 3-10 3 20 10 κ 3-11 4 16 6

Supplementary Table 2. Patient characteristics of the three cohorts. ADA = anti-drug antibody, ABT = 
antigen binding test, BE = bridging ELISA, IR = infusion reaction.

Diagnosis n ADA+

(ABT)

ADA+

(BE)

Cohort 1A, IR+ (ADA+/ ADA-)   19   12   12

Spondyloarthritis 9 5 5

Peripheral arthritis 7 4 4

Other 3 3 3

Cohort 1B,  IR- (ADA+ in BE)   39   39   39

Spondyloarthritis 16 16 16

Peripheral arthritis 23 23 23

Cohort 2,  IR+ (ADA+/ ADA-)   18   17

Rheumatoid arthritis 18 17

Cohort 3,  Infliximab treated   83   13

 Spondyloarthritis 83 13
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Supplementary Table 3. Adverse events observed during or after infusion reaction (IR) determined 
for each IR+ patient from Cohort 1A and Cohort 2. Additionally, IgG anti-drug antibody (IgG-ADA) and 
IgE-ADA status is shown for each patient. Patients were considered positive if at least one sample had 
a detectable ADA level. IgG-ADA status was determined with an antigen binding test (ABT).

Observed adverse events IgG-

ADA+

IgE-

ADA +

Cohort 1A, IR+ (ADA+/ ADA-)

 1 Urticaria that subsided with medication, two days after infusion generalized 

urticaria

no no

 2 Urticaria, pruritus, dyspnea yes no

 3 Despite premedication dizziness, malaise, chest tightness, nausea yes no

 4 Despite premedication dizziness, diaphoresis, hypotension yes no

 5 Erythema, pruritic superficial skin lesions no no

 6 Despite premedication hypotension, diaphoresis yes no

 7 Despite premedication perilabial edema yes no

 8 Anxiety, improved after dexchlorpheniramine and hydrocortisone yes no

 9 Despite premedication headache, malaise, abdominal pain, low back pain, 

improved after corticosteroid

yes yes

10 Vomiting, itching, discomfort, improved after dexchlorpheniramine yes no

11 Pharyngeal edema, nausea, malaise, poor temperature regulation, improves 

after dexchlorpheniramine

no no

12 Skin rash, conjunctival injection, dyspnea, palpitations, poor temperature 

regulation

no no

13 Nausea, vomiting, back pain, sore throat, conjunctival injection, poor 

temperature regulation

yes no

14 Despite premedication dyspnea, discomfort no no

15 Cutaneous rash, sweating, wheezing, improved with steroids and 

dexchlorpheniramine

no no

16 Itching, thoracic rash yes no

17 Despite premedication generalized heat, dyspnea, edema of lips yes yes

18 Sore throat, generalized pruritus, improved after dexchlorpheniramine and 

corticosteroids

no no

19 Chest tightness, dry cough, improved after dexchlorpheniramine and 

hydrocortisone

yes no

Table continues on page 129
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Supplementary Table 3. (continued) Adverse events observed during or after infusion reaction (IR) 
determined for each IR+ patient from Cohort 1A and Cohort 2. Additionally, IgG anti-drug antibody (IgG-
ADA) and IgE-ADA status is shown for each patient. Patients were considered positive if at least one 
sample had a detectable ADA level. IgG-ADA status was determined with an antigen binding test (ABT).

Observed adverse events IgG-

ADA+

IgE-

ADA +

Cohort 2, IR+ (ADA+/ ADA-)

 1 Edema, erythema, wheezing, tachycardia yes no

 2 After 30 minutes unwell, hot flushes, dyspnea yes no

 3 After 30 minutes erythema, chest tightness yes no

 4 Chest tightness, dyspnea yes no

 5 Pale, dizziness, urticaria yes no

 6 Hot flushes, nausea yes no

 7 Mild reaction, erythema, dyspnea, urticaria, pruritus yes no

 8 Dyspnea, tachycardia yes no

 9 Headache, hot flushes no no

10 After 20 minutes facial edema, hypotension, prolonged expiration yes no

11 Dyspepsia, dyspnea, palpitations yes no

12 Periorbital edema yes no

13 Hot flushes, edema, urticaria yes yes

14 Dyspnea, hot flushes yes no

15 Headache, nausea, itching yes no

16 Hot flushes, dyspepsia, mucosal edema yes no

17 Fever, unwell yes no

18 Fever, hot flushes yes yes
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SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS

Patients

For the development of human monoclonal anti-infliximab antibodies, heparin blood 

was collected from two patients with high IgG-ADA (anti-drug antibodies) titers and 

further treated as described below.

A total of 626 sera of 213 patients were tested on presence of IgE-ADA. To determine 

the general IgE-ADA positivity in IgG-ADA positive patients, sera positive for IgG-ADA 

(n=54) were selected from our diagnostic department. These samples were sent to 

Sanquin Diagnostic Services for evaluation of infliximab and IgG-ADA concentration 

using an antigen binding test (ABT). For these samples no ethical approval was 

obtained, since materials used for this study were leftovers from samples taken for 

routine diagnostic purposes. Materials were used anonymously without any connection 

to clinical data.

To determine the association of IgE-ADA with infusion reactions (IR), Cohort 1A and 

Cohort 2 were used. Cohort 1A consisted of 19 Spanish patients that were selected 

based on presence of IR, irrespective of ADA status. Cohort 2 consisted of 18 Dutch 

patients, selected based on presence of IR, irrespective of IgG-ADA status. Cohort 1B 

contained patients from the same centre as Cohort 1A, however these patients did not 

have an IR, but were selected on ADA positivity in the bridging ELISA.

To determine the incidence of IgE-ADA in infliximab treated patients, Cohort 3 was 

used. Cohort 3 is a longitudinal retrospective cohort (n=83) that contained infliximab 

treated patients from Spain of which 13 patients were ADA+ in the bridging ELISA.

Patient characteristics are shown in Supplementary Table 2 and for IR+ patients adverse 

events are described in Supplementary Table 3. Generally, infusion reactions described 

in this study were mild or moderate, and all patients recovered without sequelae. All 

patients gave informed consent and the study was approved by the local medical 

ethical committees in Spain and The Netherlands.

Sera were evaluated for the presence of ADA using an antigen-binding test (ABT, 

Sanquin, The Netherlands; or a bridging ELISA (BE). The bridging ELISA is less drug-

tolerant than the ABT, and therefore only identifies antibodies with the highest impact 

on infliximab concentrations and clinical efficacy.2 For Cohort 1B, with selection based 

on BE+, all patients were also found positive in the ABT.
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Isolation, proliferation and identification of infliximab specific single 
B-cells

From blood of two IgG-ADA+ patients, infliximab specific B-cells were isolated 

essentially as described previously, with the modification that CD19-PerCP-Cy5.5 

positive (BD Biosciences) and IgD-PE negative (BD Biosciences) cells were isolated, 

and infliximab specific cells were further sorted using either biotinylated infliximab 

(Remicade, Janssen Biotech, Inc.) subsequently labelled with streptavidin-APC (BD 

Biosciences) or infliximab F(ab)2 directly labeled with AF650 (Thermo Fisher, labeled 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions).3 Isolated B-cells were plated 1 cell per 

well in 96-well flatbottom plates, in the presence of 1*104 irradiated (30 Gy) murine 3T3 

fibroblast cells transfected with CD40L, and cultured as described before.3 After 9 days, 

B cell supernatants were tested for anti-infliximab antibody production using a bridging 

ELISA analogously as described for adalimumab.3

Determining the subclass of monoclonal anti-infliximab antibodies

To determine the IgG subclass, a 96-well flatbottom MaxiSorp plate was coated with 

1 µg/ml anti-human-IgG1, 10 µg/ml anti-human-IgG2 or anti-human-IgG3, or 5 µg/ml 

anti-human-IgG4 (MH161-1 (Sanquin), HP6014 (Abcam), MH163-1 (Sanquin), MH164-

4 (Sanquin), respectively) in PBS and incubated overnight. Plates were washed five 

times with PBS-T after which supernatants (1:6.6 diluted in High Performance ELISA 

buffer (HPE, Sanquin)) were added and incubated for 1 hour. After washing, samples 

were incubated with 1 µg/ml anti-IgG-HRP MH16.1 (Sanquin) in HPE and incubated 

for an hour. Plates were washed and additionally developed using substrate solution as 

described before.3

Production of recombinant human antibodies

From wells which were found positive for anti-infliximab antibodies, RNA was isolated 

using Trizol (Peqlab). cDNA synthesis, NESTED PCR and RACE PCR were performed 

using the Clontech SMART cDNA synthesis kit using immunoglobulin specific primers.4 

The light chain of the monoclonal antibodies was determined based on presence of a 

PCR product using kappa and lambda specific primers. RACE PCR products for VL 

and VH were sequenced and the nucleotide sequence analysis was performed using 

IMGT/V-QUEST.1 Synthetic DNA constructs for VL, VH and the constant domain of 

kappa light chain, IgG1 (IGHG1*03), and IgE (IGHE*02) were ordered (Life Technologies) 

and cloned into pcDNA3.1 (Invitrogen) expression vectors as described before.5 These 

expression vectors were used for transient transfection of HEK293F cells with 293fectin 

and OptiMEM (Invitrogen), using the Freestyle HEK293F expression system (Invitrogen) 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
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Western blot analysis

IgE anti-infliximab (50 or 500 IU/lane) was size-separated using a NuPage 4-12% Bis-

Tris gel (Invitrogen). Precision plus protein All Blue (Bio-RAD) was used as standard. 

Proteins were transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane (Life Technologies) using an 

iBlot apparatus (Invitrogen). The membrane was blocked for 2 hours in PBS containing 

0.1% Tween-20 and 1% western blocking reagent (WBR, Roche), followed by overnight 

incubation at 4°C with either biotinylated anti-IgE or biotinylated infliximab diluted in 

PBS containing 0.1% Tween-20 and 0.5% WBR. Membranes were washed three 

times for 15 minutes with washing buffer (PBS containing 0.1% Tween-20), followed 

by 30 minutes incubation at room temperature with streptavidin-HRP (1:1000, GE 

Healthcare) diluted in PBS containing 0.1% Tween-20 and 0.5% WBR. After washing 

three times with washing buffer, and two times washing with PBS, membranes were 

developed using PierceTM Western blotting substrate (Thermo Scientific) according to 

the manufacturer’s instructions. The membranes were analysed using the ChemiDocTM 

MP (BioRad) with Image Lab 5.0 software.

Generation of F(ab’)2 fragments

F(ab’)2 fragments were generated using pepsin, essentially as described previously.6

IgE-ADA ELISA

To measure IgE-ADA antibodies maxisorp ELISA plates were coated overnight at 4°C 

with 2 µg/ml omalizumab (monoclonal anti-IgE, Xolair, Novartis) F(ab’)2 in PBS. After 

five times washing with PBS-T, plates were incubated for 1 h at room temperature with 

100 µl of samples 10x diluted in HPE+ (HPE (Sanquin) supplemented with 1 mg/ml IVIg 

(Nanogam, Sanquin) and 50 µg/ml IVIg F(ab’)2, both as blocking reagent), additionally 

supplemented with 50 µg/ml reduced and alkylated natalizumab (Tysabri, Biogen, 

reduced and alkylated by incubating with DDT and iodoacetamide, respectively), also 

as blocking reagent. Plates were washed five times with PBS-T. Then 100 µl of 1 µg/

ml biotinylated infliximab F(ab’)2 in HPE+ was added followed by overnight incubation 

at 37°C. Plates were washed five times with PBS-T, and incubated with streptavidin-

poly-HRP diluted 1:40 000 in HPE for 1 hour at room temperature. Plates were washed 

five times with PBS-T, and TMB ELISA substrate solution (Interchim) twice diluted in 

H2O was added to each well. After 5 minutes the reaction was stopped by the addition 

of 2 M H2SO4. Absorbance was measured at 450 nm and 540nm. The recombinant 

IgE anti-infliximab was used as calibrator. The concentration of the calibrator was 

determined by measurement of total IgE with an in-house IgE ELISA, and samples 

were compared to a serum pool with an amount of IgE that was previously calibrated 

to the WHO standard 75/502. A lower limit of detection was determined as the mean + 

2.6 SD of 50 infliximab-naive spondyloarthritis patients resulting in a technical cut-off of 
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0.08 IU/ml. Values above 0.1 IU/ml were determined positive, and a cut-off of 0.35 IU/

ml as commonly used in clinical practice was used for clinical relevance.

Serum IgE depletion

Anti-IgE (clone 16B7, Sanquin) was coupled to CNBr-activated Sepharose (GE 

Healthcare) according to the instructions of the manufacturer. An aliquot (0.2 mL) of 

serum was applied to a column of anti-IgE Sepharose and flow through was collected, 

followed by washing of the column with PBS and elution with glycine pH 2.5. The pH of 

the eluate was neutralized with 2M Tris pH 9.0.
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ABSTRACT

Therapeutic antibodies can be immunogenic and provoke an anti-drug antibody 

(ADA) response. ADA and drug will inevitably form in vivo immune complexes upon 

contact. Nevertheless, for most drugs ADA-associated adverse events are rare, albeit 

with notable exceptions, including antibodies to infliximab. In this study, the factors 

influencing the formation of these anti-idiotype complexes and their biological activities 

were investigated using patient-derived recombinant monoclonal anti-infliximab 

antibodies.

Immune complex size was found to be highly influenced by the concentration and 

ratio, leading to large, irregularly shaped immune complexes (>6 IgG molecules) only 

in case of high ADA titers and an equimolar ratio of drug and ADA. Tetrameric and 

bigger complexes were efficiently phagocytosed by macrophages in vitro, but an 

impaired internalization was found for dimers. In line with these results, ex vivo analysis 

of patient sera taken at trough level demonstrated only dimeric complexes in circulation. 

Despite a substantially enhanced FcγR binding, none of the immune complexes were 

able to induce immune cell activation, and only the very large complexes activated 

the complement system. Notably, unlike hexameric IgG structures that may form 

upon opsonizing a cellular target, hexameric anti-idiotype IgG complexes were found 

incapable of complement activation, indicating an important role for immune complex 

conformation in addition to size as a factor that determines its potential to trigger 

effector functions.

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that small, soluble anti-idiotype immune 

complexes are poor triggers of Fc receptor and complement mediated effector 

mechanisms. Large immune complexes will only form at high concentrations of both 

drug and ADA, as may be achieved during intravenous infusion of infliximab, explaining 

the rarity of serious ADA-associated adverse events.
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INTRODUCTION

Millions of patients are currently treated with therapeutic monoclonal antibodies that are 

found to be immunogenic to various extents. This unwanted immune response against 

the drug occurs in a subset of patients and leads to the formation of anti-drug antibodies 

(ADA), which are associated with lower efficacy and reduced clinical response.1–5 

Another, rather neglected aspect of ADA is in vivo immune complex formation between 

ADA and drug. These immune complexes will form in all ADA positive patients upon 

treatment, but the extent to which these complexes are contributing to drug clearance 

as well as immune-mediated adverse events is not clear.

Although the clinical effects of these immune complexes are poorly investigated, 

some predictions on their formation can be made. Based on ADA towards infliximab, 

adalimumab, golimumab, certolizumab and natalizumab, it seems that ADA development 

almost exclusively targets the idiotype (or antigen binding site) of the drug.6-8 Due to this 

restricted anti-idiotypic binding, a single therapeutic Fab arm cannot be occupied by 

more than one ADA Fab arm.9 Thus, whenever therapeutic antibodies come in contact 

with ADA, theoretically the antibodies bind each other in alternating fashion, forming 

circular or string-shaped immune complexes (see lower panels of Figure 1B).

Therapeutic antibodies are typically administered in high dosages. Especially 

intravenously administered therapeutics such as natalizumab (anti-α4 integrin) and 

infliximab (anti-TNF) reach high peak concentrations in serum of around 100 µg/ml and 

150 µg/ml respectively.10,11 This means that shortly after infusion roughly 1% of total 

IgG in patients consists of free drug. Furthermore, ADA formation towards therapeutic 

antibodies is known to be predominantly IgG.12–14 Upon infusion, administered drug will 

quickly be bound by ADA, leading to rapid formation of IgG immune complexes. The 

final concentration of these complexes will be determined by the amount of infused 

drug and the levels of ADA.

The biological activity of these anti-idiotype complexes has not been investigated in 

great detail, but there seems to be a relation between the immune complex size and 

their activity. Small complexes the size of dimers were found in the majority of ADA 

positive patients treated with adalimumab. These complexes were still present two 

weeks after adalimumab administration and did not appear to be harmful.8,15,16 A study 

by Rojas et al. showed the formation of dimers as well as complexes larger than 670 

kDa (>four antibodies) in cynomolgus monkeys treated with infliximab, but no adverse 

events were observed. Finally, van der Laken et al. investigated serum samples of three 

ADA+ patients taken right after infusion of radio-labelled infliximab. Small complexes the 
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size of dimers were found in two patients that did not show adverse events. However, 

complexes larger than 1000 kDa (>six antibodies) were detected in another patient that 

developed a severe infusion reaction.17

This differential effect of immune complexes on the clinical manifestations is also 

observed in the clinic. For some drugs (e.g. infliximab18 and natalizumab6) ADA 

positivity is clearly associated with an increased chance on adverse events such as 

infusion reactions. For many other drugs (e.g. adalimumab19 and vedolizumab20) these 

associations are not observed, indicating that ADA-drug immune complexes are not 

invariably benign or harmful.

Together, these previous studies have shown that anti-idiotypic immune complexes are 

formed in all ADA positive patients treated with a therapeutic antibody, but have not 

provided information on their formation, clearance and biological effects. In this study, 

we used patient-derived human monoclonal anti-infliximab to investigate formation of 

immune complexes in a controlled manner. In addition, we examined the clearance 

of small and large complexes by macrophages and assessed their immune activating 

potential. Using this approach, we bring new information on the formation and clinical 

consequences of immune complexes in ADA positive patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Human samples

To determine the correlation between ADA titer and immune complex size, sera (n=41) 

with a wide range in ADA titer were selected. For the ex vivo analysis of immune 

complexes, 8 sera were selected for ADA+ in the antigen binding test (ABT), and 2 sera 

were selected because they tested negative in the ABT but positive in the drug tolerant 

acid-dissociation radioimmunoassay (ARIA). All samples (n=51) were sent to Sanquin 

Diagnostic Services for evaluation of infliximab and ADA concentration using the ABT. 

For these samples no ethical approval was obtained, since materials used for this study 

were leftovers from samples taken for routine diagnostic purposes. Materials were used 

anonymously without any connection to clinical data.

Phagocytosis and FcγR expression was investigated using monocyte derived 

macrophages. Monocytes were isolated from buffy coats of healthy volunteers 

(Sanquin) using a CD14 MACS isolation kit (Miltenyi Biotec) or from fresh apheresis 

material (Sanquin) of healthy volunteers upon informed consent using ELUTRATM cell 

separation system (Gambro, Lakewood, CO, USA). For the whole blood cell assays, 
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heparinized blood was used of healthy volunteers (Sanquin). Complement activation 

was determined using sera of healthy volunteers (Sanquin). Serum was directly frozen 

at −80°C and only used once after thawing.

Therapeutic antibodies and monoclonal anti-drug antibodies

Adalimumab (Humira, Abbvie) and infliximab (Remicade, Centocor) were used 

throughout this study. The recombinant human monoclonal anti-infliximab antibodies 

were described before21 and the monoclonal anti-adalimumab antibodies were 

described by van Schouwenburg et al.9 The neutralization status was determined using 

the TNF competition assay.22

Determining affinity of anti-infliximab monoclonal antibodies for 
infliximab

Surface Plasmon Resonance measurements were performed using a Biacore T200 

instrument (GE Healthcare) at 25°C. Monoclonal mouse anti-human IgG (MH16-1, 

Sanquin Reagents) was immobilized at a concentration of 5 µg/mL in 10 mM sodium 

acetate, pH 5.0, on a CM5 sensor chip using N-hydroxysuccinimide/1-ethyl-3-(3-

dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (NHS/EDC) at a flow rate of 10 µL/

min. Anti-infliximab monoclonal antibodies were dissolved at 5 µg/mL in PBS (Fresenius 

Kabi, The Netherlands), pH 7.4, containing 0.05% Tween 20 (PBS-T, Merck), and 

passed through the cells at 15 µL/min yielding ca. 15-75 response units (RU) of bound 

antibody. Subsequently, binding of infliximab Fab’ (0.42 – 1.25 µg/mL, generated using 

pepsin, followed by reduction and alkylation with dithiothreitol and iodoacetamide 

respectively, essentially as described15) dissolved in PBS-T was measured at a flow rate 

of 15 µL/min. After each run, immobilized ligand was regenerated by removing bound 

analyte with 5 µL of 0.1 M phosphoric acid. Adsorptions obtained in the reference 

channel without bound anti-infliximab antibody were subtracted from those in the other 

cells. Association and dissociation kinetics were fitted using the models provided with 

the Biacore analysis software; KD and SEM were calculated using the same software.

Formation of monoclonal antibody complexes

Complexes between monoclonal anti-drug antibodies and drug were made by 

separately diluting the antibodies in PBS in a concentration twice the final concentration, 

after which both antibodies were combined and mixed thoroughly by pipetting up and 

down. The mixture was incubated for at least 1 hour at room temperature. The (diluted) 

complexes remained stable for at least 48 hours at 4°C. Diluting the complexes after 1 

hour incubation did not significantly alter the complex size; concentrating the complexes 

resulted in a slight increase in complex size.
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To determine the effect of concentration on immune complex size, drug (infliximab 

or adalimumab labelled with DyLight488 [Invitrogen, labelled according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions], further called IFX-488 or ADL-488) was mixed with an 

equal amount of monoclonal anti-drug antibodies at a final concentration ranging 

between 1.8 – 225 µg/ml of both antibodies. After 1 hour incubation at RT, samples 

were diluted in PBS containing 0.02% Tween-20 so that each sample contained an 

equal amount of labelled drug, and samples were analysed using HP-SEC.

Essentially the same setup was used to determine the effect of ratio on immune complex 

size, except that labelled drug was mixed with monoclonal anti-drug antibodies in 

different ratios.

Analysis of immune complex size using HP-SEC

Samples were analysed by applying 100-250 µl to a Superdex 200 or Superose 

6, 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare, Uppsala Sweden), which was connected to 

an ÄKTAexplorer HPLC system (GE Healthcare, Uppsala Sweden). Unless stated 

otherwise, PBS was used as running buffer at a flow speed of 0.5 ml/min, with a total 

of 30 ml for each run. Elution profiles were monitored by measuring absorbance at 280 

nm or by measuring fluorescence in case of IFX-488 or ADL-488 (excitation/emission 

488/525 nm) using a Prominence RF-20Axs on-line fluorescence detector (Shimadzu, 

Kyoto, Japan).

Electron microscopy

A droplet of 3 µl of protein solution (100x diluted to 3 µg/ml in 10 mM Hepes, 140 mM 

NaCl, pH 7) was applied to a glow-discharged copper grid supported carbon film. After 

incubation for 1 minute the grid was blotted with filter paper (Whatman #1) and stained 

for 1 minute with 2,3% uranyl acetate in water. Staining solution was blotted with filter 

paper after which the grid was air-dried. Transmission electron microscopy was done 

using a Tecnai F20 (FEI company) operating at 120 kV. Images were recorded with a 

Gatan Ultrascan 4000 digital camera (Gatan).

Formation of polyclonal antibody complexes

To determine the effect of concentration on complex formation, anti-infliximab positive 

sera were mixed with an equimolar concentration of IFX-488. For each anti-infliximab 

positive serum, the equimolar concentration of infliximab was determined by adding a 

titration of IFX-488. Generally, 1 AU/ml anti-infliximab equaled 1-8 ng/ml IFX-488. The 

highest concentration in which no monomeric IFX-488 was present (as determined by 

HP-SEC) was used as equimolar concentration.
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IFX-488 was diluted to the equimolar concentration in PBS-I (PBS containing 0.1 mg/

ml IVIG (Nanogam, Sanquin)) and mixed with an equal volume of anti-infliximab positive 

serum. After 1 hour incubation at 37°C, samples were diluted with PBS-I to 4 ng/ml 

IFX-488, 0.2 µm filtered (Pall corporation, USA) and analyzed using HP-SEC.

For each serum, the total area under the curve between the elution volume of 8 and 

16.8 ml was set at 100%, after which the percentage of monomers, dimers, tetramers 

and >tetramers was calculated.

To investigate the effect of ratio on complex formation, essentially the same setup was 

used, except that anti-infliximab positive serum was incubated with IFX-488 in a 0.25:1, 

1:1 or 4:1 ratio (ng/ml IFX-488: AU/ml anti-infliximab). Serum without IFX-488 was used 

as control to determine the elution pattern of autofluorescent albumin.

Ex vivo analysis of immune complexes.

Anti-infliximab positive sera (600 ul) were 0.1µm filtered (Whatman) and brought onto a 

Superose 6 column. The eluate was collected in fractions of 250 µl from 4 ml to 22 ml 

in PBS containing HSA (Albuman, Sanquin; final concentration 0.1 mg/ml) to avoid loss 

of protein through sticking. As a control, monomeric anti-infliximab 2.1 and complexes 

between anti-infliximab 2.4 and infliximab were fractionated as well. Fractions were 

analysed for anti-infliximab positivity using a temperature-shift radioimmunoassay (TRIA) 

described previously.16 In short, dissociation and reassociation of immune complexes 

present in the fractions was promoted by incubation at 37°C in presence of an excess 

of infliximab F(ab’)2-biotin. This was followed by overnight incubation with protein A 

sepharose, and anti-infliximab was detected using 125I labelled streptavidin. Sample 

measurements were normalized to the percentage of total radioactively labelled input 

(% binding).

Association of drug-ADA complexes with Fc-receptors

Biotinylated human FcγRIIa H131, FcγRIIb and FcγRIIIa V158 were purchased from 

SinoBiologicals (Bejing, China). Fusion FcγRIIIb-IgG2-Fc constructs composed of the 

extracellular domain of the FcγRIIIb of NA2 allotype and a Fc domain were cloned, 

produced and site specifically biotinylated as described (Dekkers et al., manuscript 

in preparation, 2017). All receptors were simultaneously spotted using a Continuous 

Flow Microspotter (Wasatch Microfluidics) onto a single SensEye G-streptavidin sensor 

(Senss, The Netherlands) allowing binding of each antibody to all FcγRs simultaneously. 

The biotinylated FcγR were spotted in three-fold dilutions, ranging from 30 nM to 1 nM 

in PBS containing 0.075% Tween-80 (Amresco, USA), pH 7.4.
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The immune complexes were then injected over the sensor, determining binding by 

SPR using the IBIS MX96 (IBIS Technologies). Injection of monomer and complexes 

took place at 1.5-fold dilution series in PBS 0.075% Tween-80 ranging from 2.6 to 20 

µg/ml. Regeneration after each sample was carried out with acid buffer (10 mM Gly-HCl 

pH2.5 + 0.075% Tween-80). Data analysis was done using SPRINT 1.9.4.4 software 

(IBIS technologies).

Culture of monocyte-derived macrophages

Monocytes were isolated from buffy coats of healthy volunteers (Sanquin) using a 

CD14 MACS isolation kit (Miltenyi Biotec). Monocytes were cultured in 6-well plates 

(1*106/well, NuncTM, Thermo Scientific), 96-well plates (3.3*104/well, NuncTM, Thermo 

Scientific), or 8-wells chambered coverglasses (8.3*104/well, NuncTM, Thermo Scientific) 

in macrophage culture medium (IMDM (Lonza) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum 

(FCS, Bodinco, The Netherlands), 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin (both 

from Gibco)) at 37°C and 5% CO2. Cells were incubated for 9 days with GM-CSF (10 

ng/ml, CellGenix) or M-CSF (50 ng/ml, eBioscience). Culture medium was changed 

once.

Imaging flow cytometry analysis of macrophages

Complexes of IFX-488 and either anti-infliximab 2.1 or 2.4 were made in macrophage 

culture medium at a final concentration of 150 µg/ml of each antibody. Complexes of 

ADL-488 and anti-adalimumab 2.7 were made at a final concentration of 25 µg/ml of 

each antibody.

Complexes, IFX-488 or ADL-488 was added to the macrophages at a final 

concentration of 15 µg/ml of each antibody and incubated together for 15 minutes at 

37°C. Culture medium was refreshed and macrophages were incubated for another 60 

minutes to allow phagocytosis. Plates were then put on ice, washed twice with cold 

PBS and cells were harvested using accutase solution (Sigma). Cells were fixed with 

4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma Aldrich) in PBS, washed with PBS and analysed with 

ImagestreamX (Merck Millipore) either unstained or stained with anti-HLA-DR APC (BD 

Biosciences) prior to analysis. Data was further processed using IDEAS software version 

6.1 (Merck Millipore). Gating strategy involved gating for single cells (Aspect Ratio vs. 

Area of the brightfield and the channel 2 image) followed by gating on focussed cells 

(Gradient RMS of the brightfield and channel 2 image). The intensity concentration ratio 

(ICR, used on channel 2) feature was used to determine internalisation.
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Confocal microscopy

Complexes of IFX-488 and anti-infliximab 2.4 or ADL-488 and anti-adalimumab 2.7 

were made as described above. Complexes or IFX-488 were added to GM-CSF 

macrophages at a final concentration of 15 µg/ml of each antibody. After 2 minutes 

of incubation, culture medium was changed and samples were immediately imaged. 

Z-stacks of 2 µm were taken every 3 minutes for a total of 60 minutes using a HCX 

PL 63x 1.32 oil objective of a Leica SP8 confocal microscope adapted with a climate 

control chamber set at 37°C. LAS AF Lite software (Leica) was used for data analysis.

Blocking of FcγRs and FcγR expression

To block FcγRs, anti-CD16 F(ab’)2 (FcγRIII, Ancell), anti-CD32 F(ab’)2 (FcγRII, clone 

AT10, AbD Serotec) and purified human IgG-Fc fragments (FcγRI, Bethyl) were used; the 

latter because no anti-CD64 antibody gave complete blocking of FcγRI. All antibodies 

were used at 10 µg/ml and incubated for 20 minutes at 37°C and 5% CO2. IFX-488 or 

complexes (IFX-488 + anti-infliximab 2.4, made at a final concentration 150 µg/ml of 

each antibody) were added to the macrophages at a final concentration of 15 µg/ml 

of each antibody and incubated together for 15 minutes at 37°C. Macrophages were 

subsequently harvested as described above.

FcγR expression was determined using the same F(ab’)2 fragments for FcγRII and 

FcγRIII, but for FcγRI anti-CD64 F(ab’)2 (clone 10.1, Ancell) was used. F(ab’)2 fragments 

were subsequently stained with goat-anti-mouse IgG APC (H+L; Invitrogen). Binding/

phagocytosis of IFX-488 or complexes to macrophages and FcγR expression were 

determined using the FACSCanto II (BD Biosciences) and analysed using Flowjo V10.

Whole blood cell cultures

Samples were made in WBC culture medium (IMDM containing 0.1% FCS, 100 U/ml 

penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin) in twice the final concentration. Heparinized blood 

was diluted five times in WBC culture medium with addition of 30 U/ml heparin (LEO), 

0.2% poloxamer and 50 µg/ml polymyxine B (Sigma). Samples and diluted blood were 

mixed 1:1 in a flat bottom 96-well plate and incubated overnight at 37°C and 5% 

CO2. Positive controls consisted of 10 pg/ml LPS, biotin coated fluorescent yellow 

polystyrene particles (0.05-0.15 µm; Spherotech) or biotin coated fluorescent pink 

polystyrene particles (0.7-0.9 µm; Spherotech); beads were incubated with anti-biotin 

IgG1 antibodies (in-house development) in a 10-times molar excess compared to the 

amount of binding sites on the beads. To obtain uncoated beads, a similar concentration 

of IVIG instead of anti-biotin was used. Macrophages were incubated overnight at 37°C 

and 5% CO2. Supernatant was harvested and stored at -20°C until further analysis. 
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IL-6 concentrations were determined with a human IL-6 ELISA kit (PeliKine, Sanquin) 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Activation of the complement system

All antibodies were dialyzed to Veronal buffer containing 2 mM MgCl2, 10 mM CaCl2 

and 0.02% tween-20 (Veronal3+). Complexes were made between anti-infliximab 2.1 

or 2.4 and infliximab with a final concentration of 150 µg/ml infliximab in Veronal3+ with 

an additional 0.3% bovine serum albumin solution (BSA, Sigma-Aldrich [Veronal4+]), 

after which 10 µl of sample was mixed with 20 µl healthy donor serum and incubated 

for 1 hour at 37°C. After incubation, 20 µl of 0.5M EDTA in H2O (Titriplex III, Merck) was 

added and the samples were immediately put on ice. Complement system activation 

was determined by C4b/c release using an ELISA described previously.23 In short, 

monoclonal anti-C4-1 that recognizes a neo-epitope on C4b/c was used to catch 

C4/bc, after which anti-human C4 was used as detection antibody. Aged human serum 

containing a known amount of activated C4 was used for the calibration curve.

The buffer control consisted of Veronal4+ as sample; the positive control consisted 

of aggregated human gammaglobulin (AHG, IVIG incubated at 63°C for 60 minutes). 

Monomeric anti-infliximab 2.1, anti-infliximab 2.4 and infliximab were tested at 150 µg/

ml. IgG1-b12-RGY was a kind gift of Frank Beurskens, Genmab, and tested at 45 µg/

ml.

Fractionation of monoclonal antibody complexes for complement 
analysis.

Complexes were made between anti-infliximab 2.1 or 2.4 and infliximab with a final 

concentration of 150 µg/ml of each antibody. The complexes were concentrated twice 

using a 10 kDa Amicon Ultra Centrifugal Filter (Merck Millipore) and brought onto a 

Superose 6 column. Veronal buffer containing 2 mM MgCl2 and 10 mM CaCl2 was used 

as running buffer. The eluate was collected from 6.5 ml to 16 ml in fractions of 250 µl 

in 30% BSA (final concentration 0.3% BSA) to avoid loss of protein through sticking. 

Antibody concentration in each fraction was determined using the area under the curve 

in mAU*ml, measured at 280 nm. The antibody concentration was calculated und the 

assumption that 1.4 mAU = 1 µg/ml. Fractions were diluted in Veronal4+ to 45 µg/ml. 

To determine complement activation, 10 ul of each fraction was mixed with 20 ul of 

serum, and tested as described above.
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Statistics

For correlation analysis, Spearman’s rank test was performed. Comparison between 

more than two groups was performed using a one-way ANOVA, with Sidak’s or 

Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. P-values of ≤0.05 were considered significant.

RESULTS

To investigate the characteristics of immune complexes in a controlled manner, several 

patient-derived recombinant monoclonal anti-infliximab antibodies were produced.21 

All monoclonal antibodies were neutralizing as determined with the TNF competition 

assay, meaning that they compete with TNF for binding the drug and thus bind (close 

to) the drug’s idiotype (Table 1).

Table 1. Characteristics of the eight monoclonal anti-infliximab antibodies. All monoclonal antibodies 
were neutralizing, as determined with the TNF competition assay.22 KD and SEM were determined using 
SPR (n=4).

Clone Neutralizing
Affinity

KD (pM) SEM

1.1 Yes 76 4

1.2 Yes 280 85

1.3 Yes 1220 165

1.4 Yes 259 20

2.1 Yes 1670 171

2.2 Yes 134 4,5

2.3 Yes 460 35

2.4 Yes 143 10

In vitro, size of monoclonal and polyclonal complexes depends on 
concentration and ratio

We sought to investigate which factors influenced the size of immune complexes. By 

mixing monoclonal anti-infliximab with infliximab in a 1:1 ratio, each monoclonal antibody 

made a distinct amount of dimers, tetramers, hexamers and bigger complexes, as 

determined by HP-SEC (Supplemental Figure 1).

Importantly, irrespective of the ADA clone, the size of immune complexes depended 

highly on the concentration in which drug and ADA were mixed; higher concentrations 

resulted in larger complexes (Figure 1A). This concentration dependency was 
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corroborated by a similar titration of polyclonal anti-infliximab antibodies from a patient’s 

serum (Figure 1C). Additionally, sera of 41 patients with anti-infliximab levels ranging 

from 510 to 140 000 AU/ml (median 1900 AU/ml) were mixed with an equimolar amount 

of IFX-488 to determine the percentage of dimers and complexes bigger than tetramers 

(Figure 1D). A strong correlation was found between the titer and the percentage of 

complexes larger than tetramers, whereas an inverse correlation was found for dimers 

(Figure 1E).

In vivo, it is unlikely that ADA and drug are immediately present in equimolar 

concentrations, and we therefore tested the influence of different antibody ratios. As 

expected,24 deviation of the 1:1 ratio caused a reduction of complex size (Supplemental 

Figure 2A,B). A similar concentration and ratio dependency of immune complex size 

was also observed by combining monoclonal or polyclonal anti-adalimumab antibodies 

with adalimumab (supplemental Figure 3A,B).

Since HP-SEC analysis could not distinguish between complexes larger than hexamers, 

monoclonal antibody complexes were additionally analyzed with asymmetric flow field 

flow fractionation (AF4). Again, no distinct peaks of complexes larger than hexamers 

were observed (Supplemental Figure 4), suggesting that they vary highly in their size and 

conformation. Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) analysis of these complexes 

supported this observation. Importantly, the conformation of complexes as shown by 

TEM indicated Fab-Fab interactions (Figure 1B, supplemental Figure 5), in line with 

the anti-idiotypic nature of the interactions formed between ADA and drug.6-8 Thus, 

ADA towards infliximab and adalimumab form circular or string-shaped anti-idiotypic 

immune complexes of which the size is influenced by both the concentration and ratio 

of ADA and drug.

Ex vivo, large immune complexes are absent in serum

Upon infusion of drug, ADA positive patients will form immune complexes in vivo. We 

sought to determine whether immune complexes are still present ex vivo at trough. Sera 

of patients with varying anti-infliximab titers (range 12-70 000 AU/ml, median 40 AU/ml) 

were fractionated and tested for presence of anti-infliximab. No large complexes were 

detected in any of the sera (Figure 2A), although they could be observed in monoclonal 

antibody complexes subjected to the same fractionation procedures (Figure 2B and 

supplemental Figure 6). However, small complexes resembling dimers were found in 

patients with low ADA titers.
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Anti-idiotypic complexes show increased binding to FcγRs.

The discrepancy between the formation of large complexes in vitro and their absence in 

ex vivo analysis suggests that they might be cleared in vivo. Clearance is likely to occur 

via FcγRs, and we therefore tested the binding of fractionated immune complexes 

containing only dimers, tetramers, hexamers or larger complexes (Figure 3A) to different 

FcγRs immobilized on a biosensor chip using surface plasmon reasonance (SPR). As can 

be expected, a dimeric complex resulted in enhanced binding compared to monomeric 

IgG for all receptors tested, and larger complexes resulted in a further enhancement of 

binding, largely due to a further reduction of the dissociation rate (Figure 3B).

























A

B

Figure 2. Only small complexes and monomeric ADA are detected in patients at trough. ADA presence 
was determined with a drug tolerant assay in A) fractionated ADA+ sera and B) fractionated monomeric 
anti-infliximab 2.1 and complexes of anti-infliximab 2.4 and infliximab. Representative plots are shown 
for 3 out of 10 patients (A) and duplicate measurements of monoclonal complexes (B). Percentage bind-
ing is the sample measurement normalized to the total radioactively labelled input.
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Large immune complexes are phagocytosed by macrophages

We further evaluated whether binding of immune complexes to FcγRs also induced 

phagocytosis. The exact size required for an immune complex to get phagocytosed 

has not been identified so far, and thus the question remained whether relatively small 

anti-idiotypic immune complexes (as compared to e.g. opsonized viruses or bacteria) 

could be cleared by phagocytes.

We investigated phagocytosis of immune complexes by monocyte derived GM-CSF 

or M-CSF macrophages. To obtain different immune complex sizes, we made use 

of the distinct characteristics of different ADA clones; anti-infliximab 2.1 forms only 

small complexes with infliximab (dimers, tetramers) whereas anti-infliximab 2.4 makes 

large complexes using the same concentrations (Figure 4A). In addition, the anti-

adalimumab clone 2.7 was found to have a very strong preference for making dimers 

with adalimumab.9 Internalization by macrophages was determined with the intensity 

concentration ratio (ICR) that calculates the logit-transformed ratio between fluorescent 

intensity inside the cell and the fluorescent intensity of the entire cell (Figure 4B).

As can be seen in Figure 4C, monomeric infliximab and adalimumab are not 

phagocytosed by GM-CSF macrophages and only slightly by M-CSF macrophages. 

Interestingly, also dimers are not efficiently internalized, whereas using pools of dimers 

and tetramers (anti-infliximab 2.1+infliximab) efficient internalization is observed, similar 

to pools of tetramers and bigger complexes (anti-infliximab 2.4+infliximab; see also 

Supplemental Figure 7 for time-lapse confocal imaging). Blocking of all FcγRs strongly 

inhibited binding and/or phagocytosis of IFX-488 and complexes (Supplemental Figure 

8A). Immune complex phagocytosis was predominantly mediated by FcγRI in GM-CSF 

and by FcγRII in M-CSF macrophages, likely due to differential FcγR expression on 

these cells (Supplemental Figure 8B). Together, these results show that tetramers and 

larger complexes are phagocytosed in a FcγR-mediated fashion, but that internalization 

is much less efficient for dimers.

Immune complexes do not activate immune cells

During intravenous administration of drug, complex formation occurs in the blood and 

thus their primary effects are likely to happen within the blood circulation. We therefore 

investigated a possible pro-inflammatory effect of immune complexes in a whole blood 

cell activation assay, using IL-6 production as read-out. However, even very large 

complexes (anti-infliximab 2.4+infliximab made at 450 µg/ml, concentrations exceeding 

those achieved in patients) were not able to induce IL-6 production (Figure 5). In contrast, 

biotinylated beads opsonized with anti-biotin antibodies strongly induced IL-6 production, 

which was completely suppressed after addition of EDTA, indicating the involvement of 

the complement system in cellular activation by these immune complexes.
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Figure 3. Binding to FcγRs increases with complex size. A) Example of reanalysed fractions of im-
mune complexes, done with HP-SEC. B) Representative sensograms of immune complexes binding to 
FcγRIIa, FcγRIIb, FcγRIIIa, and FcγRIIIb on the chip. Receptor densities of shown sensograms are 10 
nM for FcγRIIa and FcγRIIb, 3 nM for FcγRIIIa and 30 nM for FcγRIIIb, n=3 individual experiments, RU 
= response unit.
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Complement activation requires anti-idiotypic complexes larger than 
hexamers

The lack of IL-6 production in whole blood cell cultures does not exclude the possibility 

that circulating immune complexes can activate the complement system. We therefore 

tested pools of small and large anti-idiotypic immune complexes on their capacity to 

activate complement. As shown in Figure 6A, pools of dimers and tetramers (anti-

infliximab 2.1+IFX) did not activate complement significantly more than monomeric 

infliximab or anti-infliximab. However, pools containing tetramers, hexamers and bigger 

complexes (anti-infliximab 2.4+IFX) gave significant activation of the complement 

system. As expected, strong complement activation was observed for the antibody 

coated beads used in the whole blood cell assay (Supplemental Figure 9).

To more specifically pinpoint the size of anti-idiotypic complexes required for activation, 

we fractionated the pools of complexes to obtain samples with only dimers, tetramers, 

hexamers or complexes larger than hexamers (high molecular weight, HMW), and 

tested their individual activation capacity. As shown in Figure 6B, no activation was 

seen for hexamers and smaller complexes. However, a (non-significant) trend towards 

complement activation was found for the isolated fractions with the highest molecular 

weight, indicating that anti-idiotypic immune complexes should be (substantially) larger 

than hexamers to activate the complement system.

Recently it was shown that RGY-mutant antibodies, which have a triple mutated Fc, form 

fluid phase Fc-Fc interacting hexamers mimicking similar hexameric structures formed 

by IgG upon opsonising a cellular target. These hexameric complexes potently activate 

the complement system via C1q.25,26 Since our anti-idiotypic hexamers do not activate 

complement, we investigated the potency of Fc-Fc interacting hexamers of IgG1-b12-

RGY in our system, and indeed found strong complement activation (Figure 6B). The 

contrasting results between anti-idiotype and Fc-Fc interacting hexamers demonstrate 

that the conformation of immune complexes is crucial for complement activation.
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Figure 4: Complexes larger than dimers are efficiently internalized by macrophages. A) Example of 
the fluorescent complexes used. B) Representative examples of three different intensity concentra-
tion ratio (ICR) values. The ICR calculates the logit-transformed ratio between the fluorescent intensity 
inside the cell and the fluorescent intensity of the entire cell. From left to right: bright-field image, green 
fluorescence of IFX-488 (in complex with anti-IFX), red fluorescence of secondary staining with anti-
kappa antibodies (not used in analysis), mask (blue) to determine the inside of a cell. C) Median ICR of 
monomers, dimers or pools of larger immune complexes, determined for GM-CSF (left) or M-CSF (right) 
macrophages. n≥3 individual donors measured in duplicate. Statistical differences were calculated by 
one-way ANOVA, with Sidak’s multiple comparison test.*P≤0.05, **P<0.01, ns=not significant.
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Figure 5. Large immune complexes do not have a pro-inflammatory effect on whole blood cell cultures. 
IL-6 production by whole blood cell cultures was determined after addition of monomeric antibodies or 
large immune complexes (infliximab + anti-infliximab 2.4 mixed at 150 and 450 µg/ml of both antibod-
ies), all tested at 50 µg/ml of each antibody. Anti-biotin coated beads (100 or 10 µg/ml) and LPS were 
used as positive control, WBC medium was used as negative control. To inhibit the complement system 
EDTA was added (striped bars). Statistical differences were calculated by one-way ANOVA, with Dun-
nett’s multiple comparison test, ***P<0.001.

DISCUSSION

Immunogenicity of therapeutic antibodies is a recognized problem, yet the mechanisms 

involved in the pathophysiological effects of this unwanted immune response remain to 

be determined. We investigated the factors influencing ADA-drug complex formation 

and determined the biological activities of these complexes. Data presented in this 

paper show for the first time that anti-idiotypic complexes with distinct conformations 

are formed between drug and ADA, and that the majority of these complexes have a 

restricted capacity to cause immune activation.

Concentration and ratio were found to greatly influence complex size in patient sera. 

Although large immune complexes were formed in vitro, ex vivo these complexes were 

not detected in trough serum samples of infliximab treated patients. Further experiments 

with macrophages showed rapid phagocytosis of tetramers and larger complexes, 

suggesting that these complexes are cleared in vivo. Clearance by macrophages was 

already proposed in studies in humans17 and cynomolgus monkeys,27 where accumulation 

of radiolabeled ADA-infliximab immune complexes was detected in the liver and spleen.
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Our study furthermore shows that dimers are still present in circulation for prolonged 

times, which can be attributed to impaired internalization by macrophages, implying 

that dimers are too small to be efficiently cleared. This corresponds with previous data 

published by our group showing that two weeks after the last adalimumab dose, sera 

of ADA positive patients still contain dimeric complexes.8

Recently, the valency required for inhibiting FcyR mediated activation was investigated 

by Ortiz et al.28 A Fc-trimer was proposed to have the optimal inhibiting effect. Notably, 

these Fc-trimers were not phagocytosed by FcγR expressing THP-1 cells, in contrast 

to Fc-pentamers. Apparently, as shown in our study, four Fc moieties are required for 

efficient phagocytosis. Dimers were not able to inhibit phagocytosis of these tetramers, 

illustrating the delicate line between FcγR mediated phagocytosis and its inhibition.

In this study, complement activation was only seen for the very large – irregularly 

shaped – anti-idiotype complexes, whereas hexamers and smaller complexes did not 

activate complement. It has been known for decades that the classical pathway of the 

complement cascade is activated by multimerisation of antibodies on a surface or in fluid 

phase, but the detailed molecular requirements for this multimerization process are only 

now being fully elucidated. In older studies, chemically crosslinked IgG forming dimers, 

trimers and tetramers were found to increasingly activate complement.29,30 However, it 

is unclear to which extent these artificial complexes resemble complexes formed during 

an actual immune response. More recently, six Fc-Fc interacting antibodies were found 

to be the optimal amount for C1q docking and activation with the Fc tails pointing inward 

forming a hexameric structure also sometimes observed in crystal structures of human 

IgG.25,26 This provides a platform for C1q to dock onto. Interestingly, the anti-idiotype 

complexes generated by ADA and drug have a completely opposite conformation 

compared to the Fc-Fc interacting hexamers: since ADA and drug interact through 

their Fab arms, the Fc tails will point outward. Therefore, ADA-drug induced hexamers, 

but also dimers and tetramers, do not form a structurally optimal C1q platform like 

Fc-Fc interacting hexamers, probably explaining their lack of complement activity. Upon 

generation of larger complexes than hexamers the conformation is likely to become 

more disorganized, as also suggested by our AF4 and TEM results, which allows some 

of the Fc-tails into closer contact and serving as a more optimal C1q docking platform. 

Large disorganized complexes may therefore activate complement to a certain extent, 

but this is expected to be restricted to situations of high ADA titres. Therefore, the 

restricted anti-idiotypic nature of the antibody response to many antibody drugs 

appears to be an important factor that limits the potential of the immune complexes to 

induce detrimental systemic fluid phase complement activation.
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Clinical studies nevertheless show that ADA positive patients are more prone to develop 

side effects such as infusion reactions, for instance during treatment with infliximab10,18,31 

and natalizumab.6,32 An infusion reaction encompasses all symptoms that occur during 

or short after the infusion of drug, and may be mild (e.g. dizziness, nausea), moderate 

(e.g. chest tightening, urticaria) or severe (e.g. significant hyper/hypotension, stridor).33 

While these symptoms resemble those of an IgE-mediated Type I hypersensitivity, we 

have recently shown that the vast majority of infliximab-induced infusion reactions is 

negative for IgE anti-infliximab.21 Others also found no IgE anti-infliximab, elevated total 
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Figure 6. Anti-idiotypic complexes larger than hexamers are required for activation of the complement 
system. A) Representative elution patterns of complexes between infliximab with either anti-infliximab 
2.1 or 2.4 made at 150 µg/ml or 450 µg/ml of both antibodies, respectively. Bottom: Complexes (final 
antibody concentration 100 µg/ml in serum) were tested in the C4b/c ELISA. n= 5 serum donors, each 
dot represents the mean of 2-5 experiments per donor. Significant differences were calculated by one-
way ANOVA, with Sidak’s multiple comparison test, ***P<0.001, ns=not significant. B) Representative 
elution patterns of immune complexes consisting of infliximab with either anti-infliximab 2.4 (upper left) 
or 2.1 (upper right). Selected fractions are shown in colored boxes. Bottom: All fractions and IgG1-b12-
RGY were separately tested in the C4b/c ELISA (final antibody concentration 15 µg/ml in serum). HMW 
= high molecular weight, n=5 serum donors, representative of ≥4 individual experiments. Buffer was 
used as negative and AHG (aggregated human gammaglobulin) as positive control. Dotted line is twice 
the mean buffer value. Similar colors in top and bottom figures show corresponding samples.
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IgE or elevated tryptase levels in IR+ patients, suggesting that the majority of infusion 

reactions are not IgE-mediated.33,34 The mechanism behind infusion reactions toward 

therapeutic antibodies is thus not known, but their association with ADA positivity10 and 

high ADA titers35 indicate that IgG ADA play a crucial role in these adverse events.

During infusion of drug in ADA positive patients, drug is effectively in vivo titrated to ADA. 

The concentration of ADA at the site of infusion and the infusion rate will influence the 

type of immune complexes that are formed. At first, ADA will theoretically be in excess, 

probably resulting predominantly in smaller, trimeric complexes (i.e. one drug and two ADA 

molecules). However, when a ratio approaching equimolarity is reached larger complexes 

will be formed. The concentration of both antibodies at equimolarity will determine the 

size of the complexes and their (clinical) effects. The current management to ameliorate 

infusion reactions by reducing the infusion speed may impact the effective (local) peak 

drug concentrations, thereby reducing the risk of a severe infusion reaction.

In contrast to IV administered therapeutics, subcutaneous administration leads to a local 

high concentration of drug, thereby taking the ADA-drug ratio far from equimolarity. The 

resulting immune complexes are likely small and are distributed slowly (as is the drug36), 

preventing systemic reactions in a dual manner. As mentioned before, however, very 

little is known about the actual in vivo immune complex size in ADA positive patients 

after intravenous or subcutaneous drug administration, and further studies are required 

to investigate their in vivo formation.

As shown in this study, immune complexes larger then dimers are in vitro efficiently taken 

up by macrophages. ADA formation thus may reduce the in vivo drug concentration,27 

but then inherently also reduces its own concentration. This complicates the 

assessment of immunogenicity, since one cannot measure ADA that is already cleared. 

Due to immune complex clearance, the immunogenicity of antibody therapeutics may 

therefore be underestimated. In extreme cases, there could be a substantial impact 

on PK, resulting in reduced drug exposure and diminished clinical efficacy, while ADAs 

are hardly detected. In any case, these results warrant caution against interpretation of 

quantitative aspects of ADA formation.

Taken together, immune complex formation between ADA and drug is an inevitable 

event. The size of immune complexes considerably increases when the concentration 

of both antibodies is high, but the anti-idiotype conformation largely prevents the 

formation of complexes capable of complement activation. Furthermore, no immune 

cell activation was observed in vitro and complexes larger than a dimer are likely rapidly 

cleared, whereas dimeric complexes may circulate for extended periods of time. Very 
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large immune complexes may be formed and adverse events may occur in those cases 

where ADA levels are very high and the administered amounts of drug as well (upward 

of ca. 50-100 µg/mL), typically only during iv administration.
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Supplemental figure 1: Distinct sizes of complexes are formed by each monoclonal anti-infliximab 
antibody. Infliximab (IFX) and anti-infliximab (mAb) were mixed at 150 µg/ml of each antibody. Immune 
complex size was analyzed using HP-SEC. Dotted line is infliximab in monomeric form.
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Supplemental figure 2: Complex size is determined by the ratio between infliximab and anti-infliximab. 
A) Monoclonal antibody complexes consisting of a fixed concentration of IFX-488 mixed with varying 
concentrations of anti-infliximab. B) Polyclonal antibody complexes made with a fixed amount of serum 
and varying concentrations of IFX-488. Analysis was performed with HP-SEC. Elution patterns were 
selected from at least 5 (A) or 12 (B) separate measurements of different ratios.
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75   : 225 g/ml

ADL-488 : anti-ADL
75   : 25 g/ml
25   : 25 g/ml
8.3  : 25 g/ml
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Supplemental figure 3: Concentration and ratio determine the size of complexes between adalimum-
ab and monoclonal anti-adalimumab antibodies. A) ADL-488 and different monoclonal anti-adalimumab 
antibodies are mixed at increasing concentrations and analysed by HP-SEC. B) Complexes between 
ADL-488 and monoclonal anti-adalimumab when mixed in different ratios and analysed with HP-SEC. 
Elution patterns were selected from 5 separate measurements of different ratios.











Supplemental figure 4: Immune complex size is highly dependent on concentration. IFX-488 and 
anti-infliximab 1.1 are mixed at increasing concentrations and analysed by AF4. Complexes larger than 
hexamers do not form distinct peaks likely due to their highly varying conformations. Representative of 
n=2 experiments.
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Supplemental figure 5: Many different sizes of immune complexes are formed. TEM analysis of com-
plexes between monoclonal anti-infliximab 2.2 and infliximab at 150 µg/ml.
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Supplemental figure 6: Only small complexes and monomeric ADA are detected in patients at trough 
level. ADA presence was determined with a drug tolerant assay in fractionated patient sera containing 
various ADA titers (range <12 - 70 000 AU/ml). Fractionated monomeric anti-infliximab 2.1 was used 
to determine the elution volume of monomeric ADA. Percentage binding is the sample measurement 
normalized to the total radioactively labelled input.
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Supplemental figure 7: Complexes larger than dimers are efficiently internalized. Stills of a time-
lapse of GM-CSF macrophages incubated with green fluorescent monomers (IFX-488), dimers (ADL-
488+anti-ADL 2.7) or a pool of complexes larger than dimers (IFX-488+anti-IFX 2.4). Combined stacks, 
scale bars indicate 50 µm, representative images shown of n=3 individual donors.
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Supplemental figure 8: Blocking of FcγRs abrogates binding and/or phagocytosis of infliximab and 
immune complexes. A) FcγRs were blocked individually or combined, after which IFX-488 (top graphs) 
or complexes (IFX-488 + anti-infliximab 2.4 at 150 µg/ml, bottom graphs) were added to GM-CSF (left 
graphs) or M-CSF (right graphs) macrophages. Binding/phagocytosis of antibodies was assessed us-
ing FACS. Duplicate measurements of n=3 healthy donors, MFI = mean fluorescence intensity. B) FcγR 
expression on GM-CSF (left) or M-CSF (right) macrophages, determined using FACS. Duplicate mea-
surements of n=2 healthy donors, MFI of unstained samples is set at 100%.
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Supplemental figure 9: Antibody coated beads activate complement. Complement activation was 
determined for beads coated with anti-biotin antibodies at 100 or 10 µg/ml. The monomeric anti-biotin 
antibodies or uncoated beads were tested as well. Buffer and AHG (aggregated human gammaglobulin) 
were used as negative and positive control, respectively. Dotted line is twice the mean buffer value, n=5 
healthy serum donors.
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Anti-drug antibodies

Immunogenicity is found to various degrees for many therapeutic antibodies, resulting in 

unwanted anti-drug antibody production by the patients. Decades of clinical experience 

has learned clinicians how to handle immunogenicity of antibody therapeutics. Through 

monitoring drug and ADA levels the efficacy of the drug is measured, and in case 

of non-response patients are switched to another therapeutic. Although this has led 

to effective treatment regimens, the underlying mechanisms, for instance how ADA 

reduce the drug level, are largely unknown.

The studies in this thesis focused on translating the unwanted clinical effects observed 

in patients with the immunological mechanisms behind these effects. These include 

the way in which ADA reduce the free drug level, how ADA may induce adverse events 

through complex formation, but also why complex formation in many ADA-positive 

patients goes by unnoticed. In this chapter, the combined results of all studies will be 

discussed.

The development of anti-idiotype antibodies

The immune system has evolved to distinguish between self and non-self and is 

supposed to only respond in case of danger. Fully human therapeutic antibodies can be 

considered as ‘self’ and thus should not provoke an immune response. Nevertheless, 

many fully human therapeutics including monoclonal antibodies are found to be 

immunogenic.

Characterization of the antibody response towards therapeutic antibodies shows 

that ADA are generally class-switched and have undergone somatic hypermutation, 

indicating that this response is T-cell-mediated.1–3 To obtain such a response, antigen 

presenting cells (APC) must have phagocytosed the drug and been activated by 

PRR-ligation in order to migrate to secondary lymphoid organs. There, APCs will have 

presented peptides to drug-specific CD4+ T-cells to induce differentiation of the latter. 

Additionally, drug specific B-cells must have been activated by BCR crosslinking. The 

exact sequence of events that initiate an anti-drug response is not fully known.

Activation of naïve B-cells can occur through antigen-driven crosslinking of BCRs. The 

exact requirements for BCR-mediated B-cell activation are not entirely clear. Some 

studies suggest that approximately 10-12 identical epitopes are necessary to provoke 

an antibody response,4,5 but others show that two or three epitopes6 or even monovalent 

antigens can induce B-cell activation.6 The latter two studies however, only analyzed 

BCR-induced intracellular signaling, and did not investigate antibody production. 

Furthermore, the threshold for B-cell activation also highly depends on other factors, 
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in particular costimulatory molecules including complement factors.7 Additionally, 

one could postulate that, due to the low affinity of the BCRs of naïve B-cells, multiple 

epitopes are required, simply because low valency antigens dissociate too quickly to 

provide proper activation.

As described in this thesis, therapeutic antibodies (including chimeric ones) are almost 

exclusively targeted on their idiotype, limiting the amount of BCR binding sites per 

antibody to two. Therapeutic antibodies are therefore presumably not able to sufficiently 

activate drug-specific naïve B-cells. Likewise, phagocytosis of monomeric antibody 

therapeutics by APCs is unlikely due to the lack of receptor binding and crosslinking, 

hence preventing activation of drug-specific T-cells. Therefore, at first sight, it seems 

that the ADA response observed in patients would not be induced by monomeric 

therapeutic antibodies.

However, multimers of therapeutic antibodies can be present in various ways. 

Aggregation of a therapeutic product is found to be a major contributing factor of 

immunogenicity in animal studies.8,9 Aggregation may take place during the many 

antibody production steps or during storage (e.g. due to shaking of vials, freezing or 

heating),10 and manufacturers take great care to prevent this. However, especially in 

patients that chronically use high dosages of therapeutic antibodies, elimination of any 

type of aggregation is challenging.

Apart from aggregation caused by production and storage, antibody complexes may 

also form in vivo. The most evident way is via target binding; for example binding of 

anti-TNF therapeutics to TNF. As discussed in Chapter 3, each trimeric TNF molecule 

can be bound by three anti-TNF antibodies, thus forming a trimeric complex. These 

trimers are likely phagocytosed, albeit with low efficiency, and peptides of the complex 

will be presented.

Next to soluble targets, monoclonal antibodies may also bind cellular targets. Although 

these might not be defined as immune complexes, they do facilitate phagocytosis. 

Cell depleting therapeutics will be cleared along with the opsonized target cell, and 

receptor blocking antibodies that do not induce cellular phagocytosis will eventually 

be cleared once the cell has reached its maximum life span. Phagocytosis by APCs 

and subsequent presentation to drug-specific T-cells is therefore likely a natural event 

for therapeutic antibodies. Thus, in case T-cell epitopes are present in the therapeutic 

product, T-cell activation seems not to be a limiting factor for immunogenicity, even 

without aggregation of the original product. Furthermore, the eventual production of 
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ADA may promote complex formation, phagocytosis and peptide presentation and 

could boost the initial immune response.

Activation of naïve B-cells by in vivo formed complexes may be a much more complicated 

event. Since the response towards antibody therapeutics is highly restricted to the 

idiotype, the BCR binding site is shielded once the drug binds its target, greatly limiting 

the amount of free epitopes for BCR crosslinking. For instance for the TNF:anti-TNF 

trimers, three Fabs are involved in target binding and three Fabs are exposed, and 

these complexes are presumably too small to activate naïve B-cells. However, once 

drug-specific B-cells are activated, for instance by aggregates in the product, and the 

BCR affinity has increased, TNF-anti-TNF trimers may induce crosslinking and thus 

boost the anti-drug response.

Therapeutic antibodies against cellular targets may activate B-cells via a quite distinct 

route compared to antibodies towards soluble targets. Complexes of antibodies and 

their soluble targets will probably come in contact with drug-specific B-cells through 

diffusion via the lymphatic system. With the exception of antibodies towards cells 

residing in the lymph node (e.g. natalizumab), antibody-coated cells are unlikely to take 

this route, thus preventing interaction with drug-specific B-cells.

A recent study by Heesters and colleagues11 however, showed that complement-

coated immune complexes could be transported to the lymph node by non-cognate 

B-cells via complement receptor 2, to be delivered to follicular dendritic cells. These 

cells were then found to internalize the complexes, after which they were recycled to 

the membrane while still bearing complement components, to be presented to cognate 

B-cells.

This mechanism might also be applicable for antibody-opsonized cells and could 

explain, at least in part, the B-cell activation found towards cell-targeting antibodies. 

Therapeutics inducing complement dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) coat the target cell 

with complement components. Similarly, targeted cells that go into (drug-mediated) 

apoptosis are presumably coated with complement as well.12,13 Either through lysis or 

via apoptotic blebbing, fragments of the complement- and drug-coated membrane 

of the target cell will be released. In a similar way as described by Heesters and 

colleagues, these fragments could be presented to drug-specific B-cells, assuming that 

not all Fabs of the drug are occupied. However, it remains to be determined whether 

antibodies stay attached to the complex during the recycling process, since in contrast 

to complement components, these are not covalently bound. Similar experiments as 

described by Heesters and colleagues could be performed with drug-coated target 
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cells to determine whether this scenario occurs in vitro and in vivo, possibly uncovering 

a piece of the anti-idiotype puzzle.

In conclusion, some form of aggregation or complex formation is required to obtain 

the class-switched ADA response as observed in patients. Target binding may on the 

one hand facilitate phagocytosis and subsequent T-cell activation, but on the other 

hand impair B-cell activation by shielding the BCR binding site. Multiple mechanisms 

are possible that eventually induce B-cell activation and ADA production, but the exact 

events remain to be determined.

Neutralization and clearance

Antibody formation towards therapeutic antibodies is strongly associated with lower 

drug levels, but little is known about the mechanism that causes this association. Two 

frequently proposed mechanisms include neutralization and increased clearance due 

to complex formation. Previous work by our group (van Schouwenbrug et al.14) showed 

that the large majority of ADA to adalimumab competed with TNF for the antigen 

binding site, indicating that in this case, neutralization plays a significant role in lowering 

the drug concentration. Complementary to these results, Chapter 4 and Chapter 

5 describe that the ADA response towards all anti-TNF therapeutics as well as to 

natalizumab is largely neutralizing. Thus, for all five investigated therapeutic antibodies 

the idiotype was found to be the predominant target of the ADA response, even in 

case of chimeric and humanized antibodies that contain (many) murine determinants 

outside of the idiotype. This strong bias suggests that the idiotype of antibodies plays 

an immunodominant role, and it may therefore be expected that the ADA response 

towards other antibody therapeutics is directed to the idiotype as well. This would 

imply that the main mechanism behind the lower detectable drug levels in ADA positive 

patients is neutralization of drug by ADA.

Neutralization however, inherently means that immune complexes are formed between 

ADA and drug, which directly relates the process of neutralization to the second 

proposed mechanism of drug-level reduction, namely increased clearance. Clearance 

of ADA-drug complexes is poorly investigated, probably since it is challenging to analyze 

this effect in vivo, let alone in ADA positive patients. In Chapter 7, in vitro experiments 

with human monocyte-derived macrophages show that complexes of drug and 

recombinant ADA can be cleared, although the size greatly influenced the efficiency of 

clearance. Tetrameric and larger complexes were rapidly phagocytosed, while dimeric 

complexes were cleared much less efficiently. The complex size between a certain drug 

and ADA may thus affect the significance of immune complex-mediated clearance on 

maintenance of drug levels. Drugs that are administered subcutaneously likely form 
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small immune complexes, due to the suboptimal ratio and concentration of drug and 

ADA. Indeed, in adalimumab-treated ADA-positive patients dimers are found weeks 

after the last administration of drug, implicating that these very small complexes are 

not efficiently cleared. It is therefore likely that, for subcutaneously administered drugs, 

ADA predominantly lower the drug level through neutralization, whereas clearance only 

modestly affects the drug level.

For intravenously (iv) administered drugs, the contribution of neutralization and clearance 

might be different. With iv administration the total amount of drug directly reaches the 

systemic circulation and is immediately bound by ADA. Depending on the concentration 

and ratio of both antibodies, complexes larger than dimers could be formed, after 

which these are rapidly cleared. Two studies with humans and cynomolgus monkeys 

investigated clearance of iv administered radiolabeled drug in ADA positive and ADA 

negative subjects.15,16 In ADA positive subjects, immune complexes the size of dimers 

but also bigger complexes were formed. In addition, a higher amount of radioactivity 

was measured in the liver and the spleen, as compared to the ADA negative subjects. 

Notably, in the patient study this increased radioactivity was only observed after 2 hours 

but disappeared after 24 hours, indicating that the clearance of these complexes occurs 

fast. This may explain the ex vivo-observed lack of tetramers and larger complexes in 

serum of ADA positive patients, even though these could be formed in vitro, as is 

described in Chapter 7. In case of intravenously administered therapeutic antibodies, it 

is likely that neutralization and complex-mediated clearance both play a significant role 

in reducing the drug level (see Figure 1).

Underestimation of the ADA response

Alongside the development of antibody therapeutics, considerable improvements have 

also been made in the assays to measure ADA. Although this has greatly expanded 

our understanding of immunogenicity, we may still fairly underestimate this immune 

response.

Initially, assays such as the bridging ELISA could only detect free ADA and as a 

consequence, only patients with very low or undetectable drug levels were found 

positive for ADA. Later, drug tolerant assays enabled the detection of ADA in complex 

with drug, sometimes drastically increasing the percentage of ADA positive patients. 

For instance, adalimumab was first thought to be immunogenic in around 15% of the 

patients, but drug tolerant assays revealed that over 55% of the patients was positive 

for ADA.17,18 One important aspect however, is that none of the assays can measure 

ADA-drug complexes that are already cleared. During treatment, high levels of drug are 

administered and formation of low levels of ADA will promptly result in dimeric or trimeric 
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complexes. Once these complexes are cleared, or even when they are only bound to 

FcγRs, they will be absent from the sample used to measure ADA. The possibility thus 

exists that adalimumab is not immunogenic in 55%, but in a still higher percentage of 

patients, if not in all.

Interestingly, for infliximab a much higher concordance was found between the drug 

tolerant and intolerant assays, as was determined in three individual studies.19–21 

This supports the idea that adalimumab primarily forms dimeric immune complexes 

which are not cleared, whereas infliximab forms larger complexes that are rapidly 

removed from the circulation. This would furthermore mean that the underestimation of 

immunogenicity is even higher in infliximab-treated patients.

Nevertheless, studies on immunogenicity of adalimumab and infliximab are likely biased 

in several ways, hampering direct comparison between these drugs. First, a bias may 

be found in the time points that the samples were taken, which is at trough level. 

This differs significantly between adalimumab (2 weeks after last dose) and infliximab 

(8 weeks after last dose), giving infliximab-treated patients much more time to clear 

immune complexes. Additionally, the drug concentration may be much lower at 

trough level in infliximab compared to adalimumab-treated patients, reducing the drug 

interference in drug intolerant assays. Other general differences between therapeutic 

antibodies may be found in drug dosing, way of target binding, ADA and drug affinity, 

route of administration, characteristics of patients and diseases, and other still unknown 

factors. Thus, comparison of the immunogenicity of different drugs is complicated in 

many ways.

The degree of clearance via ADA-drug complexes therefore probably differs for each 

drug. Nevertheless, clearance of immune complexes will almost certainly cause an 

underestimation of the ADA level and thus of the total immunogenicity of many drugs.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the biological effects of anti-idiotypic immune complexes. Im-
mune complex size is determined by concentration and ratio of both ADA and infl iximab. Complex 
formation inherently neutralizes the drug, and furthermore facilitates clearance, thus lowering the free 
drug level. Small and moderate complexes have no biological effect, whereas very large complexes 
activate the complement system, and possibly further activate immune cells. Priming of immune cells 
by the pro-infl ammatory status of the patient may possibly boost the activating potential of complexes. 
Furthermore, cells involved in clearance may produce pro-infl ammatory cytokines, thus causing further 
activation. These various forms of immune activation may lead to an infl ammatory state, causing ADA-
induced adverse events.
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Infusion reactions and other adverse events

Like all drugs, treatment with therapeutic antibodies may cause adverse events. 

Provoking an immune response against a therapeutic antibody is seen as such an 

unwanted effect. Moreover, ADA in itself may cause adverse events as well.

Infusion reactions are not mediated by IgE-ADA

One of the side effects that are associated with ADA positivity are infusion reactions, 

which are all adverse events that occur during intravenous administration of a therapeutic 

antibody. Infusion reactions are mainly observed during therapy with infliximab22–24 

and natalizumab.25,26 The symptoms are very diverse, but largely resemble that of a 

hypersensitivity reaction. The role of IgE-ADA was therefore investigated by several 

groups,27–29 but the lack of a robust assay and a positive control complicated the 

interpretation of the results. In Chapter 6, a new assay is described to measure IgE-

ADA. The common pitfalls of assay development, as described in Chapter 2, were 

solved and a positive control was constructed for assay validation. Using this assay, we 

found only a few IgE-ADA positive patients, and moreover their levels of IgE-ADA were 

generally very low. No association between infusion reactions and IgE-ADA to infliximab 

was found, implying that IgE-ADA is not the main cause for infusion reactions.

Currently, treatment protocols sometimes include pretreatment with antihistamines 

to prevent the occurrence of adverse events towards infliximab, assuming that these 

reactions are type I hypersensitivities. However, randomized controlled trials determining 

the efficacy of antihistamines as premedication are lacking.30 In fact, many retrospective 

and prospective studies even show an increased chance of infusion related reactions 

after antihistamine pretreatment,31–33 although beneficial effects have also been shown.34 

Since type I hypersensitivity can now be largely excluded as the cause for infliximab-

induced infusion reactions, it asks for reexamination of the use of antihistamines to 

prevent or treat these reactions.

However, care must be taken with extrapolating these results to other therapeutic 

antibodies that cause hypersensitivity reactions, since isolated cases of IgE-mediated 

reactions have been described. A classic example of this are the anaphylactic reactions 

observed in several cetuximab-treated patients, caused by pre-existing IgE anti-α-gal 

antibodies that target this sugar moiety expressed on cetuximab.35

Anti-idiotype complexes may have differential clinical effects

The association between IgG-ADA and infusion reactions led us to the hypothesis 

that infusion reactions are mediated by large immune complexes between drug and 

ADA (see Figure 1). Large quantities of ADA in the blood circulation encountering 
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large quantities of drug during treatment could potentially lead to a massive amount of 

immune complexes, activating the immune system and thus causing side effects. As 

described in Chapter 7, indeed complexes the size of dimers, tetramers, hexamers, 

octamers and even larger complexes could be formed using monoclonal and polyclonal 

ADA. Only the very large complexes (likely bigger than octamers) however, were able 

to activate complement, and complexes were not able to induce IL-6 production in 

whole blood cultures. These results suggest that the vast majority of ADA-drug immune 

complexes will not activate the immune system and thus will not cause side effects. Only 

in rare situations, anti-idiotype immune complexes may inflict unwanted clinical effects. 

Patients with very high ADA levels that are treated with intravenously administered 

drugs in an approximately equimolar ADA:drug ratio may form very large, irregularly 

shaped complexes that could activate the complement system. The biological activity 

of complexes may furthermore be influenced by their quantity and the subclass of ADA 

and drug.

Complexes of ADA and other therapeutic proteins

Immunogenicity is not only observed for therapeutic antibodies, but is found for many 

other therapeutic proteins, possibly also leading to immune complex formation. For 

instance, in about a third of the hemophilia A patients, replacement therapy with Factor 

VIII (FVIII) is found to be immunogenic.36 The polyclonal anti-FVIII antibodies target 

multiple non-overlapping epitopes on FVIII simultaneously, indicating a broad response 

and thus resulting in immune complex formation.37–39 Nevertheless, immunogenicity is, 

apart from loss of response, not associated with an increase in adverse events. This 

might be explained by the low plasma concentration of FVIII (<1.5 nM,40 corresponding 

to <0.5 µg/ml), which on one hand could inhibit the formation of large complexes, and 

on the other hand keeps the amount of complexes limited.

Other protein therapeutics that are frequently found to be immunogenic are interferon 

(IFN) alpha and IFN-β. Depending of the type of product, about 10-40% of the patients 

produce anti-IFN antibodies.41 A discrimination is sometimes made between binding 

antibodies (Bab) and neutralizing antibodies (Nab). BAb to IFNβ for instance, do not 

inhibit the working mechanism of the therapeutic, whereas Nab are found to reduce 

the clinical efficacy.42 These Bab however, precede the development of Nab,42 and the 

possibility therefore exists that the discrimination between the two largely rests in their 

affinity and quantity. A study on the binding sites of Nab and Bab using linear peptide 

stretches of IFNβ indeed found identical binding sites for both antibodies.43 However, 

this study did not resolve the amount of antibody binding sites on the three-dimensional 

structure of IFNβ, and it thus remains unknown what type of complexes can be formed. 

Since the administered IFNβ concentration is generally low, and immunogenicity has not 
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found to increase the incidence of adverse events,44 it is likely that only small complexes 

are formed.

The formation of high quantities of large immune complexes thus seems to be 

predominately occurring with monoclonal antibodies, and only in rare cases of high 

titers and intravenous administration. It is however likely that anti-idiotype complexes 

alone are not sufficient to induce adverse clinical effects. High ADA levels do not 

inevitably cause adverse events - many patients with high ADA titers do not have any 

side effects - suggesting that other factors contribute.

Antibody isotype

In patients, prolonged exposure to therapeutic antibodies seems to skew the ADA 

response towards the IgG4 type, as was found for adalimumab and natalizumab.1,2 IgG4 

antibodies are known to exchange half molecules, thus forming bispecific antibodies.45 

This could possibly reduce the immune complex size; exchanged ADA can only bind 

the drug with one Fab arm, thus blocking further attachment of drug to the complex. 

In addition, IgG4 antibodies are poor complement activators and have a lower affinity 

for FcγRs compared to IgG1, thereby reducing the immune activating capacity of 

complexes. Nevertheless, the IgG4 isotype of natalizumab does not appear to protect 

against adverse events.25,26 It should thus be further investigated to what extent IgG4-

ADA has the potential to reduce the biological effects of immune complexes, and what 

their relationship is with the occurrence of infusion reactions.

Genetic factors may contribute to adverse events

A genetic association was found between infusion reactions and polymorphisms in the 

gene encoding for FcγRIIIb.46 Infusion reaction positive patients had significantly more 

often NA1/NA1 alleles, compared to patients without these reactions. The same study 

furthermore showed that infusion reactions were associated with ADA formation, but 

unfortunately they did not calculate the covariance between positivity for the NA1/NA1 

alleles and immunogenicity. The NA1 variant of FcγRIIIb has a higher affinity for IgG1 

and IgG3 than the NA2 variant, leading to more efficient phagocytosis.47 As FcγRIIIb 

is almost exclusively present on neutrophils, this could increase the pro-inflammatory 

effect of immune complexes on these cells. Recently, the same group showed that this 

polymorphism was also significantly more frequent in adalimumab-treated patients with 

systemic side effects, but the study included only a low number of patients.48 Priority 

now lies on determining whether this polymorphism operates as an independent 

variable or that immunogenicity biases these results.
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Immune cell priming could potentiate the immunological effects of complexes

Even within individual patients, factors contributing to adverse events may fluctuate 

in time. When looking retrospectively at the ADA levels of infusion reaction positive 

patients, about half of the patients had similar (high) ADA levels on earlier trough level 

measurements, whereas these infusions did not elicit adverse events (unpublished 

data).

The reason for this difference is unknown, but an explanation might be found in the state 

of disease activity. Since high ADA levels are strongly linked to reduced clinical response 

or even loss of response, these patients might be treated suboptimally. However, the 

diseases that are treated with natalizumab (MS) and infliximab (IBD, rheumatic diseases) 

are characterized by an unstable disease activity. Periods of low levels of inflammation 

or even remission alternate with flares of high disease activity. Loss of response to the 

antibody therapeutic may thus not become immediately visible. The expression of pro- 

and anti-inflammatory cytokines by immune cells, and possibly also activation of the 

complement system is closely linked to the fluctuations of the disease.49–52 In RA and 

IBD, dysregulation of the immune system even precedes the clinical manifestations, 

and patients may be in a pro-inflammatory state without showing any symptoms.50,51

Over time, an ADA positive patient may thus show significant variation in its inflammatory 

profile. Possibly, these mediators could prime the immune system into a pro-inflammatory 

and active state.53 The additional high amount of large immune complexes that form 

upon treatment may then have differential effects in primed and unprimed patients, 

leading to a different clinical outcome regarding side effects.

Interestingly, the effect of soluble immune complexes on primed neutrophils have 

been investigated by several groups. It was found that immune complex deposition 

on the endothelium increased TNF-primed neutrophil adherence to the vascular wall, 

as compared to unprimed neutrophils.54 Furthermore, GM-CSF-primed neutrophils 

were found to strongly respond to soluble immune complexes leading to release of 

lactoferrin, myeloperoxidase and reactive oxidant species (ROS), whereas unprimed 

neutrophils did not respond at all.55 Apart from neutrophils, priming may also affect 

macrophages and fibroblasts,56,57 although the effect of immune complexes on these 

cells has not been investigated extensively.

Priming with inflammatory mediators may thus alter the response to immune complexes. 

It might prove worthwhile to investigate the effect of anti-idiotype immune complexes on 

primed neutrophils or on neutrophils from patients with active inflammatory diseases. 

This could provide new insight into the in vivo differential effect of immune complexes.
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Not all infusion reactions are ADA-mediated

It is important to notice that not all infusion reactions are inflicted by the drug itself. 

Placebo-controlled studies on natalizumab and infliximab show that infusion reactions 

are also observed in placebo-treated patients.58–60 The broad definition of infusion 

reactions may be the cause of this, since any adverse event that occurs during infusion 

(either placebo or drug) is classified as an infusion reaction. The symptoms described 

are very diverse and vary from mild (headache, fatique, nausea) to severe (respiratory 

symptoms, serious allergic reactions).58,59 Apparently a considerable part of the 

predominantly mild and moderate adverse events observed during infliximab infusion 

are caused by other factors than the drug. This could be for instance the medical 

procedures themselves or psychological effects, although there are little or no studies 

done on these causes for infusion-related adverse effects.

Drug-induced infusion reactions can possibly be distinguished from those that are not 

drug-induced by the difference in type of symptoms. Considerably more symptoms of 

hypersensitivity (e.g. hypotension, urticaria) are observed in infliximab or natalizumab-

treated patients compared to placebo-treated patients.58,60 Taking into account that 

ADA positive patients have a significantly higher chance of developing an infusion 

reaction,25,61 it is likely that the actual drug-induced adverse events are indeed Type III 

hypersensitivity reactions.

Immunogenicity of next generation antibodies

Research in this thesis has focused on the antibody response towards monospecific 

antibodies. As explained in the introduction, next generation antibody therapeutics 

may significantly deviate from this format. Immunogenicity of these next generation 

antibodies could therefore considerably influence the immune complex formation and 

alter their effector functions. Although the occurrence of these unwanted effects has 

not been extensively investigated, at least in part because these drugs are only recently 

being approved for clinical use, some predictions can be made.

Bispecifics

Bispecific antibodies are mainly developed to treat various types of cancer, and function 

through physically linking cancer cells to immune cells. The two distinct idiotypes per 

bispecific molecule inevitably also increases the amount of possible T-cell epitopes, and 

during development extra care should be taken to prevent this. In contrast, the two 

distinct idiotypes of these antibodies may protect against the formation of large immune 

complexes. ADA towards only one idiotype will result in small trimeric complexes, and 

larger complexes can only be formed in case of (equal) responses to both idiotypes. 
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Nevertheless, ADA towards only one idiotypes is sufficient to strongly impair the linking-

mechanism of the drug.

Human(ized) bispecific antibodies are not yet approved for clinical use, and predictions 

on their immunogenicity are tricky due to their possibly altered way of B-cell and 

T-cell activation, and the improved general knowledge on reducing immunogenicity. 

However, the rat/mouse-bispecific antibody catumaxumab has been approved as 

cancer treatment. The majority of patients were found to develop ADA,62,63 but most 

interestingly, ADA positive patients responded significantly better to the treatment than 

ADA negative patients.62 The authors suggested that ADA-development reflected a 

stronger overall humoral immune response, which may be beneficial for the patients and 

might explain the results. Further analysis of the immune response however, suggests 

that (part of) the ADA are not directed at the idiotype, but at framework regions of 

mouse IgG.62 A second explanation could therefore be that ADA bind to the cell-bound 

catumaxumab, thereby improving the opsonization of target cells.

The murine and rat origin of catumaxumab thus likely provokes a broad ADA 

response, possibly leading to large immune complexes. Nevertheless, a case study on 

readministration of catumaxumab showed that this was safe. Possibly, the intraperitoneal 

use of this bispecific might have prevented systemic adverse reactions.

Altered Fc

Altering the effector functions of the drug presumably also affect the effector functions 

of immune complexes in case of immunogenicity. Mutations of the Fc are described 

that remove all FcγR binding and complement activation.64 ADA towards these drugs 

could result in immune complexes that have only half of the immune activating activity, 

thus protecting against ADA-mediated side effects. On the contrary, the clearance of 

these complexes may also be impaired, possibly leading to harmful immune complex 

deposition.

Improving effector functions, for instance by introducing a mutation to increase C1q 

binding65 or by altering the glycosylation for stronger FcγR binding66 could either promote 

or reduce their immunogenicity. On one hand, it may lead to increased phagocytosis 

and stronger T-cell help, but on the other hand it could reduce BCR crosslinking due to 

the faster clearance of immune complexes. In case ADA are formed, these therapeutics 

may potentiate the effects of the formed immune complexes, possibly causing more 

often or more severe adverse effects. Altering the Fc furthermore introduces novel 

determinants that are potentially immunogenic, possibly resulting in a broader antibody 

response. Results described in this thesis however, demonstrate an immunodominant 
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role for the idiotype, even in case of chimeric antibodies, making the occurrence of such 

a broad response less likely.

Antibody-drug conjugates

For cancer treatment, antibody-drug conjugates (ADC) are being developed in which 

toxic compounds are linked to tumor-specific antibodies, thereby concentrating the 

toxic effects on the tumor cells. Only few ADC are approved for clinical use, but 

their immunogenicity has been extensively investigated.67 An example of this is the 

therapeutic ado-trastuzumab emtansine, which is found to be immunogenic in 5.3% of 

the patients.68 Interestingly, the majority of the ADA response was found to target the 

linker between antibody and drug, as well as other neoepitopes. Results from the first 

clinical trials show no increase in adverse events in ADA positive patients.68

The results from this study show that introducing neoepitopes (including those 

introduced by attaching the linker) may be equally or even more immunogenic than the 

idiotype. For ADC, immune complex formation might thus not only be determined by 

the anti-idiotype response, but also by the amount of neoepitopes, and to what extent 

these can be targeted regarding steric hindrance.

The presence of a toxic molecule furthermore complicates the prediction of 

immunogenicity and their associated effects. Next to tumor cells, also drug-specific 

B-cells are bound by the ADC, possibly eliminating these B-cells before they can 

become plasma cells. This however, clearly does not occur in all patients. Additionally, 

off-target toxic effects may occur on cells involved in clearance of the tumor cells, as 

well as on those that clear complexes between ADA and ADC. This could furthermore 

impair the presentation of tumor antigens, but also of ADC peptides.

In conclusion, some predictions on the occurrence of immunogenicity and their 

downstream effects can be made for next generation antibodies. However, their true 

effects will remain uncertain, and animal experiments and clinical studies will be required 

to elucidate the actual (unwanted) effects of these therapeutics.

Final recommendations

The combined results from this thesis provide a better understanding of the 

immunological mechanisms behind the clinical effects observed during immunogenicity 

of monoclonal antibody treatment. This leads to several recommendations for antibody 

developers and for the clinic, as will be described below.
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The concentration of drug and ADA as well as the ratio in which these two are mixed 

were found to strongly influence the immune complex size, and possibly also influence 

their associated adverse events. Since high concentrations of both antibodies in 

a (near-)equimolar ratio resulted in the largest complexes, reduction of immune 

complex-mediated adverse effects may be achieved by either lowering the drug dose 

or by preventing the occurrence of an equimolar ratio. Although lowering the drug 

dose is not always desirable, the achieved ratios could alter by choosing a different 

route of administration, thereby influencing the formation and location of immune 

complexes. Local administration is thus preferred over intravenous administration to 

prevent systemic effects. This should be kept in mind during the development of new 

therapeutics, especially for those that are expected to be immunogenic. Nevertheless, 

most favorable is preventing (strong) immunogenicity in the first place.

Furthermore, investigation of the possible causes of adverse events upon infliximab 

treatment showed that the majority of these reactions are not IgE-ADA-mediated. 

IgG-ADA however, were already linked to these adverse events in infliximab (and 

natalizumab) treated patients, and results from this study suggest that this might be 

due to systemic complement activation. Nevertheless, these results require further 

investigation, preferably using samples of patients taken during or short after the 

occurrence of these adverse effects.

The results from these studies additionally suggest that the current treatment and 

pretreatment to reduce infliximab-induced adverse events could be optimized. As 

discussed above, antihistamine pretreatment often increases instead of decreases the 

incidence of adverse events. The lack of clinically relevant IgE-ADA in infliximab-treated 

infusion reaction patients contributes to the notion that antihistamines may not be 

effective.

If clinical data indeed confirm the role of complement activation in infusion reactions, 

possible alternatives for antihistamine treatment might target the complement system, 

for instance using C1-inhibitor. This treatment exclusively inhibits the classical pathway, 

which is desired since infliximab treatment already increases the susceptibility for 

infections. Additionally, the rapid phagocytosis of the largest and thus most immune 

activating complexes permits the use of a complement inhibitor with a short half-life, 

further minimizing the chance of infections. Various therapeutic variants of C1-inhibitor 

are currently in clinical use, including ones with a short half-life of 1.5 hours.69 However, 

also C1-inhibitor can be immunogenic.
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Nevertheless, the most favorable way of reducing ADA-mediated effects, including 

reduction of the free drug concentration and induction of adverse events, is to stop 

treatment with this specific drug and if possible, switch to another.
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ENGLISH SUMMARY

Our immune system has evolved to protect us from the continuous exposure to 

pathogens. Antibodies play an important part in this system, and they ensure that 

pathogens are rapidly opsonized, lysed and cleared. The two Fab domains of an 

antibody bind with high specificity to their target, whereas the Fc domain exerts effector 

functions such as receptor binding and complement activation. Because of these 

properties, polyclonal antibody products have been used for over a century to treat all 

sorts of diseases. Over the last thirty years, monoclonal antibody therapy has greatly 

developed, and many different therapeutic antibody products are now approved to treat 

a whole spectrum of diseases.

One of the main disadvantages of antibody therapy is its ability to provoke an unwanted 

immune response in patients, leading to the formation of anti-drug antibodies (ADA). 

The immunogenic potential differs between antibody therapeutics, and is furthermore 

influenced by factors such as disease characteristics and genetic variations. Studies 

have shown a clear inverse correlation between ADA formation and free drug levels 

(i.e. drug that is not bound by antibodies), and ADA may thus cause a reduced clinical 

response or even non-response. Furthermore, ADA formation increases the chance of 

adverse events for some therapeutics, while this effect is absent for other therapeutics.

The immunological mechanisms involved in reducing the free drug concentration and 

inducing adverse events are yet to be determined. The focus of this thesis is to elucidate 

these mechanisms to provide a better understanding of the clinical consequences of 

ADA. The results might be used to optimize monoclonal antibody treatment and could 

furthermore prove valuable for the development of new therapeutics.

The majority of the research described in this thesis is performed with anti-TNF 

therapeutics, of which there are five in clinical use (infliximab, adalimumab, golimumab, 

certolizumab and etanercept). These drugs are used to treat inflammatory diseases 

such as rheumatoid arthritis and inflammatory bowel disease. Unfortunately, ADA are 

detectable in the majority of the infliximab and adalimumab treated patients, although 

often in low concentrations, and also golimumab and certolizumab are found to be 

immunogenic to some degree.

To quantify the ADA response, several assays have been developed, each with different 

characteristics. Since all assays include antibodies as reagents for capture and/or 

detection, and the ADA and the drug are also antibodies, several forms of interference 

may occur. This could lead to false-positive or false-negative results, possibly negatively 
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affecting patient treatment or drug development. Chapter 2 describes the different 

assays used for ADA measurement as well as the factors that could cause interference.

Anti-TNF therapeutics reduce inflammation by binding TNF, thereby inhibiting its 

binding to TNF-receptors. In Chapter 3, TNF itself and the interaction of TNF with TNF-

inhibitors is investigated. Biologically active TNF is an unstable trimeric protein that, 

under physiological conditions, rapidly dissociates into biologically inactive monomeric 

subunits. We demonstrate that on high concentrations TNF dissociates as well, but 

monomers can reassociate into the active trimeric form, a process called monomer 

exchange. Results furthermore show that adalimumab, infliximab and etanercept 

inhibit the monomer exchange and thus stabilize the trimeric form of TNF. In contrast, 

certolizumab and golimumab did not completely inhibit this process, but did slow the 

exchange down.

As described above, ADA formation is associated with a reduced free drug level. 

Although many have speculated that this could either occur via neutralization or through 

increased clearance, little direct evidence is available on this subject. In Chapter 4, the 

neutralizing capacity of ADA towards all anti-TNF therapeutic antibodies is investigated. 

We demonstrate that in all patients, more than 97% of all ADA towards adalimumab, 

golimumab and certolizumab are neutralizing, and that more than 90% of ADA towards 

the chimeric infliximab are neutralizing. This suggests that the vast majority of ADA 

compete with TNF for the TNF binding site, and that neutralization thus plays a significant 

role in reducing the free drug levels.

The findings described in Chapter 4 may be explained in two ways, I) the TNF binding 

site is very immunogenic, or II) the idiotype is the most immunogenic part of an antibody, 

regardless of its specificity. We therefore further examined the ADA response towards 

a different antibody, the anti-α4 integrin antibody natalizumab, used to treat multiple 

sclerosis. As described in Chapter 5, the ADA response to natalizumab was also highly 

restricted to the antigen binding site. Together with the results from Chapter 4, we 

conclude that ADA predominantly target the idiotype of therapeutic antibodies.

Patients with ADA towards infliximab have an increased chance to experience adverse 

events called infusion reactions. Due to the allergic-like symptoms of these reactions, 

IgE-ADA is thought to play a role in these events, although contradicting results on 

the presence of IgE-ADA are published. This controversy is at least in part due to the 

lack of a robust assay to measure IgE-ADA and a positive control for assay validation. 

The study in Chapter 6 describes a novel assay including a recombinant human IgE 

anti-infliximab antibody as positive control. Using this assay, we established that in the 
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majority of infusion reaction positive patients no IgE-ADA is detected. Only few patients 

were found positive for IgE-ADA, generally in low levels, whereas all these patients were 

also highly IgG-ADA positive. The results from this study therefore indicate that infusion 

reactions are not associated with IgE-ADA.

It was already established that IgG-ADA were associated with infusion reactions in 

infliximab and natalizumab treated patients. The mechanisms behind these clinical 

manifestations are unknown, but complex formation between ADA and drug has 

been proposed to play a role. In Chapter 7, the factors influencing complex formation 

between infliximab and ADA were investigated, as well as the immune activating 

potential of these complexes. Concentration and ratio were found to affect immune 

complex size independently. Immune activation was absent for dimers, tetramers 

and hexamers, likely due to their conformation. However, very large complexes did 

have some immune activating potential. These results indicate that generally, immune 

complex formation between drug and ADA is not harmful. Only in rare occasions, when 

drug and ADA are in equal and high concentrations, large immune complexes may be 

formed and activation of the immune system may occur, possibly leading to the adverse 

events observed in the clinic.

The combined results described in this thesis provide new information on the 

mechanisms involved in the (unwanted) clinical effects as observed in ADA positive 

patients. These results may improve the clinical management of these patients, and can 

furthermore be used for the development of new antibody therapeutics.
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING

Ons immuunsysteem is geëvolueerd om ons te beschermen tegen de continue 

aanvallen van pathogenen. Antistoffen spelen een belangrijke rol in dit systeem en 

zorgen ervoor dat pathogenen snel geopsoniseerd, gelyseerd en verwijderd worden. De 

twee Fab domeinen van een antistof binden hun doelwit met hoge specificiteit, terwijl 

het Fc domein de effector functies zoals receptor binding en complement activatie 

uitvoert. Door deze eigenschappen worden polyklonale antistofproducten al meer dan 

100 jaar gebruikt als therapie voor uiteenlopende ziekten. De laatste dertig jaar is er 

sterke vooruitgang geboekt in de ontwikkeling van monoklonale antistoffen, en veel 

verschillende therapeutische antistoffen zijn inmiddels goedgekeurd om diverse ziekten 

effectief te behandelen.

Een belangrijk nadeel van therapeutische antistoffen is hun vermogen om een 

ongewenste immuunrespons uit te lokken in patiënten, wat leidt tot de vorming van 

anti-drug antistoffen (ADA). The immunogeniciteit verschilt per therapeutische antistof, 

maar wordt ook beïnvloed door ziektekenmerken en genetische variatie. Studies laten 

een inverse correlatie zien tussen de vorming van ADA en de concentratie van de vrije 

drug (d.w.z. niet gebonden aan antistoffen), en ADA kunnen daardoor een verminderde 

klinische respons en zelfs verlies van respons veroorzaken. Daarnaast is voor sommige 

therapeutische antistoffen gevonden dat het hebben van ADA een verhoogde kans op 

bijwerkingen geeft, hoewel dit voor veel andere therapeutische antistoffen niet het geval 

is.

Het is onbekend welke immunologische mechanismes betrokken zijn bij het verlagen 

van de vrije drug concentratie en het veroorzaken van bijwerkingen. De focus van dit 

proefschrift ligt daarom op het ontrafelen van deze mechanismes om beter te begrijpen 

hoe de klinische consequenties van ADA tot stand komen. Deze resultaten kunnen 

gebruikt worden om de therapie met monoklonale antistoffen te optimaliseren, en 

zouden verder waardevol kunnen zijn in de ontwikkeling van nieuwe therapeutische 

antistoffen.

Het grootste gedeelte van het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift beschreven wordt, 

is uitgevoerd met anti-TNF antistoffen, waarvan er vijf in klinisch gebruik zijn 

(infliximab, adalimumab, golimumab, certolizumab en etanercept). Deze medicijnen 

worden gebruik als behandeling voor ontstekingsziekten zoals reumatoïde artritis en 

inflammatoire darmziekten. Helaas worden ADA gedetecteerd in de meerderheid van 

de met infliximab en adalimumab behandelde patiënten, hoewel meestal slechts een 
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lage concentratie ADA gevonden wordt. Verder zijn ook golimumab en certolizumab 

immunogeen bevonden in een deel van de patiënten.

Om de ADA respons te kwantificeren zijn verschillende testen ontwikkeld, elke met 

andere eigenschappen. Aangezien alle testen antistoffen gebruiken als reagentia 

voor coat en/of detectie, en zowel de ADA als de drug antistoffen zijn, kunnen er 

verschillende vormen van interferentie ontstaan. Dit kan leiden tot vals-positieve of 

vals-negatieve resultaten, wat mogelijk een negatieve uitwerking kan hebben op de 

patiëntenbehandeling, of op het ontwikkelen van een nieuw medicijn. In Hoofdstuk 2 

worden de verschillende testen besproken om ADA te kunnen meten, alsmede de 

verschillende factoren die in deze testen kunnen storen.

Anti-TNF antistoffen reduceren ontsteking door TNF te binden, waardoor zijn binding met 

de TNF-receptoren wordt verhinderd. In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt TNF zelf, en de interactie 

van TNF met TNF-receptoren onderzocht. Biologisch actief TNF is een instabiele trimeer 

die, onder fysiologische condities, snel dissocieert in biologisch inactieve monomeren. 

In dit onderzoek laten we zien dat op hoge concentraties TNF ook dissocieert, maar 

dat monomeren kunnen her-associëren tot een actieve trimeer, een proces dat 

monomeeruitwisseling heet. De resultaten laten verder zien dat adalimumab, infliximab 

en etanercept deze monomeeruitwisseling verhinderen, en op die manier de trimere 

vorm van TNF stabiliseren. Daarentegen kunnen certolizumab en golimumab dit proces 

niet volledig stoppen, hoewel ze het proces wel vertragen.

Zoals hierboven beschreven is de vorming van ADA geassocieerd met een verlaagde 

concentratie vrije drug. Hoewel velen hebben gespeculeerd dat dit zou kunnen ontstaan 

via neutralisatie of via versnelde klaring is er weinig direct bewijs over dit onderwerp 

beschikbaar. In Hoofdstuk 4 onderzoeken we de neutraliserende capaciteit van ADA 

tegen alle anti-TNF antistoffen. De resultaten laten zien dat in alle patiënten meer dan 

97% van de ADA tegen adalimumab, golimumab en certolizumab neutraliserend zijn, en 

in meer dan 90% van de ADA tegen de chimere antistof infliximab. Dit suggereert dat de 

overgrote meerderheid van de ADA competeren met TNF voor de TNF bindingsplaats, 

en dat neutralisatie dus een belangrijke rol speelt in het reduceren van de vrije drug 

concentratie.

De bevindingen die in Hoofdstuk 4 worden beschreven kunnen mogelijk op twee 

manieren worden verklaard, I) de TNF bindingsplaats is zeer immunogeen, of II) het 

idiotype is het meest immunogene gedeelte van de antistof, ongeacht de specificiteit. We 

hebben daarom de ADA respons tegen een ander therapeutische antistof onderzocht, 

de anti-α4 integrine antistof natalizumab die wordt gebruikt als behandeling voor 
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multiple sclerose. Zoals in Hoofdstuk 5 wordt beschreven is de ADA respons tegen 

natalizumab ook sterk beperkt tot de antigeenbindingsplek. Samen met de resultaten 

van Hoofdstuk 4 concluderen we daarom dat ADA voornamelijk gericht zijn op het 

idiotype van therapeutische antistoffen.

Patiënten die ADA maken tegen infliximab hebben een verhoogde kans op infusiereacties, 

een bijwerking van infliximab. Door de allergieachtige verschijnselen van deze reacties 

wordt gedacht dat IgE-ADA hierin een rol spelen, hoewel de gepubliceerde resultaten 

over de aanwezigheid van IgE-ADA elkaar tegenspreken. Deze onenigheid wordt in 

ieder geval deels veroorzaakt door het gebrek aan een robuuste test om IgE-ADA te 

kunnen meten en een positieve controle voor testvalidatie. In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt een 

nieuwe test beschreven inclusief een recombinante humane IgE anti-infliximab antistof 

als positieve controle. Met deze test hebben we bepaald dat in de meerderheid van de 

patiënten met een infusiereactie geen IgE-ADA te detecteren is. Slechts enkele patiënten 

waren positief voor IgE-ADA, meestal in lage hoeveelheden, en al deze patiënten waren 

daarnaast ook sterk positief voor IgG-ADA. De resultaten van deze studie geven aan 

dat infusiereacties niet geassocieerd zijn met IgE-ADA.

Het was al vastgesteld dat IgG-ADA geassocieerd zijn met infusiereacties in infliximab en 

natalizumab behandelde patiënten. De mechanismes achter deze klinische manifestaties 

zijn onbekend, maar er is gesuggereerd dat de vorming van immuuncomplexen tussen 

ADA en drug een rol kan spelen. In Hoofdstuk 7 wordt onderzocht welke factoren de 

complexvorming tussen infliximab en ADA beïnvloeden, en wat het immuunactiverende 

vermogen is van deze complexen. De concentratie en de ratio werden gevonden als 

twee onafhankelijke factoren die bepalend waren voor de immuuncomplexgrootte. 

Er werd geen immuunactivatie gezien door dimeren, tetrameren en hexameren, 

waarschijnlijk door hun conformatie. Zeer grote complexen hadden wel enig vermogen 

om het immuunsysteem te activeren. Deze resultaten impliceren dat immuuncomplexen 

tussen ADA en drug over het algemeen niet schadelijk zijn. Echter, in zeldzame 

gevallen, wanneer drug en ADA in gelijke en hoge hoeveelheden aanwezig zijn, zouden 

grote complexen gevormd kunnen worden die immuunactiverend kunnen werken, wat 

mogelijk leidt tot de bijwerkingen die gezien worden in de kliniek.

De resultaten die in dit proefschrift worden beschreven geven nieuwe informatie over 

de mechanismes die betrokken zijn bij (ongewenste) klinische effecten die worden 

waargenomen in ADA positieve patiënten. Deze resultaten zouden de behandeling 

van deze patiënten kunnen verbeteren, en kunnen verder gebruikt worden voor het 

ontwikkelen van nieuwe therapeutische antistoffen.
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